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Abstract 
Additive manufacturing (AM) techniques provide engineering design flexibility not available 
when manufacturing is constrained by the tool-path restrictions of conventional subtractive 
techniques such as turning, milling and grinding. AM techniques allow the manufacture of 
complex form, light weight components with optimised geometries and topographies, 
including internal and re-entrant features. These features may greatly enhance the 
components functional capability. The design flexibility may allow a reduction in assembly 
part count, with a corresponding reduction in assembly time. Additionally, the ability to use 
high performance engineering metals in the AM process, such as 316 stainless steel, titanium 
Ti6Al4V and cobalt chrome provide the aerospace, medical and automotive industries with a 
new manufacturing toolbox using familiar raw materials. These quality-driven industries are 
fully aware of the potential of AM and are actively engaged and invested with the AM industry 
and research community. The complex features and design freedom providing great potential 
for these industries also presents challenges for surface measurement and characterisation. 
Surface measurement is vital to assure compliance with designed sealing, bearing, flow and 
adhesion properties of the component. Parts manufactured using AM are not exempt from the 
stringent quality requirements applicable to other manufacturing processes and so surface 
texture requirements will be incorporated into drawings and design specifications, imposed 
by customers onto suppliers. There will need to be a common language and approved 
standards. Compliance verification will be mandatory. If a feature is specified on a drawing 
then these industries will require verification that the component complies with design 
requirements. Traditionally, line-of-sight measuring devices were able to follow the tool 
pathways to access and measure these surfaces. With the advent of additive processes, new 
techniques will need to be developed. X-ray computed tomography (CT) has been used 
successfully for dimensional and defect detection as it allows the measurement of internal 
and re-entrant features. Thus far, there has been little research on the application of CT for 
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the measurement of surface texture. This thesis reports on the development of a novel 
technique, detailing the first extraction of areal surface texture parameters per a recognised 
standard (ISO 25178-2) from CT scans of AM components. Industry will require reproducibility 
of measurements and so an interlaboratory comparison was performed to compare CT 
measurement results using this technique from four laboratories. The repeatability and 
accuracy of surface measurements is also vital for industrial applications and so the influence 
on extracted surface texture parameter values of selected CT measurement and 
reconstruction factors has been investigated. Extraction of true 3D data from CT requires the 
generation of new surface characterisation parameters to take full advantage of the technique 
and a new parameter has been developed to enable the true surface of re-entrant surfaces 
to be characterised. The additive process itself is complex and verification of consistent 
additive machine performance is vital for production. A series of small, inexpensive, surface-
specific measurement artefacts has been developed and built to characterise the build 
chamber and provide production process verification. This series of inter-related experimental 
investigations were chosen to be industrially relevant, to be linked closely to component 
function and be used as practical measurement and surface characterisation techniques. This 
work is intended, as far as possible, to not be machine-specific, but to be applicable to all 
CT machines and all metal powder bed fusion (PBF) AM machines. As AM and CT machine 
capability improves, as it inevitably will, the techniques and applications presented here are 
designed to evolve with these changes. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
“Additive manufacturing—a third industrial revolution.” 
The Economist (2012) [1]  
1.1 Background and motivation 
 
    
Figure 1-1: Historical additive manufacturing. 
(a) Japanese Jōmon coil pot, reproduced from [2], (b) Inuit people and igloo, 
reproduced from [3]. 
 
Additive manufacturing techniques have existed for millennia. The Japanese, during the 
Jōmon period, (ca. 10,500 B.C.–ca. 300 B.C.), created intricate coil pottery, see Figure 
1-1:(a) [2]. Igloos, the traditional shelter of the Inuit people, are known to have existed from 
at least the 16th century, see Figure 1-1:(b) [3]. These two techniques are both examples of 
additive manufacturing, where raw material is added piece-by-piece or layer-by-layer to 
produce the final product, perhaps with some post-processing to improve aesthetics or 
functional performance. However, additive manufacturing (AM) as referred to in the research 
reported in this thesis, is the production of items built in layers from a computer aided design 
(CAD) model. This method of additive manufacturing has a relatively short but dynamic 
history. Since Chuck Hull received a patent for the first commercial AM technology (1986 U.S. 
Patent 4,575,330 entitled “Apparatus for production of three-dimensional objects by stereo 
lithography”) [4] there has been a continuing evolution of AM technology and a corresponding 
(a) (b) 
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increase in industrial and commercial interest in applications of the technology in all its forms; 
with some methods having, currently, more significant commercial and industrial application 
than others. These processes have significant potential for the quality-driven aerospace, 
medical and automotive industries, where these techniques, particularly using metal raw 
material [5] may present significant advantages over conventional manufacturing techniques. 
AM processes complement, but are not a substitute for, conventional subtractive 
manufacturing methods, such as milling, turning and grinding. There are many applications, 
for example high-volume production of hydraulic pistons, where turning and milling from 
wrought bar stock will be more economical in terms of raw material and manufacturing costs, 
material traceability and consistency. AM has generally been more viable as a manufacturing 
technique for bespoke or small batch quantities, see Figure 1-2:, however, the costs of AM 
are reducing and the number of manufactured parts at the AM break even cost-point is 
gradually increasing. 
 
 
Figure 1-2: Breakeven analysis. 
Comparing additive and conventional manufacturing, showing conventional 
manufacturing techniques are more economical as the number of manufactured 
units increases. Reproduced from [6]. 
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AM techniques provide another tool in the manufacturing toolbox. Importantly, AM processes, 
even though they are in their infancy and not as well established or understood as 
conventional machining process will not have an exemption from the stringent quality 
requirements of safety-critical industries such as medical or aerospace: 
 
“Additive manufacturing may be the new “miracle process”, but there is no special 
dispensation from complying with the requirements of quality-driven industries such as 
medical or aerospace. Additionally, the old adage that “if it can’t be measured, it can’t be 
made” applies and therefore developing suitable traceable metrology for potentially very 
complex additive components is vital if the AM process is to become mainstream.” 
Liam Blunt, Director, Centre for Precision Technologies, University of Huddersfield (2017) 
 
Typical applications of AM techniques include the manufacture of components with complex 
geometries and internal features that are either very difficult or impossible to produce using 
conventional techniques. As an example, Sachs [7] reported on the manufacture of injection 
molding tooling using additive manufacturing. Not restricted to the straight holes produced 
by drilling operations, complex, curved flow channels can be manufactured using AM without 
the need for a multi-part mold.  The primary advantage of AM is that these processes are not 
limited by tooling path restrictions inherent in subtractive techniques [8]. This permits novel 
designs to be made and by potentially reducing the number of parts in an assembly, saving 
on manufacturing time, assembly time, part storage and documentation, eliminating the need 
for elastomeric seals with potential leakage paths for example. AM is currently being used in 
high-value applications where customisation and complex geometries are required, such as 
the shells for hearing aids [8]. The UK Forsight Report (2013) [9] highlighted applications 
such as this: personalised but high-volume applications, as a potential game-changing 
technology. AM has been called the third industrial revolution [1]. Perhaps it is a little early 
to describe the technology this way, but AM does have significant enough advantages that 
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the technological challenges, many of which will be discussed here, will be addressed and 
resolved. AM is here to stay. Figure 1-3: shows three metal AM components incorporating 
topology optimisation, and weight-saving design features. 
 
 
Figure 1-3: Metal AM components. 
(a) Airbus A380 bracket. Optimised AM [front] and conventional [rear] (S. Steel). 
Reproduced from [10]. (b) Arup AM construction bracket (Maraging steel). 
Reproduced from [11]. (c) GE LEAP fuel nozzle (Cobalt Chrome) Reproduced from 
[12]. 
 
1.2 Scope of the thesis 
1.2.1 Aim 
The aim of this work is to characterise the surface texture of additively manufactured parts, 
introducing and verifying the robustness of novel techniques and methods that, individually 
or when combined, provide industry with tools for production development and process 
control. 
  
1.2.2 Objectives 
To meet this aim the following objectives were set: 
 Develop a non-destructive technique for measuring and characterising internal 
surfaces of metal powder bed fusion (PBF) AM components. 
 Verify reproducibility of the technique by performing an interlaboratory comparison. 
(a) (b) (c) 
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 Investigate parameters that may impact the accuracy of the extracted data. 
 Develop a non-destructive technique for measuring and characterising re-entrant AM 
surfaces. 
 Develop novel surface-specific AM artefacts for industrial process verification and use 
these as part of an artefact measurement suite to characterise the PBF AM machine 
manufacturing envelope (the build chamber).  
 
This work is not concerned with monitoring or in-situ AM metrology, discussed here [13] or 
with form or shape inspection, discussed here [14]. Because of its industrial importance, this 
work focusses on metal AM surface metrology. However, the techniques and methods 
specified here may have application for polymer AM measurement (and indeed application for 
surface measurement and characterisation outside the AM field). 
 
1.3 Thesis layout 
The thesis consists of nine chapters including the introduction, plus references and 
appendices. A synopsis of chapter numbers two to nine is provided here. A brief rationale for 
the experimental work, together with novelty, are discussed. Detailed explanations are 
included in the specific chapters. 
 
1.3.1 Chapter 2 Literature review 
Chapter two is a review of current literature and state-of-the-art, comprising of three sections. 
Section 2.1 is an overview of additive manufacturing. Section 2.2 is a review of literature 
pertaining to metal AM surfaces and their measurement. A review paper [15] (the author of 
this thesis is the first author), indicated that there had been very limited application of 
computed tomography (CT) for the measurement, extraction and characterisation of data 
from AM surfaces. This lack of research was surprising as the author had seen potential for 
creating CT reconstructions with useable surface texture data. During unrelated work, using 
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the Nikon XT H 225 CT at Huddersfield University, this author had imaged the head of a brown 
house moth (hofmannophila pseudospretella). When sectioned in the analysis software, 
significant detail was visible on the inside of the moth’s eyes and antennae (Figure 1-4:(a)). 
It was realised that the scale of the surface texture was significantly less than that of standard 
as-built PBF AM surfaces (Figure 1-4:(b)) and so there seemed potential for the extraction of 
meaningful surface data from CT. This led to a literature review of the current research into 
the application of CT for the measurement of AM components, included here as Chapter 2.3. 
 
    
Figure 1-4: Moth eye and AM surface. 
(a) Head of Hofmannophila pseudospretella, sectioned in VGStudio MAX 3.0. Voxel 
size 7.5 µm, (b) SEM image of an EBM AM as-built side surface (similar scale). 
 
1.3.2 Chapter 3 Surface from CT 
Prior to the work reported here, there had been no published areal AM surface extraction and 
characterisation from CT reconstructions of AM components. This chapter discusses the 
development of measurement artefacts, including a dimensional artefact scanned with the AM 
surface measurement artefact. This chapter also presents the extraction technique, the 
generation of areal parameter data per ISO 25178-2 [16], the evaluation of repeatability and 
comparison with results obtained from a focus variation instrument. The results were 
presented at conference [17] and a journal paper reporting this work has been published 
[18].   
3.5 mm 
(a) (b) 
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1.3.3 Chapter 4 CT-STARR (Surface Texture from Additive Round 
Robin) 
The surface extraction technique, as presented in Chapter 3, had been shown to be robust—
but the work had been performed on one CT machine, a Nikon XT H 225 at Huddersfield 
University. This technique, to have industrial application, would need to be applicable to other 
machines, so an interlaboratory comparison (round robin [RR]) was planned to evaluate 
reproducibility. RR evaluations of AM dimensional extraction from CT has been performed 
[19-21] but, as the base technique here is novel, this is the first RR investigating the 
extraction and characterisation of surface texture from an AM component. A multi-machine, 
worldwide round robin was considered, but it was decided that an initial (Stage 1) round 
robin, including a limited number of participants (four) using similar machines (one Nikon XT 
H 225 commercial machine and three Nikon MCT225 metrology machines) would be more 
expeditious and the lessons learned about measurement technique, sample preparation and 
data analysis would provide a solid foundation for an expanded Stage 2 RR with a larger 
cohort of CT machines and with greater machine configuration variation. The development of 
Stage 1 was presented at conference [22], as were the initial results [23]. 
 
1.3.4 Chapter 5 Factors affecting the accuracy of CT surface 
measurement 
For industrial applications it is important to know the potential effect of measurement process 
variation. The effect of changing the electron-generation filament in the X-ray generation 
assembly is discussed in Chapter 3. The effects of three additional factors on the extracted 
surface texture parameter data are investigated in this chapter. These factors are CT surface 
determination, which is the computation of the location of the surface based on the grey-
scale values of the re-constructed voxels. The second factor is the magnification and 
measurement voxel size and the third factor investigated was the influence of measuring a 
surface as an internal surface compared with the same surface as an external surface. The 
results of this study were presented at conference and published as a journal paper [24]. 
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1.3.5 Chapter 6 CT measurement of re-entrant surfaces 
The PBF additive process often produces an as-built surface with re-entrant (overhanging) 
features. Additionally, the process presents the opportunity to intentionally produce designed 
surfaces with overhanging or re-entrant features to improve component functionality. 
Measurement of these features is important, as a process verification and functional 
optimisation tool. These features can be imaged using the CT process. It will be shown in 
Chapter 5 that there is insignificant difference between CT measurements of the same surface 
as an external surface and as an internal surface, so the data for re-entrant surfaces should 
be a true representation of the surface. CT measurements generate true 3D (x,y,z) data, 
including internal features and surfaces. Line-of-sight measurement techniques, such as 
optical focus variation and mechanical stylus cannot be used to measure re-entrant features. 
The output of these line-of-sight processes is generally height map information: a single 
z value created for any given x,y coordinate. If the data from CT is processed as a height map 
then valuable measured data is lost. This lost data may have significant information that may 
relate to the required part function. This Chapter reports on the novel measurement and 
characterisation of re-entrant features using CT and a new surface parameter is proposed, 
Sdrprime. The work was presented at conference [25]. 
 
1.3.6 Chapter 7 Surface-specific artefacts and build chamber 
characterisation 
Collaborations with industrial partners have shown that AM components with functional as-
build surfaces are now being used in critical applications, for example percutaneous (through-
the-skin) medical implants. In addition to the requirement to measure any re-entrant surfaces 
correctly, as discussed in Chapter 6, these critical applications require consistent production 
quality across the build chamber and between successive builds. This chapter reports on the 
characterisation of an EBM chamber used for manufacturing medical implants, through 
analysis of four builds using powder with differing re-use cycles. Included in the artefacts in 
each build is a novel set of surface-specific measurement artefacts. Design rationale is 
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discussed for these artefacts and the methodology and results for the characterisation is 
reported. The surface-specific artefact work was presented at conference [26]. 
 
1.3.7 Chapter 8 Discussion and conclusions 
The conclusions drawn from each experimental section and general conclusions are presented. 
 
1.3.8 Chapter 9 Future work 
On-going and future work are presented, together with an outlook of possible future trends 
and opportunities.   
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Chapter 2  Literature review 
“Surfaces cover everything.” 
Christopher A. Brown [27] 
 
This chapter provides a review of the background literature and current state-of-the-art 
research applicable to this thesis. The chapter is divided into three sections: section 2.1 is an 
overview of AM, section 2.2 is a review of surface texture metrology for metal AM and section 
2.3 is a review of the application of CT for metrology.  
 
2.1 Additive manufacturing  
The ASTM Committee F42 on Additive Manufacturing Technologies has defined seven methods 
of additive manufacturing [28]: 
 
 Vat photo polymerisation 
This method uses a vat of photopolymer resin that is selectively cured using ultraviolet (UV) 
light. The build platform is lowered by the layer thickness and the process is repeated.  
 Material extrusion 
This process, often called fused deposition modelling (FDM), involves the layer-by-layer 
deposition of material heated and extruded through a nozzle.  
 Powder bed fusion 
PBF techniques use a raw material powder that is spread over the build plate surface. The 
powder is selectively melted, the build plate is lowered by the layer thickness and then 
another layer is applied and selectively melted. The two most common melting processes are 
electron beam melting (EBM) and laser-based processes, including selective laser melting 
(SLM), selective laser sintering (SLS) and direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) [29]. The 
majority of metal metal powder bed processes (laser or electron beam bases) involve full 
melting of the raw material powder [8].  
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 Material jetting 
In this process raw material is jetted, layer by layer, onto the build plate. This process is 
similar to two-dimensional, single layer, ink-jet printing. 
 Binder jetting 
Liquid binder material is selectively jetted onto a powder bed layer. The build plate is lowered, 
another layer of powder is applied and a further layer of binder liquid is applied. The powder 
is glued by the adhesive binder to the layer below. 
 Directed energy deposition 
Directed energy deposition (DED) involves feeding the raw material stock (wire or powder) 
into the heat source (such as a laser beam) near or on the material surface. A liquid pool of 
molten material forms on the surface. This process is often used for repair or cladding of 
existing components.   
 Sheet lamination 
Sheet layers are positioned onto the machine bed, bonded (glue or ultrasonic welding) to the 
previous layers. The layer is then trimmed to the required shape and the process is repeated. 
 
2.1.1 Powder bed fusion 
The work reported in the present thesis will specifically involve research into one of these 
processes: powder bed fusion. This process has seen the most widespread adoption and there 
has been significant investment by the aerospace and medical industries in PBF AM, primarily 
metal AM. As an example General Electric, a company with significant involvement in both 
the aviation [30] and medical [31] industries has purchased a controlling share (76.1% as of 
January 2017 [32])  of Swedish company, Arcam, the leading EBM machine manufacturer. 
The PBF process involves the thermal fusion of a base material powder. Typical particle size 
range for metal PBF powders is 15–45  µm for laser-based systems [33] and 45–100 µm for 
electro-beam based systems [34]. The particle size for electron-beam systems is generally 
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larger to reduce the effect of particle charging and repulsion caused by the flow of electrons 
through the powder during e-beam application [8].  
 
2.1.1.1 Laser-based AM 
A schematic of a typical laser-based PBF system is shown in Figure 2-1: [29]. 
 
 
Figure 2-1: Laser-based PBF system. 
Reproduced from [29]. 
 
Laser-based PBF systems include a laser system to provide the thermal energy necessary to 
melt the powder. The laser beam is scanned across the powder surface by a mechanical 
galvanometer system. Between each layer the build platform is lowered by the layer thickness 
and the next layer of powder is applied using a blade or roller. The build chamber typically 
has an inert gas atmosphere (usually argon or nitrogen). This minimises oxidisation of the 
powder [29].  
 
2.1.1.2 Electron-beam based AM 
EBM systems operate in a vacuum or partial vacuum and at high temperature. The base 
vacuum level in the Arcam Q10 is maintained at 1 x 10-5 mbar. Helium gas at a partial pressure 
of 2 x 10-3 mbar is introduced during the melting process [35]. The electron beam is scanned 
across the entire build after the addition of each powder layer, maintaining the entire build at 
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an optimal ambient temperature (dependent upon the raw material used). This process 
reduces the residual stresses within the finished component and reduces powder displacement 
due to the charge-repulsion caused by the electron flow. The build process is achieved by 
scanning the beam using a greater energy flux over just the areas required to be melted for 
that build layer. One significant advantage of EBM process is the fast scanning speed, as the 
electron beam is deflected using magnetic coils, similar to those incorporated in cathode ray 
tubes and scanning electron microscopes, see Figure 2-2:. This electronic scanning is faster 
than the mechanical scanning of the optical laser beam in laser PBF systems. 
 
 
Figure 2-2: EBM system configuration (Arcam). 
Reproduced from [36]. 
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2.2 Surface texture metrology for metal AM 
A review paper by Townsend et al., “Surface texture metrology for metal additive 
manufacturing: a review” [15] underpins this section. This review paper includes analysis of 
120 references from 1997 [37] to the publication submission date: May 29, 2016. More recent 
references have been discussed here as applicable. A copy of the review paper is included in 
Appendix 1. 
 
2.2.1 Surface metrology 
Surface metrology is defined as the measurement and characterisation of surface topography 
[38]. The measurement of the surface is a separate, but inter-related, function from the 
surface characterisation. Measurement is the process of acquiring surface data. 
Characterisation is the process of extracting useful quantitative information from the data. 
The measurement process has to be configured to acquire the necessary data to allow correct 
characterisation of the surface.  The required data may be specified by reference standards, 
based on the surface configuration, measurement technique and the characterisation to be 
performed. Measurement and characterisation will be discussed separately. The word 
topography typically describes the geometric information for the surface, at all measurement 
scales. This includes the surface form (shape), waviness and texture. Form is of longer 
wavelength than waviness, which in turn is of longer wavelength than texture. The work 
discussed in this review is focussed primarily on surface texture. The actual wavelengths 
corresponding to waviness and texture (roughness) are surface dependent, see Figure 2-3:. 
 
 
Figure 2-3: Waviness and roughness of a machined surface. 
Reproduced from [39]. 
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The final scale-of-interest (wavelengths) chosen for measurement and characterisation should 
ideally be those that are most sensitive to component function. If, however, a relationship 
between function and specific wavelengths has not been developed, there are standard 
surface-scale values that may be generated based on the surface roughness. Interestingly, 
this means that an approximate value of the surface roughness needs to be known to enable 
correct settings for the final measurement and characterisation. 
 
2.2.2 Scale-of-interest 
 
   
Figure 2-4: As-built Ti6Al4V SLM AM surface SEM micrographs. 
(a) Side surface, (b) detail of side surface, (c) top surface.  
  
 
Figure 2-4:(a,b) show current work analysing a typical as-built SLM side surface (Ti6Al4V). 
The surface has a high degree of irregularity at different observation scales. Partially melted 
powder grains can be observed, together with melt flow waves and ripples. Figure 2-4:(b) 
shows a surface pocket. Perhaps this pocket is an indicator of internal porosity within the 
component: the material surrounding such pockets may not be fullly re-melted during 
subsequent layer deposition, so creating a void that becomes embedded within the 
component. Figure 2-4:(c) shows the top surface of the same component. The melt path 
strategy is visible on the surface. There are asperities and globules on the surface that are of 
different configuration to those on the side surface. Figure 2-5:, by comparison shows an 
image of a machine-turned component. This surface is characterised by generally repeating 
(a) (b) (c) 
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features of similar pitch based on the machine feeds and speeds, with smaller scale features, 
perhaps caused by tool edge irregulaties. 
 
 
Figure 2-5: Typical machine turned component. 
Showing repeating features based on the machine feed rate and rotational speed, 
together with smaller features from tool edge irregularities. Reproduced from 
[40]. 
 
As has been discussed, the driving factor for the measurement scale-of-interest should be 
component function, which may dictate very specific measurement and characterisation 
parameters. A simple example to illustrate the importance of measurement scale-of-interest 
is shown in Figure 2-6:. This desert landscape has several distinct surface scales. If the 
surface is to be used as a track for dune buggies then the tuning of the car suspension may 
be based on large wavelengths, up to perhaps 500 m. This may give an arithmentic mean 
deviation of the surface of 10 m. If the interest is in the formation and characterisation of 
wind-induced rippling then perhaps the largest scale of interest may be 0.2 m. If all 
wavelengths above 0.2 m are filtered then the arithmeitc mean deviation of the surface may 
be 2 cm. Finally, if the abrasivenesss of the surface is the imprtant function, then the 
maximum scale-of-interest may be 0.2 cm, which, after filtering all wavelengths above this 
value, may result in a roughness value of 0.1 mm. These arithmetic mean height deviation 
values are all for the same suface, the 10 m to 0.1 mm difference (a 100,000 : 1 ratio) is 
purely due to the filtering applied, which in turn is based on the scale-of-interest. 
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Figure 2-6: What is the correct scale of interest? 
Sand dune with features at different scales-of-interest, based on function.  
 
It should be noted that visual evaluation of surface may not always give an indication of the 
correct measurement scale. Figure 2-7: shows two images of visually, fairly similar features. 
However, the difference in the scale bar length is 1:1,000,000,000. 
 
 
Figure 2-7: Visually similar surfaces.  
Approximately 1 billion times scale difference. (a) SLM AM surface (b) surface of 
the planet Pluto. Modified from [41]. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Many surface metrology instruments can be configured to measure surfaces at a wide range 
of scales of interest, for example a typical focus variation instrument may have selectable 
objective lenses with magnifications from x2.5 to x100. The machine operator is responsible 
for configuring the measuring instrument system based upon the scales-of-interest, filtering 
and characterisation requirements.  
 
2.2.3 Importance of AM surfaces 
Subtractive manufacturing methods remove surface to create a new surface. This is not the 
case with PBF AM. A surface is first created and then re-melted. Surface texture may relate 
to the internal structure of the component. Surface defects may become embedded in the 
body of the component when subsequent layers are added. This may produce porosity that 
may reduce fatigue life and material strength. The porosity may be exposed on a critical 
sealing surface during later post-processing, rendering the component un-useable. Surface 
texture measurement, in addition to providing accept/reject data during production, may 
provide significant insight into the manufacturing process and, in the case of 
AM manufacturing, the physical phenomena occurring during the manufacturing process. 
There are many input parameters and physical processes in the metal PBF AM process, 
see Table 1. As can be seen in Figure 2-4:, there is a wealth of information at the surface to 
aid in process analysis and correction. 
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Table 1: Metal PBF AM input parameters and physical processes. 
Reproduced from [42]. 
 
 
 
To illustrate the potential impact of the surface texture on an AM component a calculation 
was performed of the approximate total surface area created during the build, compared to 
the surface area remaining on the outside of the component after build completion. 
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Figure 2-8: Picture of typical PBF build configuration. 
Showing build layers and line-spacings. Modified from [43].  
 
Figure 2-8: shows a typical build configuration. The approximate embedded surface ( Semb) 
was calculated using Equation 1 (developed by this author). This example is for a PBF AM 
cube, assuming orthogonal scan pattern and rectangular (or square) bead cross section for 
each pass. 
       2 1 1S L M Nemb      Equation 1 
  
Where: 
L   = Part width, length, depth 
M= Laser passes on each layer 
N  = Number of layers 
Therefore: 
2L = the area of each embedded horizontal or vertical surface 
 1M = the number of embedded vertical surfaces 
 1N = the number of embedded horizontal surfaces 
The external surface of a cube, Se x t , is given by: 
 26S Lext      Equation 2 
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Figure 2-9: Diagramatic side view of 4 mm cube showing scan pattern. 
Representing 1 mm layer thickness and 1 mm line-spacing. 
 
For a 4 mm cube, 4 passes per layer (each pass 1 mm wide), 4 layers (each 1 mm thick): 
Embedded surface = 42 x (3+3) = 96 mm2 
This is three embedded horizontal surfaces, each with an area of 4 mm x 4 mm in addition to 
three embedded vertical surfaces, each with an area of 4 mm x 4 mm, see Figure 2-9. 
External surface = 6 x 42 = 96 mm2 
Percentage of “total surface” remaining 96 / (96+96) = 50% 
 
Similarly, for a 10 mm cube, 100 passes per layer, 100 layers: 
Embedded surface = 102 x (99 + 99) = 19,800 mm2 
External surface = 6 x 102 = 600 mm2 
Percentage of “total surface” remaining 600 / (600+19,800) = 3% 
 
So in this example, for a 10 mm cube with 100 µm layers and 100 µm scan spacing, the final 
surface is less than 3% of the total surface area produced during the build. The vast majority 
(97%) of the surface manufactured during the build is re-melted as further layers are applied. 
This illustrates the possible catastrophic impact of surface defects on the internal structure of 
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the component. The as-built AM surface may be post-processed by machining for example. 
Additional material needs to be added to the design prior to the build in specific areas that 
will be post processed to improve sealing, bearing areas or mounting surfaces. This is similar 
to the allowances provided on casting dawings. Design of datums on the part shouild be 
considered to allow correct mounting and orientation prior to this machining. The depth of 
surface defects and possible surface destortions produced during the build is critical in 
deciding the additional material allowance required to ensure complete clean-up of the 
surface. Characterisation of the build chamber using artefacts that can be compared to the 
nominal CAD drawing using a deviation analysis will provide significant information on the 
required allowance, see 7.4.4.   
   
2.2.4 Profile and areal surface measurement 
The review paper, Townsend et al., “Surface tecture for metal additive manufacturing: a 
review” [15], Appendix 1, contained an analysis of literature pertaining to surface texture 
metrology of metal additively manufactured parts.  The review paper was divided into sections 
based on area-of-interest. The following section of the thesis are based upon those sections, 
with additional explanation where applicable. Industrial applications, build technology and raw 
materials, surface measurement and characterisation and surface texture parameters are 
discussed. Surface measurement and characterisation can broadly be divided into two 
methods: profile and areal. Profile measurement is the extraction of two-dimensional data 
from the surface: linear position along a straight line (x) and a corresponding surface height 
(z) at that position. Areal surface measurement data is generally of height map format, 
consisting of an (x,y) location on a plane with a corresponding height value (z). Measurement 
and characterisation of true 3D data (x,y,z) will be discussed in later chapters. ISO standards 
4287 [44] and ISO 25178-2 define the most frequently used surface texture parameters in 
academia and industry. ISO 4287 defines terms, definitions and surface texture parameters 
for profile measurements and ISO 25178-2 defines terms, definitions and surface texture 
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parameters for areal measurements. While profile parameters still see more application in the 
reviewed research (80%), with areal parameters reported in approximately 20% of the 
research, areal parameters have distinct advantages over profile parameters for the 
characterisation of surfaces. Surfaces topography is three dimensional in nature and so 
analysis using profiles (two dimensional data) will not fully describe the surface and may give 
misleading results when taken in isolation, leading to components that may not function as 
required. Figure 2-10: shows a surface with an extracted profile measurement. The profile 
measurement may be interpreted as a pit or a scratch. The measured surface shows this is a 
scratch. Functionally, for fluid sealing for example, a pit may be acceptable whereas as scratch 
may lead to leakage.   
 
  
Figure 2-10: Profile measurement extracted from a ground surface. 
Profile trace “A” could be a pit or a scratch. “B” surface image indicates this is a 
scratch. Reproduced from [45]. 
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2.2.5 Industrial applications, AM methods and build materials   
The aerospace and medical industries have been early adopters of AM manufacturing [46]. In 
part, this interest is because of the ability to manufacture components using standard high-
performance metal material types currently used in these industries, such as titanium alloys 
(34% of references that specified material used titanium, with Ti6Al4V and Ti6Al4V ELI 
comprising 95% of those references) and stainless steels (39% of references, 316L SS 
comprising 70% of those references). Other steels, such as alloy and maraging steels 
comprise 10% of the literature. Refractory materials, such as cobalt chrome and alumina, 
together with tool steels and copper alloys comprise only 7% of the analysed references. 
Nickel alloys were the subject of 5% of references (with Inconel 625 being the subject of 75% 
of the research). Aluminium alloys, such as AlSi10Mg were the subject of 5% of the research. 
At this point the metal AM build process with the greatest economic impact has been PBF 
[42]. As a result there has been greater research into metal PBF processes than other metal 
AM processes, such as DED, material extrusion and material jetting. While literature 
references the importance of AM surface texture for industrial applications, currently the 
published AM surface texture research shows limited connection to application-specific 
industrial applications. Generally, AM surface texture research is at an infant stage, where 
surface texture metrology is being used to understand the manufacturing process capability 
and the effect of build parameter variation. There has been some investigation into the use 
of bio-compatible materials, such as cobalt chrome and Ti6Al4V ELI, using AM techniques  
[47, 48]. The effect of AM surface roughness on electromagnetic horn antennae performance 
[49] and the effect of texture (as-built, machined and polished) on fatigue performance has 
been investigated [50]. 
A review of the literature indicated that, of the two most significant metal AM processes, PBF 
and DED, PBF was the subject of greater research, with 44 published references                 
([47, 48, 50-91]). There were seven published references for DED research ([92]). Table 2 
shows the AM technique used for each of the material groups used in the AM surface research. 
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The research included in this thesis will be focussed on PBF techniques, using aerospace and 
medical grade materials, Ti6Al4V ELI, AlSI10Mg using EBM and SLM build systems, to ensure 
the maximum relevance of the research. 
 
Table 2: Reviewed research papers for each material group. 
Showing percentage of AM technique (EBM, laser and DED) used in the research. 
  AM process 
Material  EBM  Laser  DED 
Nickel Alloys  0  100%  0 
Aluminium alloys  0  100%  0 
Stainless steels  0  87%  13% 
Other steels  0  83%  17% 
Titanium alloys  35%  50%  15% 
Others  0  100%  0 
 
2.2.6    Measurement technologies 
Historically, surface texture has been measured using contact styli profilometers. Stylus 
profile texture measurement and characterisation are still ubiquitous in industrial situations, 
the systems are generally low-cost and there is a comfort-level due to familiarity. In the 
reviewed literature, 40% of the references used stylus profile measurements. Contact styli 
may be raster-scanned across the surface and the individual profile measurements may be 
combined to create an areal height map of the surface, so providing the advantages discussed 
for areal measurements; however, this raster-scan process tends to be very time consuming. 
There were no areal raster-scanned stylus measurements in the reviewed literature.  
Additionally, the typical powder-based AM surface, see Figure 2-4:, presents significant 
measurement challenges due to re-entrant features, discontinuities, high slope angles and 
vertical walls. The contact styli may jam and be damaged when traversing the steep slopes, 
there may be shank contact and also loss of contact. The progressive realisation that areal 
measurements now provide more information in general [93], but especially for complex AM 
surfaces, is leading to greater adoption of non-contact (optical) areal measurement systems.  
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2.2.7 Focus variation 
The machine used for reference measurements in this work (an Alicona G4) is an optical areal 
measurement system using the focus variation measurement method. This method has 
previously been used for AM areal surface texture measurement [62, 94]. The focus variation 
process is a combination of narrow depth of field optical elements and vertical scanning of 
the optics. This process acquires areal surface texture information, with the option, of course, 
to extract profile data from the areal data sets. A schematic of a typical focus variation system 
is shown in Figure 2-11: [95]. The Alicona G4 system is shown in Figure 2-12:.  
 
 
Key 
1 array detector 
2 optical components 
3 white light source 
4 illumination beam splitter 
5 objective 
6 specimen 
7 vertical scan 
8 focus information curve with maximum position 
9 light beam (…) 
10 analyzer 
11 polarizer 
12 ring light 
13 optical axis (.-.-.) 
 
Figure 2-11: Schematic of a typical focus variation system. 
Reproduced from [95]. 
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Figure 2-12: Alicona G4 focus variation surface measurement system. 
Reproduced from [96]. 
 
The focus variation system includes an integrated turret with selectable objective lenses, with 
magnifications typically ranging between x2.5 and x100 [97], are selected to provide the 
surface resolution suitable for the sample under test. The following numbered references refer 
to  Figure 2-11:. A beam-splitter (4) is used to insert white light (from the white light source 
(3)) into the optical path [98]. This light is focussed onto the surface (6) by the objective lens 
(5). Light reflecting from the surface and onto the objective lens is projected onto a planar 
detector (1). This is similar to the operation of a digital camera. Generally with a digital 
camera a particular object in the photograph, or perhaps all areas of the image, would ideally 
be in focus. The lens system in the focus variation system intentionally has a narrow depth 
of field, so only small areas of the measured object are sharply imaged [98]. The image 
gathering assembly is mounted on a motorised vertical (z) stage. The plane of focus is 
positioned just below the lowest point on the sample. An image is acquired, the stage is then 
lowered a known distance, based on the lens system and resolution, and another image is 
acquired. This process is repeated until the plane of focus is above the highest point in the 
sample. This will ensure that every lateral measurement point on the surface (again defined 
by the selected resolution) will be, or near, full focus at a known height. This technique uses 
image contrast to verify focus and therefore the height for a particular area: the higher the 
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image contrast the more focussed the image. To ascertain contrast for a particular location 
the neighbouring pixels are compared to the pixel at the location of interest [95, 99]. The 
highest contrast image has the greatest standard deviation for the local pixel grey-scale 
values, see Figure 2-13:. 
 
 
 
Figure 2-13: Focus variation information at a position of interest. 
(1) position of interest, (2) quantification of focus based on the standard deviation 
of the intensities of neighbouring points. Reproduced from [99].  
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The acquired height and location data is used to generate height map data for the component 
under test. Through-the-lens illumination may be supplemented by additional lighting 
sources, such as a ring light (12) which preferentially illuminates the sides, rather than the 
top, of the surface being measured. This reduces the contrast between to top and sides and 
permits measurement of surfaces with slopes greater than 80° [100]. The focus variation 
system includes an (x,y) stage that allows the sample to be moved beneath the optical 
measurement system. This is used to locate the region of interest, but also allows image 
stacks to be acquired from adjacent (overlapping) areas. The data from all measurements is 
then combined to produce height map data for a larger measurement area. This stitching may 
be required to comply with the measurement resolution and sampling area requirements 
defined by standards such as ISO 25178. Focus variation is not suitable for very reflective or 
specular surfaces as there will generally be too much contrast between the specular and non-
specular areas. Transparent surfaces will also present a problem as the system is unable to 
differentiate between outer and inner surfaces. The surfaces of as-built powder bed fusion 
metal AM components generally are well within the measurement capability of focus variation 
systems [101]. 
 
2.2.8 Surface characterisation 
Once the surface has been measured then meaningful, quantitative, data needs to be 
extracted. As discussed in 2.2.2, selecting the correct scale-of-interest of the surface is critical 
for obtaining the most useful information from the surface measurement. This selection 
governs the filtering to be applied to the data, so only the data of relevant scales is evaluated, 
and is not swamped by (primarily longer wavelength, larger amplitude) non-critical data. The 
function of the surface will also dictate the type of surface texture parameter extracted from 
the data: amplitude, spatial, hybrid for example [93, 102]. As has been discussed in section 
2.2.4, ISO 25178-2 defines areal parameters. ASME B46=1-2009 [103] and JIS B 0601:2013 
[104] also define areal parameter sets, but a review of the standards used for the 
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characterisation of AM surfaces [15] showed the literature referenced only the ISO standard 
for area measurement and characterisation. 
 
2.2.9  Parameters sensitive to AM surface and component 
performance 
2.2.9.1 Profile parameters 
Within the references reviewed, approximately 20% used areal parameters for surface 
analysis. The majority (80%) of AM surface measurement references used profile parameters, 
with, by far, the most commonly used parameter being the ISO 4287 profile parameters Ra, 
the arithmetic mean deviation of the assessed profile [52, 63, 65, 81, 85, 105, 106]. Another 
ISO 4287 profile parameter, Rq, is the second most used parameter. Rq is the root mean 
square of the ordinate values within the sampling length, that is, the sample standard 
deviation [59, 67, 107]. Other profile parameters have also been used successfully to 
characterise AM surfaces: Rz, the maximum peak-to-valley height of the measured profile 
[59, 67] and the material ratio curve [53]. The material ratio curve is also known as the 
Abbott-Firestone curve. This curve is the material ratio as a function of height down from the 
highest peak to the deepest valley (at the peak the value is zero; at the deepest valley the 
value is 100%). The predominant application of profile parameters (and Ra in particular) for 
AM surface texture metrology is perhaps not surprising. Ra is the standard surface 
measurement parameter in non-AM engineering manufacturing, where the advantages of 
areal measurement (see 2.2.4) are still gaining acceptance. 
  
2.2.9.2 Areal parameters 
Perhaps, not surprisingly, the most widely adopted ISO 25178-2 areal parameter is Sa, which 
is the arithmetic mean height of the scale-limited surface. Sa is the areal equivalent of the 
profile parameter Ra. It should be noted that the majority of definitions of the areal 
parameters in ISO 25178-2 specify a scale-limited-surface, that is, surface texture date after 
the application of hi-pass and low-pass filtration to remove non-relevant wavelengths, see 
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section 2.2.2. Results for these parameters will vary considerably at different scales (i.e. afer 
application of different filter sets), so definintion and reporting of the these filtration values is 
imperative. The parameter Sa was used in 90% of the references where areal parameter data 
was reported. 
 
2.2.9.2.1 Sa 
Sa, as defined in ISO 25178-2, is the arithmetic mean of the absolute of the ordinate values 
within a definition area, ( A ), see Equation 3. 
1 ( , )Sa z x y dxdy
A A
       Equation 3 
 
2.2.9.3  Surface and function 
The parameters chosen to characterise the AM surface need to be sensitive to changes in the 
surface texture. These changes can be caused either by modification of the AM build 
parameters or through post-processing of the as-built AM surface. Figure 2-14: shows false-
colour height maps of the surfaces of SLM Ti6Al4V components pre and post vibro-finishing. 
The areal parameters most sensitive to the changes produced by the vibro-finishing process 
were peak material volume (Vmp), developed interfacial area ration (Sdr), reduced peak 
height (Spk) skewness (Ssk), autocorrelation length (Sal), material ratio (dales) Smr2. 
Moylan [108] proposed using a combination of mean roughness (that is Ra or Sa), peak to 
valley height (Rz or Sz), skewness (Rsk or Ssk) and kurtosis (Rku or Sku) as a parameter set 
to be used to characterise the surfaces of AM components. Skewness and kurtosis are the 
third and forth order moments of the probability distribution for the surface height. Skewness 
is an indicator of the bias of the surface material in relation to the mean line between the 
peak and valley. Kurtosis is an indicator of the “peakedness” of the surface. The greater the 
kurtosis the greater the “peakedness”. 
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Figure 2-14: Focus variation height maps of a Ti6AL4V SLM part side surface. 
(a) as-built, Sa 21 µm (b) post vibro-finishing, Sa 12 µm. Modified from [15]. 
 
Research has related surface texture to fatigue life [50, 109, 110]. In Ref. [109] Ti6Al4V SLM 
and EBM components were analysed and fatigue life was correlated to Ra. It was found that 
as the Ra increased from 3 µm to 1000 µm the fatigue life decreased from 105 to 104 cycles. 
This work also reported that surface defects had the most impact on reducing the high-cycle 
fatigue life. Generally, research into the surface texture of powder bed fusion AM components 
has been performed to gain an understanding of the physics and to optimise individual process 
parameters for PBF processes [15]. A bullet-point list of conclusions drawn for specific AM 
build variation is reported here. 
 
 Beard [111] found that lower scan speed and higher power tend to improve top surface 
roughness. 
 Grimm [112] found a correlation between the surface orientation of SLM parts and Sdr 
(developed interfacial area ratio). 
 Mumtaz [63] investigating SLM Inconel 625 parts, found that adjusting parameters to 
achieve minimum top surface and bottom surface  Ra values concurrently was not 
possible. Parameters that promote a reduction in top surface Ra: increased overlap, 
reduced scan speed, tend to increase the balling effect (surface tension produces round 
(a) (b) 
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beads of melted material) and increase side surface Ra. Increasing peak power (to the 
point of significant material vaporisation) reduces both top and side Ra. 
 Safdar [52] researching EBM Ti6Al4V artefacts noted Ra values increased with 
increasing beam current and decreased with an increase in offset focus (moving the 
plane of focus of the electon beam vertically in relation to the powder layer) and scan 
speed. 
 Strano [85] noted SLM upskin (upward facing) surface roughness was influenced by 
build orientation and layer thickness and downskin surfaces were additionally 
influenced by laser power. 
 Triantaphyllou [62] found that Sa and Sq were suitable measurement parameters for 
SLM and EBM Ti6AL4V components and that Ssk (skewness) differentiated upskin from 
downskin surfaces. 
Example surface texture parameters used in AM research are shown in Table 3. 
 
Table 3: Examples of surface texture parameters used in AM research, from [15].   
Author  Ref.  Surface texture parameter  Area of research 
Frazier  [109]  Ra  EBM and  SLM Ti6Al4V fatigue life 
Grimm  [112]  Sdr  SLM Hastelloy X surface build angle (hemi‐sphere) 
Jamshidinia  [53]  Rk, Rpk, Sa, Material ratio  EBM Ti6Al4V heat accumulation 
Moylan  [108]  Ra, Sa, Rz, Sz, Rsk, Ssk, Rku, Sku  AM surface and build angle (platens) 
Mumtaz  [63]  Ra  SLM Inconel 625 
build parameters to optimise horizontal and vertical surfaces 
Pyka  [59]  Ra, Rq, Rz  SLM Ti6Al4V lattice surface treatment 
Safdar  [52]  Ra  EBM Ti6Al4V build parameters 
Triantaphyllou  [62]  Sa, Sq, Ssk  SLM and EBM Ti6Al4V build angle (platens) 
University  of 
Huddersfield 
‐  Vmp, Sdr, Spk, Ssk,  Sal, Smr2  SLM T6Al4V vibro‐finishing 
 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to generalise AM machine setup parameters as each machine 
design and each powder configuration are different. However, in general there is an energy 
density “sweet-spot” below which insufficient melting occurs and above which there is powder 
vaporisation and spatter [63]. One conclusion from Ref. [62] was that the direction of profile 
measurement in relation to the laser scan direction had little effect on the calculated surface 
roughness for the EMB or SLM test samples. Similarly, the ASTM F42/ISO TC 261 Joint Group 
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for Standard Test Artefacts (STAR) concluded that the stair-step effect (the approximation of 
an angled surface due to the finite build layer thickness) was not the dominating factor 
influencing the surface roughness of PBF platens built at different angles to the plane of the 
build plate [108]. Indeed, Taylor [42] found that, with certain build conditions, the primary 
surface lay was not parallel to the laser scanning direction. 
 
2.2.9.4  Process modelling 
The AM build process is complex with many interactions between build parameters and 
physical processes, see Table 1. The importance of computer simulation and modelling of the 
AM process, to help understand this relationship between the build process and the surface 
topography, has been recognised [42, 84, 113, 114]. There are many factors to be modelled 
to accurately represent the physical process. King et al. [115] have modelled the PBF process 
and have reported that a simulation of a 1 mm laser pass may take many days on a multi-
processor computer. The validity of these modelling operations can now be verified by 
comparison to real-time monitoring of the PBF build process using synchrotron X-ray imaging 
and diffraction [116]. There are now commercial organisations, such as 3D SIM, developing 
process-solvers that combine simulation with a priori data to analyse build data and 
component configuration to optimise build parameters on a part-by-part basis [117]. This 
complexity highlights the importance of having a target, based on function, to assure 
optimisation of the build for the intended use of the part.  
 
2.2.9.5  Feature extraction 
An advantage of areal surface measurement is the ability to image complete surface features 
(as opposed to cross-section information obtained from profile measurements). There are 
established pattern recognition and segmentation systems [16, 118-120] for feature 
extraction. The process described in ISO 25178-2 includes terms relating to topological 
geographical features to aid understanding: hills (peaks), ridgelines, dales (pits), courses and 
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saddles. The surface is segmented based on these boundaries and a change tree based on 
these segmented areas is developed. This initial segmentation typically produces an over-
segmented surface, so segmented areas are combined by “pruning”. This process involves 
combining adjacent segments, starting with adjacent segments with the smallest peak-to-
saddle or pit-to-saddle distance. This can be visualised by filling all dales with water to the 
same pit to water surface level. At some height the water will overflow from the dale with the 
smallest pit-to-saddle distance and the water will flow into the adjacent dale. These adjacent 
dales will then be combined. The process continues until a specified threshold is reached, such 
as a defined number of peaks or a defined peak-to-saddle distance. The final segmentation 
map may then be used as a map applied to the original surface texture data to extract, for 
instance, only significant hills (peaks). By selecting map configurations the extracted surface 
features or the underlying surface without features may be independently analysed. This 
analysis technique has application to PBF AM surfaces, where the surface asperities may be 
extracted and analysed independently from the base surface. Similarly the asperities may be 
extracted and removed, allowing analysis of the underlying surface [121]. There may be 
significant information about the build process contained in the surface texture data of the 
underlying surface that would otherwise be overwhelmed with data from the asperities. Post-
processing applications to remove the asperities may significantly damage the underlying 
surface, potentially destroying this useful information. The surface of an SLM ALSi10Mg 
component is shown in Figure 2-15:(a) shows the false colour height map of the surface 
section after measurement on a focus variation instrument. Figure 2-15:(b) shows the surface 
after application of a global threshold to the surface: all surface texture information below the 
threshold height is removed. Figure 2-15:(c) shows watershed segmentation, as described 
above, followed by Wolf pruning per ISO 25178-2 at a threshold of 1% Sz. Figure 2-15:(d) 
shows the surface after watershed segmentation followed by 8% Sz Wolf pruning. The surface 
features remaining may now be extracted and analysis, or the surface features may be 
removed to allow analysis of the remaining surface. 
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Figure 2-15: Surface feature extraction from and SLM part top surface. 
(a) False colour height map (original data), (b) After levelling and thresholding, 
(c) Watershed segmentation followed by 1 % Sz Wolf pruning, (d) After 8 % Sz 
Wolf pruning. Reproduced from [15]. 
 
2.2.10 Areal surface data processing 
Surface texture has been defined in ISO 25178-2 as the scale-limited surface that remains 
after the application of a series of operations applied to the primary extracted surface. Per 
ISO 25178-2 the F-operation removes the form (as required). This is followed by an L-filter 
nesting index (high-pass filter) and S-filter nesting index (low-pass filter) that remove the 
long wavelength and short wavelength features respectively. The S-L (L-filter nesting index 
and S-filter nesting index) process was used for all surface samples reported here, see Figure 
2-16:.  
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Figure 2-16: ISO 25178-2 Surface filtering. 
Showing the S-L (L-filter nesting index and S-filter nesting index) filtering system. 
Reproduced from [16]. 
 
The values of the parameters extracted from surface data are dependent upon the 
measurement and processing techniques. As has been discussed, in general the 
measurement, scale-of-interest, filtering and parameter selection should be based, if possible, 
on the surface function [38]. If this is not possible then the filtering recommendations of the 
ISO standards should be applied. It is important, if possible, to have an understanding of this 
relationship between function and surface texture, in particular finding scales of interest 
(hence filtering) and parameters that provide maximum sensitivity to the surface changes 
that will most influence functional performance. The results will vary significantly depending 
upon the filtering applied. As an example, Figure 2-17: shows the effect of changing the 
L-filter nesting index value for an 8 mm x 8 mm measurement of the top (upskin) surface of 
an SLM AlSi10Mg aluminium block. Figure 2-18: shows the effect of changing the L-filter 
nesting index value for an 8 mm x 8 mm measurement of the side surface of an EBM Ti6Al4V 
titanium block. The S-filter nesting index was 0.025 mm for both data sets. It can be seen 
that there is significant reduction in Sa value below an L-filter nesting index value of 
approximately 2 mm. 
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Figure 2-17: Effect of changing L-filter nesting index on Sa value, SLM sample. 
Surface extracted from the top surface of an ALSi10Mg SLM sample. 
 
 
Figure 2-18: Effect of changing L-filter nesting index on Sa value, EBM sample. 
Surface extracted from the side surface of a Ti6Al4V EBM side sample. 
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Filtering is normally a combination of a low-pass and high pass filter. The choice of high-pass 
filter (λc per ISO 4288 for profile measurements, L-filter nesting index per ISO 25178-3 for 
areal measurements) will generally have a greater effect on the extracted parameter data. 
The low-pass filter is often considered a noise filter. ISO 25178-3 suggests an L-filter nesting 
index value of 5x the largest scale of interest: “The value of the L-filter nesting index is 
typically five times the scale of the coarsest structure of interest”. Often, however, the exact 
scale of interest is not known and the choice may be arbritary. The profile standards do define 
a cutoff (λc) value, based on the surface roughness value. This is based on the type of surface. 
For a stochastic surface, such as a ground or additively manufactured surface, Table 1 of 
ISO 4288 [122] defines the high-pass filter to be used, see Table 4. 
 
Table 4: ISO 4288, table 1. 
Showing sample and evaluation lengths for measured profile Ra values. 
 
 
For example, a surface roughness of Ra 5 µm would require a sampling length of 2.5 mm with 
equivalent cut-off value (λc) of 2.5 mm. The evaluation length in the table are five times the 
sampling length. Five individual measurement results, each with a sampling length as 
specified in the table are averaged. This cut-off filtering value corresponds to an areal filter 
(L-filter nesting index) of the same value (so that the same wavelength information is 
removed). Per ISO 251278-3, the required surface, if possible, should be a square with sides 
with a length equivalent to the L-filter nesting index value. Per ISO 25178-3, the default 
L-filter is an areal Gaussian filter. This default filter has been used for all the research reported 
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here. The low-pass filter (S-filter nesting index) can be selected from ISO25178-3 table 1, 
see Table 5. 
 
Table 5: ISO 25178-3 table 1. 
Showing the relationship between areal L-filter nesting index, S-filter nesting 
index and bandwidth ratio. 
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The S-filter value is based on the L-filter nesting index. ISO 25178-3 table 3, see Table 6, 
requires that the sampling distance for optical instruments should be a maximum of one third 
of value the chosen S-filter nesting index. Optical instruments, such as the Alcona G4, require 
that the lateral resolution is selected prior to a surface measurement (the lateral resolution 
value is equivalent to the S-filter nesting index value). The sampling distance is then 
automatically set to one third this value.  
 
Table 6: ISO 25178-3 table 3. 
Showing the relationship between S-filter nesting index, sampling distance and 
lateral period limit for optical surfaces. 
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In the researched literature, 70% of the references report values of the nesting indexes. This 
reporting is very important as it will allow others to duplicate the measurements and 
characterisation techniques. Work has been performed to evaluate whether cut off values 
required by ISO 4288 are applicable to additively manufactured surfaces. Triantaphyllou [62] 
manufactured SLM and EBM Ti6Al4V components, both with surface Ra values that would 
require a high-pass filter (λc) per ISO 4288 of 8 mm. The areal measurement area was a 
square with sides 8 mm. The value of L-filter nesting index was established by using area-
scale analysis techniques developed by Brown [123]. The results obtained showed that, for 
their samples, the L-filter nesting index, and hence the length of the sides of the measurement 
square needed to be no more than 2.5 mm to characterise the surface (i.e. the majority of 
the information about the surface was contained within the wavelengths less than 2.5 mm, 
there was little significant data with wavelengths between 2.5 mm and 8 mm). This is a 
promising technique, and would allow a significant reduction in required measurement area 
and processing time, however the area-scale analysis would need to be applied and results 
obtained on a case by case basis. If the measurement is taken using a smaller area it may be 
difficult to re-measure with a larger area if larger scales are found to be of interest. 
Conversely, measuring and characterising data extracted from the larger area (for example 
8 mm x 8 mm), of course means that a selected, smaller area may be analysed later.  
 
2.2.11 Conclusions  
There has been some investigation into the effect of surface texture on functional 
performance, but the majority has been AM build parameter optimisation. Areal surface 
texture measurements provide significant advantages over profile measurements and areal 
techniques are becoming adopted by industry and academia. Areal cut-off filtering selection, 
per ISO 25178-3, can be based on 5x the largest scale of interest. If the scale of interest is 
not known, as in the work performed here, then the default position is that the L-filter nesting 
index can be set to the profile cut-off filter value specified in ISO 4288. These values will be 
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used in the work that follows. Similarly, the default filter type, as specified in ISO 25178-3, 
is Gaussian and will be used in the work that follows. 
  
2.3  CT for AM metrology 
2.3.1 Computed tomography 
Computed tomography imaging was invented in 1972 by Godfrey Hounsfield (EMI) and Allan 
Cormack (Tufts University). The invention won them both the Nobel prize in physiology or 
medicine, 1979 “for the development of computer assisted tomography” [124]. The word 
“Tomography” derives from the Greek words “tomos” which means slice and “graphia” 
meaning describing. CT is the computational combination of individual X-ray images, taken 
of the subject at different angles, to produce cross-sectional image slices of the subject. The 
data is then processed to create 3D volume information. Initial applications were medical, 
with commercial machines available in the 1970s. CT machines for industrial inspection 
applications began to appear in the early 1990s. The fundamental difference between medical 
and industrial machines is the imaging technique: through necessity, the X-ray source and 
detector incorporated in medical CT machines rotate around the patient. The majority of 
industrial machines operate with the X-ray source and detector at fixed, known, positions and 
the component being inspected mounted on a stage with known centre of rotation between 
the two. The stage then rotates around the axis and an X-ray image is taken at known 
rotational intervals (for this research the number of individual rotational images ranged from 
1583 to 3142). The CT machines used in this research have a cone-beam configuration with 
a planar detector, see Figure 2-19:. 
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Figure 2-19: Cone beam CT schematic. 
Showing the X-ray source “gun”, rotating sample under test and the image 
projected onto the detector. Reproduced from [125]. 
 
 
The detector panel in the CT has pixels, similar to a camera sensor. When the X-ray image 
data is processed to produce 3D information, voxel information is produced. Voxels 
(volumetric pixels) are the 3D equivalent of pixels. The source-to-detector distance is fixed 
in these applications and so the magnification is adjusted by varying the position of the sample 
between the source and detector.  Some of the X-rays from the source are absorbed as they 
pass through the component, the air, the fixture etc. The absorption equation is (Beer-
Lambert law): 
0
tI I e        Equation 4 
 
Where I  is the intensity of the X-rays, µ is the attenuation coefficient and t is the thickness 
of the material. The voxel information is generally calculated from the projection information 
using the exponential decay of the X-ray beam penetrating the material. This requires that 
the logarithm of data be taken to linearize the decay characteristic, so the attenuation for 
each ray is calculated as ln( 0I / I ). After this process the pixel values in the images are the 
sum of the density values along the beam path from source to detector. The individual X-ray 
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images (grey-scale images) are then combined to produce a 3D grey-scale volume of the 
component and background. This is done using filtered back projection. This process can be 
envisaged as projecting back from the pixel data towards the focal spot location (so in a cone 
shape, equivalent to the cone-beam). Each projection image has no depth information, just 
a single grey value for each pixel projected back toward the source. One way to visualise the 
combination of each of the projection images is to consider the volume stationary and each 
projection rotating around the stationary volume, the information for each projection adding 
to all previous projections. Prior to the back projection each of the views is convolved with a 
filter kernel (convolution matrix) to correct blurring that will occur with simple back projection, 
see Figure 2-20:.  
  
 
Figure 2-20: CT reconstruction from multiple projections. 
(a) unfiltered back projection, showing generation of the final image from multiple 
projections  (b) filtered back projection, showing the correction of image blurring. 
Reproduced from [126]. 
 
2.3.1.1 Resolution 
In general, the higher the magnification, the greater the resolution. However, the resolution 
is effected by the X-ray spot size. Above a certain energy per unit area, the electron beam is 
de-focussed to maintain energy density below a maximum value and therefore prevent target 
damage. The power used in all machines in this research was maintained below 10 W to avoid 
having to defocus the electron beam. This defocussing of the electron beam produces a 
(a) (b) 
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defocussed (blurred) X-ray beam. This is similar to the umbra and penumbra shadow effect 
produced by the sun, because the sun, just as is the case with the X-ray source is not a single 
point. The nominal (fully focussed) electron beam spot size for the machines used in this 
research is 3 µm. 
 
2.3.1.2 Beam hardening 
X-ray generation leads to the production of polychromatic beams. This means the absorption 
becomes non-linear, weak X-rays are readily absorbed, “hardening” the beam. This leads to 
apparent density differences within the component, particularly on the outside where a ring 
of apparently denser material may be apparent. One method to compensate for beam 
hardening is with mechanical filtering, such as using aluminium or copper filters, usually 
placed just in front of the X-ray gun, see Figure 3-7: and Figure 4-4:. These filters attenuate 
the X-ray beam and will preferentially remove low-energy (low kV) X-rays. This increases the 
mean energy of the beam and tends to make the beam monochromatic. In many applications 
this mechanical filtering is sufficient to alleviate the effects of beam hardening [127]. 
Depending upon application, perhaps where mechanical filtering is not possible, complex 
computational correction may be required. Mechanical filters, importantly, also reduce the 
contrast in the image. This contrast reduction may be necessary to maintain a suitable 
intensity range between background and sample intensity levels at the detector, avoiding 
over-exposing the background image and under-exposing the sample image.   
 
2.3.2 X-ray generation 
The CT X-ray source consists of an evacuated tube containing a target (such as tungsten). A 
filament within the tube, also normally tungsten, is heated electrically. Free electrons are 
generated through thermionic emission. The electrons are accelerated by an electrical field 
generated between the filament (cathode [-ve]) and an electrode (anode [+ve]) within the 
chamber. The generated electron beam is focussed as it passes through the magnetic field 
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generated by focussing coils. The current flowing through the filament determines the 
quantity of electrons generated and the acceleration voltage determines the energy the 
electrons have when they hit the target. Two types of X-ray are produced when the electrons 
hit the target. Characteristic radiation is target material dependent. This radiation occurs 
when an electron excites an electron in the inner shell of a target atom. When this electron is 
ejected and replaced by an electron from a higher energy level (or remains and returns to a 
lower energy state) a photon of characteristic energy is produced. The majority of the X-ray 
energy produced is Bremsstrahlung radiation. This radiation is produced when an electron 
from the beam interacts with a nucleus of a target material atom. The deceleration of the 
electron produces an X-ray photon. The energy level of Bremsstrahlung X-rays photons 
produced will range up to the energy level of the impacting electron. The highest level of the 
X-rays produced determines the penetrating potential of the X-ray. The X-ray energy per unit 
time (radiant flux), relates to the number of electrons impacting the target, and hence the 
current flowing through the electron-generation filament. The acceleration voltage needs to 
be sufficiently high to provide penetration through the object being inspected. There is a 
balance between filament current and exposure time. A larger current, and hence larger X-ray 
flux, will require less time to detect sufficient photons on the detector. However, the 
combination of voltage and current determines the power. As discussed in 2.3.1.1, to avoid 
having to de-focus the beam (and hence reduce resolution) the power has to be kept below 
a specific level (10 W for the Nikon XT H 225 used throughout this work). Hence, the current 
level may be set lower and the exposure time higher for each projection to allow the use of a 
fully focussed beam and still provide the correct photon accumulation per projection. 
 
2.3.3 Surface determination 
Once the grey-scale voxel data have been produced, the actual component surface has to be 
defined prior to dimensional or surface texture analysis. This process, surface determination, 
is critical to the accuracy of the generated component. Often dimensional calibration of the 
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CT machine is performed using centre-to-centre distances of spheres to avoid inaccuracies 
caused by surface determination selection. There are several methods of surface 
determination that can broadly be divided into two categories: global and local. Global surface 
determination locates the surface at a single specific grey value. This is often based on 
analysis of the grey-scale histogram, or by selecting a volume of background material (such 
as air) and a volume of component material. The grey-scale value for the surface is then often 
selected at the grey-level mid-way between these two values, referred to as the ISO 50 value. 
Local surface determination involves selecting a target grey value, such as the ISO 50 value, 
and then evaluating the grey-levels within a certain distance (for example, within a band four 
voxels from the target grey value) of this initial surface. The final surface is then located at 
the location of maximum grey-scale value gradient. With both methods, interpolation is 
performed to give sub-voxel surface location. Local surface determination, although more 
time consuming, mitigates the effect of local absolute grey-scale variation, such as caused by 
bean hardening. 
  
2.3.4 CT for metrology 
2.3.4.1 Dimensional and volumetric analysis 
In 2011, Kruth et al. [125] reviewed the use of CT for dimensional metrology. They concluded 
that CT had the potential for use as a dimensional quality control tool, particularly for the 
non-destructive measurement of internal dimensions, not measurable using conventional 
techniques. They noted that the technique acquires a dataset for the entire component and 
so would allow the extraction and analysis of many features from one measurement set up. 
They noted measurement accuracy, uncertainty and system traceability were challenges, but 
that the number of systems and applications was increasing rapidly. In 2014, De Chiffre et al 
[128] reviewed current industrial applications of CT. It was noted that one of the primary 
applications for industrial CT was for the detection of component defects (inclusions, porosity 
and cracks). Region-of-interest scanning was introduced as a method of obtaining higher 
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resolution information for a localised area. This technique involves scanning the entire object 
at lower resolution followed by scanning a portion of the object at higher magnification, 
therefore higher resolution. The region of interest is then reconstructed using information 
from the entire object scan [129]. This region of interest scanning may have future application 
for surface texture measurement where high resolution is required for a localised area. It has 
been noted [125, 128] that CT allows measurement of two characteristics of components at 
the same time: dimensions and material quality (porosity, inclusions etc). This may now be 
extended to surface texture information. It was noted [128] that CT measurements can be 
combined with CAD information to produce deviation analyses and porosity maps. The final 
machined component CAD model may be superimposed onto the CT scan of a casting for 
example to ascertain whether any porosity contained within the component will become a 
surface defect once the component is machined. Surface defects may not be acceptable on 
critical sealing surfaces for example, or where fatigue has to be considered. Rejecting the 
component at the casting stage, prior to performing post processing, may save considerable 
time and money and may provide early indication of process failure [130]. To be comparable 
to coordinate measuring machine (CMM), optical or tactile systems, the measurement 
accuracy of CT needs to be improved [131]. Also, region of interest scanning plus selective 
analysis, involving only the reconstructions at the required resolutions for each section, will 
reduce reconstruction time.  
 
2.3.4.2 Surface Texture 
The importance of CT for the measurement of the surface texture of additively manufactured 
parts has been recognised [15, 132], but, until the work reported here, the extraction of 
quantitative surface information from CT scans of AM surfaces has been limited to a series of 
publications detailing profile surface analysis of individual struts extracted from a lattice 
structure  [59-61, 67], see Figure 2-21:. 
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Figure 2-21: CT image of a Ti6AL4V AM lattice strut. 
(a) CT cross section of single a Ti6Al4V lattice strut, (b) binarized section with 
lines indicating the extracted profile. Scale bars: 200 μm. Reproduced from [61]. 
 
The development of techniques to extract and analyse areal surface texture data from CT and 
to produce quantitative numbers for all surface texture parameters per ISO 25178-2 has the 
potential to provide industry and the research community with significant analysis and 
inspection capability. However, it should be made clear that surfaces that can be measured 
using other techniques (outside surfaces) generally should be measured using the standard 
techniques. The current resolution of CT, and hence the basic quality of the surface extracted, 
lags significantly behind other techniques. Additionally, the estimation of measurement 
uncertainty for CT is complex and has not been fully addressed in the research community, 
leading to potential traceability issues. However, just as the AM process itself presents many 
challenges, CT surface measurement has challenges that will be faced and hence need to be 
resolved because of the unique advantages that CT provides, particularly for the AM sector. 
CT is the prime method used for porosity and internal dimensional measurement of AM 
components. Review papers [15, 133] discussed the potential of using CT for the extraction 
and analysis of AM surfaces because of the ability of CT to image internal and re-entrant 
features, surfaces that cannot be measured using conventional metrology techniques. The 
reviews indicated that surface data extraction had been performed only by extracting 2D 
profiles from CT data and recognised that areal measurement and characterisation has 
significant advantages, particularly with complex surfaces such as those which can be 
produced using AM. The review performed by this author [15] together with the realisation 
that CT appeared capable of sufficient resolution to extract data from the surface of AM 
components (Figure 1-4:) lead directly to the research reported here.    
(a) (b) 
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2.4 Literature review conclusions 
Commercial AM, although a relatively recent technological development, has potential that 
has been recognised by the aerospace, medical and automotive industries. These quality-
driven industries are aware of the significant advantages AM has over conventional 
manufacturing techniques, such as milling, turning and grinding. Perhaps the most significant 
advantage is the ability to manufacture components not contrained by the tool path 
restrictions of conventional techniques. With this advantage comes the challenges of 
measuring and characterising many of the features of AM components, such as internal, re-
entrant or structured features. These industries need quantitative, accept / reject criteria for 
all drawing call-outs, irrespective of the manufacturing techniques or mesurement challenges. 
At the present time, PBF techniques are seeing the greatest application in industry, and 
indeed, in academic research. There are two primary PBF techniques, electron beam and laser 
beam based. The characteristics of the build process, powder configuration and as-built 
surface vary but the surface metrology challenges are broadly similar. Computed tomography 
is being used extensively for analysing poriosity and demensions of PBF AM components as it 
allows imaging of internal features of AM components. There has been no published extraction 
of areal surface texture data from CT scans of AM components, with only limited extraction 
of profile data, for which the accuracy has not been verified. Areal and 3D data extraction has 
significant advantages over profile surface measurements as surfaces are three dimensional 
in nature and cannot be fully defined using two dimensional profiles. Extracting quantitative 
areal and 3D surface data from internal, re-entrant and structured surfaces using CT, and 
verifying the accuracy of the measurements and characterisation by comparison to 
conventional surface metrology systems, such as focus variation, will be the first steps on the 
path towards the standardisation of methods and techniques to be adopted by industry. 
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Chapter 3 Areal surface texture data from CT 
“It is always wise to look ahead, but difficult to look further than you can see.” 
Winston Churchill (1874‐1965)  
 
This chapter reports on the extraction and characterisation of AM surfaces using CT and the 
efficacy of using data extracted from CT scans for the generation of surface texture data per 
an accepted standard, ISO 25178. The research investigates whether CT systems have the 
capability to become a surface metrology tool, particularly relevant where the surface of 
internal and recessed surfaces needs to be characterised without destructively testing the 
component. A journal paper, first author A. Townsend, titled “Areal surface texture data 
extraction from X-ray computed tomography reconstructions of metal additively 
manufactured parts” [18] is included in Appendix 2. This work was reported at conference, 
first author A. Townsend, “Investigating the capability of microfocus X-ray computed 
tomography for areal surface analysis of additively manufactured parts” [17], ASPE/euspen 
2016 summer topical meeting, Dimensional accuracy and surface finish in additive 
manufacturing, Raleigh, NC, USA, June 2016. The conference paper is included in         
Appendix 3. 
The literature review (Chapter 2) showed that there had been no published research on the 
extraction of areal surface texture data from CT reconstructions of AM components prior to 
this work. The scan of the moth head using the Nikon XT H 225, Figure 1-4:, showed there 
was suitable resolution to potentially extract data and characterise the as-built AM surface. 
This chapter describes the methods developed to extract topographical data from CT scans. 
Many components that exploit the manufacturing advantages of AM include surfaces, such as 
internal and recessed, that cannot be measured using conventional line-of-sight optical or 
stylus techniques. As has been reported in Chapter 2, CT has been used for dimensional 
metrology for AM and is the obvious first choice for measurement of these surfaces. If this 
process were to be viable it would allow the non-destructive measurement and 
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characterisation of internal surfaces of AM components, potentially important for component 
functions including flow, coating adhesion and bio-attachment. Unfortunately the data 
produced by CT systems has not been in a form that makes it easily useable for quantitative 
surface assessment. It has been shown that areal measurement and characterisation per 
standards such as ISO 25178 has advantages over simple profile measurements, and areal 
measurement is seeing increased adoption as the advantages over profile measurements are 
becoming more apparent. Surfaces are three dimensional in nature and thus areal 
measurements are more representative of the functional surface. It should be noted that, 
using the techniques discussed here, it is a simple task to extract individual profiles from the 
areal data sets, if desired.  
 
3.1 Methodology 
CT measurements were performed on two artefacts scanned simultaneously: an AM surface 
artefact and a dimensional artefact. The AM sample (AM artefact) was an AlSi10Mg aluminium 
alloy sample manufactured on an SLM AM machine. The extracted AM surface section was 
aligned to the same surface as measured on an Alicona G4 focus variation instrument. The 
literature review highlighted focus variation as one of the most popular methods for the 
measurement and characterisation of complex metal AM surfaces. The Alicona G4 was chosen 
for these measurements because its high z-axis range makes it capable of measuring the high 
aspect ratio features present on as-built AM surfaces and its ability to image surfaces with 
high slope angles [134]. The data sets were levelled and filtered per ISO 25178-3 [135] and 
areal parameters per ISO 25178-2 were generated. The AM artefact was mounted in an 
additively manufactured acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) fixture. Included in the fixture 
for each scan was an additional artefact (DIM artefact) made from a similar material to the 
AM artefact. The DIM artefact was designed for the evaluation of surface determination 
performance and dimensional scaling. Dimensions extracted from the artefact were compared 
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to reference measurements taken on a CMM. Measurement instrument and process 
repeatability were investigated. Details of the method are outlined in the following sections. 
 
3.1.1 Artefacts 
3.1.1.1 AM artefact 
The AM artefact was a cube, 10 mm per side, manufactured from aluminium alloy AlSi10Mg. 
The artefact was manufactured using a Renishaw AM250 SLM machine. The nominal powder 
size was 15–45 µm. The upskin (top) surface was the extracted and evaluated surface. Figure 
3-1:(a) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) secondary electron (SE) micrograph of 
a section of the surface. Figure 3-1:(b) shows a false colour height map of a section of the 
surface, as measured using an Alicona G4.  
 
 
Figure 3-1: Images of an ALSi10Mg SLM upskin surface. 
(a) SEM micrograph, (b) false-colour height map. Reproduced from [18]. 
 
3.1.1.2 Dimensional artefact 
A second measurement artefact was included in each scan. The artefact was machined from 
aluminium alloy 6082-T6 bar stock. The artefact size and material were chosen to provide 
similar X-ray attenuation characteristics to the AM artefact permitting CT measurement 
setting optimisation for both artefacts simultaneously. This resulted in similar surface 
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determination challenges for the AM and DIM artefacts. Three dimensions were measured on 
the DIM artefact: an outside diameter (OD), an inside diameter (ID) and a step-length 
between two parallel surfaces, see Figure 3-2:.  
 
 
Figure 3-2: Cross section of the dimensional artefact. 
Showing the evaluated dimensions. Reproduced from [18]. 
 
These dimensions were designed to provide an indication of surface determination errors and 
global scaling errors. The configuration of the design provide the ability to differentiate 
between these two independent errors. If the CT measured part is smaller than the reference 
measurement then the OD, ID and length would be undersize. If the surface determination 
positioned the surface outside the part surface the OD would be generated oversize and the 
ID undersize. Surface determination would have negligible effect on the length measurement. 
Figure 3-3: shows the position of the generated surface using two surface determination 
methods for the same part location (white line). Figure 3-3:(a) shows a global surface 
determination, where the material surface is defined by one grey value for the entire part. 
Figure 3-3:(b) shows a local iterative surface determination where the local voxel grey values 
in proximity to an initial preliminary surface location are examined and the surface is 
iteratively positioned at the location of highest local voxel grey-level gradient. Performing 
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local analysis of the voxel grey-scale values largely compensates for any local deviations 
caused by beam hardening. The combination of correct mechanical X-ray filitering and local 
iterative surface determination often eliminate all effects of beam hardening.  
  
 
Figure 3-3: Surface determination images of an AlSi10Mg part. 
Showing the calcuated surface (white line) (a) Standard surface determination 
(ISO 50), (b) local iterative surface determination implemented in VGSTudio MAX 
2.2. Reproduced from [18]. 
 
The difference in surface position is clearly visible. Local surface determination, implemented 
in VGStudio MAX 2.2 [136], was used for all the measurements performed here. Discussion 
of surface determination errors is included in Chapter 5.  
 
3.1.2 Measurements 
Reference measurements were taken of the AM artefact and the dimensional artefact. The 
reference surface texture measurements for the AM artefact were taken using an Alicona G4 
focus variation instrument. The reference measurements for the dimensional artefact were 
taken using a Zeiss Prismo (CMM). After the reference measurements had been taken the 
Air 
Aluminium 
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artefacts were assembled into an additively manufactured ABS fixture. The artefacts were 
then scanned together using a Nikon XT H 225 industrial CT.  
 
3.1.2.1 AM artefact focus variation surface measurement 
The measurements were taken with a x10 objective lens installed in the Alicona. With this 
configuration, the system step-height accuracy is ±0.05% using a 1 mm measurement step; 
the maximum lateral resolution is 1.75 µm and the maximum vertical resolution is 100 nm, 
with a repeatability of 30 nm. The complete top surface of the AM artefact was measured ten 
times. The artefact was removed from the fixture and replaced between measurements. This 
removal and replacement procedure was followed to give an indication of the measurement 
repeatability possible during an industrial measurement where a number of components from 
a batch are measured using the same fixture or jig, see Figure 3-4:. 
 
 
Figure 3-4: Focus variation test fixture used for the AM surface measurements. 
Showing the 10 mm AlSi10Mg cube. Reproduced from [18]. 
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The measurement consisted of 8 x 10 stitched measurements. The Alicona lateral sampling 
distance was 2.33 µm. The measured area was cropped to a square 8 mm x 8 mm prior to 
surface texture parameter generation. The measurement parameters were chosen based on 
the nominal surface roughness of the sample. A profile roughness value, Ra, of approximately 
40 µm was obtained. Per ISO 4288 Table 1 [122], a profile measurement of a surface with 
this Ra value would require a sampling length and λc cut-off wavelength of 8 mm. These 
profile parameters would correspond to an ISO 25178-3 L-filter nesting index also of 8 mm, 
with an evaluation area of 8 mm x 8 mm. The L-filter nesting index, similar to the profile λc, 
is a high-pass filter that removes long wavelength components of the measurement. An S-
filter nesting index (low-pass filter) of 0.025 mm per ISO 25178-3 table 1 was chosen. For 
an optical instrument, such as the Alicona G4, the ratio between the sampling distance and 
the S-filter nesting index value is required to be a minimum of 3:1. This would require a 
sampling distance of 8.33 µm or less. The ratio of S-filter nesting index (25 µm) to the 
sampling distance used (2.33 µm) is over 10:1. All Alicona measurement data was saved 
using an STL file format. This allows simultaneous processing with extracted CT surface data.   
 
3.1.2.2 Dimensional artefact CMM measurement 
A Zeiss Prismo CMM was used to measure the dimensional artefact. The maximum permissible 
error (MPE) of the Zeiss Prismo is (1.9+L/300) µm (L in mm). All measurements were taken 
with a CMM stylus tip of 1 mm. Scanning mode was used, whereby the tip remains in contact 
with the surface during the measurement. The artefact was measured at four locations on the 
OD and four locations on the ID, see Figure 3-5:. Each set of four measurements was taken 
at 0.5 mm, 1.25 mm, 2 mm and 2.75 mm from the respective datum face. Each measurement 
consisted of 100 points in each circle. The artefact was not removed from the fixture between 
measurements.  
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Figure 3-5: Aluminium dimensional artefact CMM measurement locations. 
(all dimensions in mm). Reproduced from [18]. 
 
3.1.2.3 CT measurements 
The AM and dimensional artefacts were mounted in the ABS fixture. Both artefacts were 
positively retained using nylon screws. The fixture and screw materials were chosen to have 
a significantly lower density than the artefacts to have a low X-ray attenuation. The surface 
of the AM artefact to be measured (the upskin surface) was situated facing downward, at an 
angle of 45° to the horizontal to minimise cone-beam artefacts, see 4.7.4 and Figure 3-6:(a). 
 
   
Figure 3-6: CAD rendering of the ABS fixture and artefacts. 
Reproduced from [18]. 
 
The fixture was designed so that none of the surfaces to be evaluated (the AM surface and 
the OD, ID and length surfaces of the dimensional artefact) were in direct contact with the 
ABS of the fixture. This would create optimal surface determination conditions where the only 
ABS 
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interface is between two materials: aluminium and air. The assembly was mounted to the 
rotary stage of the Nikon XT H 225, see Figure 3-7:.  
 
 
Figure 3-7: Measurement artefact assembly mounted in the Nikon XT H 225. 
Reproduced from [18]. 
 
The CT settings are shown in Table 7. These settings were used for all measurements. The 
acceleration voltage was chosen so the part would be penetrated at every measurement 
angle. The CT filament power (filament voltage x filament current) was kept below 10 W. At 
this power level “normal” focus can be used on the CT. Above this power level “auto defocus” 
is used, which incrementally defocusses the electron beam as the power increases to avoid 
damage to the X-ray target. The result of auto-defocusing is a blurring of the projected 
images. The copper filter was used to reduce the image contrast and beam hardening effects. 
The component was positioned so both artefacts were just within the image field of view at 
every rotational position, thus allowinging correct volume reconstruction of the artefacts. 
  
Table 7: Nikon XT H 225 measurement settings 
Parameter  Value  Parameter  Value 
Source to object  84.2 mm  Filter material   Copper 
Source to detector  972 mm  Filter thickness  0.5 mm 
Acceleration voltage  150 kV  Number of projections  1583 
Filament current  67 μA  Detector pixels  1008 x 1008 
Exposure time  2829 ms  Voxel size  17.3 μm 
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Nikon CT Pro 3D software was used to perform reconstruction from the 1583 TIFF images. 
VGStudio MAX 2.2 was used to perform surface determination. Air was selected as the 
background material. The location of the air selected was consistent for all scans: a volume 
inside the Ø3 mm bore of the dimensional artefact, see Figure 3-2:. Similarly a section of the 
dimensional artefact was chosen as the material for all scans. An initial surface was generated 
based on these selections. Iterative surface determination was then performed, based on the 
initial surface location. A search distance from the initial location is defined and the software 
then locates the final surface at the location of highest grey-scale gradient within the search 
distance. The software default distance of 4.0 voxels was used as the search distance. Two 
regions of interest were then extracted from each measurement, the first a section from the 
AM sample including the surface region of interest ROI (the as-built AM upskin surface). The 
second ROI was the entire dimensional artefact. Both ROI were saved at STL files. The 
VGStudio MAX 2.2 “Super Precise” setting was used for both extracted surfaces. This setting 
provides the highest resolution with no simplification of the mesh. Three measurement sets 
were taken on the Nikon XT H 225. 
 
3.1.2.3.1 CT Set 1: artefacts not disturbed between measurements 
Set 1 consisted of five measurements. The artefacts were not disturbed between each of the 
measurements. 
 
3.1.2.3.2 CT Set 2: post filament change, artefacts not disturbed 
The XT H 225 includes a tungsten electron-generation filament, see Figure 3-8:. The life of 
the filament used in the Nikon XT H 225 has historically ranged from 20 hours to 130 hours. 
The situation may arise during an industrial inspection process where the filament fails and 
has to be replaced mid-batch. Variation in the surface texture data extracted pre and post 
filament change could potentially influence the measurement accuracy, repeatability and lot 
acceptance. 
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Figure 3-8: Nikon XT H 225 electron-generation filament. 
 
On completion of measurement set 1 the CT tungsten electron-generation filament was 
replaced, five measurements were then taken. The artefacts were not disturbed between 
measurements and the measurement parameters were not changed. During the filament 
change process the measurement stage was moved away from the gun to allow access to the 
filament assembly, see Figure 3-9:. 
 
 
Figure 3-9: XT H 225 X-ray “gun” showing the assembly joint and hinge.  
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To investigate whether physically moving the stage away from the gun and then back after 
the filament change had influenced the data, five measurements were taken, moving the 
stage away and back to the same saved position between measurements, without changing 
the filament. 
 
3.1.2.3.3 CT Set 3: AM component rotated 90° between 
measurements  
The final set of five measurements was also performed to simulate an industrial application 
wherein a series of parts will be mounted in a fixture and measured. The fixture was removed 
from the rotary stage prior to the first measurement of the set and between each subsequent 
measurement; the AM component was removed from the fixture. The AM artefact was rotated 
90° CCW and replaced in the fixture (the measurement surface remained in the same location, 
but rotated 90°). The fixture was then replaced on the rotary stage. The dimensional artefact 
was not removed between measurements.  
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3.1.3 Data processing 
3.1.3.1 AM surface data processing sequence 
The aim of the processing was to generate height maps of the same area of the AM sample 
from all measurements (focus variation (FV) and CT) of the correct size (8 mm x 8 mm) with 
the correct filtering per ISO 25178-3 (L-filter 8 mm, S-filter 0.025 mm) and to generate and 
compare surface texture parameters per ISO 25178-2. Data processing is a nine stage 
sequence that incorporates custom-computation with the use of commercially available 
software. This protocol was used to process all data files from the Alicona G4 reference 
measurements and the CT measurements.  
 
3.1.3.1.1 (1) Data trimming 
The CT measurement ROI includes the AM sample top surface and some side information. 
The Alicona G4 STL contains the entire top surface of the AM sample. Both measurements 
were cropped to approximately 9 mm x 9 mm, with the cropping location centred on the 
middle of the 10 mm x 10 mm face. 
 
3.1.3.1.2 (2) Conversion from STL to PLY format 
The data format for the extracted AM surfae was changed from STL to PLY format. PLY mesh 
data format contains vertex and face information, without repetition of of shared vertices in 
STL file information. The PLY file format is approximately one third the size of STL format 
files, so reducing storage requirements and computation time. The conversion is a lossless 
process. 
 
3.1.3.1.3 (3) Surface alignment 
One of the Alicona G4 measurements was chosen arbitrarily as the master for the alignment 
and cropping of all other data sets. The master was not trimmed (per 3.1.3.1.1) and so was 
larger than the other surfaces. This was done to allow the maximum area of the measurement 
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sets to be used for the alignment process. Least squares alignment was performed between 
each of the data sets and the master. 
 
3.1.3.1.4 (4) Cropping the surface to 8.4 mm x 8.4 mm 
Once the alignment was complete each of the aligned surfaces was cropped to                 
8.4 mm x 8.4 mm. The location used for all cropping operations was based on the coordinate 
system for the master file, thus ensuring the same area was cropped for all samples. 
 
3.1.3.1.5 (5) Mesh cleaning 
This step was performed on the CT data sets. CT data sets are true 3D (x,y,z), with 
information including undercuts and re-entrant features. Converting the CT data to height 
map format for analysis in standard surface analysis software requires projecting the point 
cloud data onto a plane and assigning a z value at each plane grid location. Errors will occur 
if the data to be converted has more than one z value at one location (such as with re-entrant 
features). To avoid this occurring, the CT mesh data was cleaned to remove non-visible 
features. This process was performed after alignment to the master Alicona measurement 
because the CT visible areas should then correspond to the areas “seen” by the line-of-sight 
Alicona measurement. Chapter 6 contains research on extraction of information from 
undercuts and re-entrant features. 
 
3.1.3.1.6 (6) Conversion to height map format 
All 8.4 mm x 8.4 mm cropped samples were then converted from PLY mesh format to height 
map format by linear interpolation between vertices and projection onto a plane with a square 
grid spacing of 2.5 µm. 
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3.1.3.1.7 (7) Cropping to 8 mm x 8 mm per ISO 25178-3 
The height map data was then cropped to 8 mm x 8 mm per the requirements of ISO 25178-3. 
All height map files were saved as surface data file (SDF) [137] format. 
 
3.1.3.1.8 (8) Filtering per ISO 25178-3 
Levelling and filtering were then performed. A Gaussian regression L-filter nesting index of    
8 mm and an S-filter nesting index of 0.025 mm per ISO 25178-3 were then applied to all 
surfaces. 
  
3.1.3.1.9 (9) ISO 25178-2 parameter generation 
Parameter data per ISO 25178-2 was then generated from each surface. The extracted 
parameter data for the same location on the sample as measured on the Alicona G4 and the 
Nikon XT H 225 could now be compared. 
 
3.1.3.2 AM surface measurement and characterisation summary 
The measurement and characterisation sequence is summarised in Figure 3-10:. Two false 
colour height maps are shown in Figure 3-11:. Figure 3-11:(a) is the extracted surface as 
measured on the Alicona G4. Figure 3-11:(b) is  the extracted surface measured on the Nikon 
XT H 225. It can be seen that the two maps are visually very similar. 
 
3.1.3.3 Dimensional artefact data processing 
The data processing for the dimensional artefact was a less complex process. Least-squares 
best-fit cylinders were fitted to the CT STL data OD and ID at distances 0.5-2.75 mm from 
the respective datum faces (see Figure 3-5:). Best-fit planes were fitted to the artefact end 
face and the step face distance was calculated. The CT data was then compared to the CMM 
measurement data for the artefact. 
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Figure 3-10: CT AM surface measurement and characterisation sequence. 
Sequence numbers in parentheses are listed in paragraphs 3.1.3.1.1 to 3.1.3.1.9. 
 
 
Figure 3-11: False colour height maps of the AlSi10Mg AM surface. 
(a) Alicona G4, (b) Nikon XT H 225. 
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3.2 Results 
3.2.1 AM surface results 
3.2.1.1 Process verification 
Two verifications were performed prior to analysis of the CT measurement data: verification 
of the alignment and parameter extraction process itself and verification of the precision of 
the Alicona G4 measurements combined with the alignment and parameter extraction 
process. 
 
3.2.1.1.1 Computational alignment and process extraction process 
verification 
This verification consisted of making a copy of the master Alicona STL surface file and then 
processing this surface through the multi-step process, generating surface texture 
parameters and comparing to parameter data from the master file. Iterative closest point 
(ICP) alignment was performed with a threshold maximum root mean square (RMS) difference 
between consecutive iterations of 5 x 10-5 mm. The aligned surface area was approximately 
9 mm x 9 mm. A deviation analysis was performed after alignment. The mean distance after 
alignment was less than 1 nm with a standard deviation of 88 nm. The purpose of the 
alignment process is simply to make sure the area used for parameter data generation is the 
same for each sample. The alignment process performed here is significantly better than that 
required for this purpose. Both surfaces were then processed per the multi-step process, 
including cropping, cleaning, conversion to height map (SDR) format, final crop to                 
8 mm x 8 mm, levelling and filtering per ISO 25178-3 and parameter extraction per ISO 
25178-2. The extracted parameter values are given in Table 8. The parameters in bold have 
been shown elsewhere to be sensitive to AM build parameter variation and post-processing 
surface changes (see Table 3). The parameters in shaded boxes will be reported for the 
remainder of the analyses, but it should be noted that a complete set of parameters (and 
profile parameters if required) are easily generated from the height maps using standard 
software packages such as SurfStand [138] or MountainsMap [139].  
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Table 8: Master Alicona and copy ISO 25178-2 parameter values and differences. 
Parameter 
per ISO 25178‐2 
Master  Copy of Master  Percentage difference 
(in relation to Master) 
[(Δ) is absolute difference] 
Height parameters       
Sq / μm  41.186  41.186  <0.001 
Ssk  1.413  1.413  <0.001 
Sku  9.297  9.297  <0.001 
Sp /μm  342.593  342.601  0.002 
Sv / μm  137.346  137.329  ‐0.012 
Sz / μm  479.939  479.93  ‐0.002 
Sa / μm  30.301  30.301  <0.001 
Spatial parameters       
Str  0.77  0.77  <0.001 
Sal / mm  0.287  0.287  <0.001 
Hybrid parameters       
Sdq  0.626  0.626  <0.001 
Sdr / %  15.895  15.894  (Δ) ‐0.001 
Volume parameters       
Vmp / (μm3/μm2)  3.44  3.44  <0.001 
Vmc / (μm3/μm2)  31.70  31.70  <0.001 
Vvc  / (μm3/μm2)  47.60  47.60  <0.001 
Vvv / (μm3/μm2)  3.46  3.46  <0.001 
Sk family parameters       
Spk / μm  66.229  66.230  0.002 
Sk / μm  90.248  90.253  0.006 
Svk / μm  28.196  28.195  ‐0.004 
Material ratio parameters       
Smr1 / %  12.8  12.8  (Δ) <0.001 
Smr2 / %  92  92  (Δ) <0.001 
 
The parameter with the largest percentage difference between the master and its copy is Sv 
(the maximum pit height of the scale-limited surface). The difference is 0.012%. The majority 
of the parameters have a percentage difference of less than 0.001%. The author considers 
this (Alicona to Alicona) to be verification that the multi-step process has acceptable accuracy 
for the CT to Alicona extraction analysis. 
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3.2.1.1.2 Alicona measurement and process verification 
This second verification was performed to check the precision of the Alicona G4 measurement 
and analysis process. The ten Alicona measurements were processed using the multi-stage 
process per 3.1.3.1. Surface texture parameter mean values and standard deviations were 
generated (see Table 9). The mean value of Sa was 30.31 µm with a standard deviation of 
0.0055 µm. The mean value of Sq was 41.19 µm with a standard deviation of 0.0068 µm. 
The process standard deviation values were orders of magnitude less than the Alicona to CT 
result differences, thus the process is considered sufficiiently sensitive and repeatable for the 
comparison of CT and Alicona measurements.   
 
Table 9: ISO 25178-2 parameter values for the Alicona G4 ten measurements. 
Parameter  Mean  Sample standard deviation 
Height parameters     
Sq / μm  41.19  0.0068 
Ssk  1.41  0.0012 
Sku  9.29  0.009 
Sz / μm  479.61  0.31 
Sa / μm  30.31  0.0055 
Spatial parameters     
Sal / mm  0.29  0.0005 
Hybrid parameters     
Sdr / %  15.92  0.012 
Sk family parameters     
Sk / μm  90.25  0.025 
Material ratio parameters     
Smr2 / %  91.98  0.042 
 
A deviation analysis was performed between the master Alicona sample and another Alicona 
measurement sample. Figure 3-12: shows the deviation map and the distance histogram.  
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Figure 3-12: Deviation analysis between two aligned Alicona measurements. 
(a) deviation map (b) distance histogram (all values in mm). Colours in the 
deviation map correspond to the distances specified in the histogram. Reproduced 
from [18]. 
 
The mean distance between the meshes is 4 nm with a standard deviation of 250 nm. The 
purpose of the alignment between the samples and the master is to make sure the same area 
of the part is used for generation of surface texture parameters. This alignment accuracy is 
significantly better than that required for this purpose. 
 
3.2.1.2 CT measurements 
The three sets of CT measurements were processed per section 0. Surface texture parameter 
data were generated. The results are reported here. 
 
3.2.1.2.1 Set 1: artefacts not disturbed between measurements 
Set 1 consisted of five measurements on the CT. The fixture and artefacts were not disturbed 
during this measurement set. Surface texture parameter mean and standard deviation values 
are shown in Table 10. 
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Table 10: CT set 1 AM surface parameter mean and standard deviation values. 
Five measurements, AM artefact not disturbed between each measurement. 
Parameter  Mean  Sample standard deviation 
Height parameters     
Sq / μm  40.46  0.03 
Ssk  1.35  0.0075 
Sku  9.04  0.065 
Sz / μm  479.07  1.76 
Sa / μm  29.84  0.038 
Spatial parameters     
Sal / mm  0.298  0.0009 
Hybrid parameters     
Sdr / %  13.30  0.17 
Sk family parameters     
Sk / μm  89.76  0.27 
Material ratio parameters     
Smr2 / %  91.70  0.071 
 
3.2.1.2.2 Set 2: post filament change, artefacts not disturbed 
The stage position was saved in the system memory, the stage was moved away from CT gun 
to allow access to the filament chamber. After changing the filament, the stage was returned 
to the saved position and automatic fine focus was performed. The CT settings were 
unchanged from those used for set 1 measurements. Set 2 consisted of five measurements 
on the CT. Charts for selected parameters are shown in Figure 3-13:. The mean and standard 
deviation for the generated surface texture parameters are shown in Table 11. The difference 
between selected mean parameter values of set 2 (post filament change) and the mean values 
of set 1 (pre filament change), though not large, are statistically significant (the 95% 
confidence intervals for the two measurement sets do not overlap) and, depending upon 
application, may have to be taken into consideration. For example, for set 1 the mean value 
of Sa was 29.84 µm with a standard deviation of 0.038 µm. Post filament change the mean 
value of Sa was 29.59 µm with a standard deviation of 0.045 µm. The difference of the mean 
values is approximately 0.84%. The mean value of Sq pre filament change was 40.46 µm 
with a standard deviation of 0.03 µm. Post filament change the mean value of Sq was        
40.07 µm with a standard deviation of 0.06 µm. The difference of the mean values is 
approximately 1%. The change in values for the remaining selected parameters is not 
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significant. The XT H 225, the type used for these analyses, is an industrial machine. It should 
be noted that Nikon produces a metrology CT machine, the MCT225, which does include a 
protocol and supplied artefact to be used post-filament change for system calibration. 
Measurements comparing the XT H 225 commercial CT and the MCT225 metrology CT are 
reported in Chapter 4. 
 
       
 
 
         
 
 
         
Figure 3-13: Filament change areal parameter data. 
Results for Alicona and Pre (Set 1) and Post (Set 2) CT filament change, showing 
95% confidence intervals [24]. 
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Table 11: CT set 2 AM surface parrameter mean and standard deviation values. 
Five measurements, after performing a filament change. The AM artefact was not 
disturbed between each of the measurements. 
Parameter  Mean  Sample standard deviation 
Height parameters     
Sq / μm  40.07  0.056 
Ssk  1.34  0.0039 
Sku  8.98  0.028 
Sz / μm  474.87  1.84 
Sa / μm  29.59  0.045 
Spatial parameters     
Sal / mm  0.29  0.0009 
Hybrid parameters     
Sdr / %  13.09  0.24 
Sk family parameters     
Sk / μm  89.01  0.18 
Material ratio parameters     
Smr2 / %  91.74  0.055 
 
A single test was run, post filament change, but returning the autofocus setting to the pre-
filament change value. This was performed to investigate whether the autofocus setting had 
an influence on the extracted data set results. With the auto focus set to the pre-filament-
change value, the mean Sq value was 40.15 µm. This value is within the range of values 
obtained post-filament change and so the adjustment of fine focus had an insignificant effect 
on the parameter results.  
 
3.2.1.2.3 Stage positioning 
A set of five measurements were taken with the stage moved away from and back to the 
saved position between each measurement. The stage was positioned at the saved position 
that was used for sets 1–3 for each measurement. The results of the extracted parameters 
are shown in Table 12 and Figure 3-14:. The standard deviation values are very similar to 
those obtained for sets 1-3. There is no evidence that moving the stage from and back to the 
saved position during the filament change process had an influence on the extracted 
parameter data. The conclusion is that the filament change process itself will affect 
measurement results. It should be noted that the measurements for this (stage positioning) 
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test were performed over one year after the initial testing for sets 1-3 and the mean value 
obtained here is within the range of the means for sets 1-3. This indicates general machine 
(and sample) stability over this time period. 
 
Table 12: Surface parameter and standard deviation values for the stage 
positioning test. 
The stage was moved away and returned to the measurement position between 
each of the five measurement. 
Parameter  Mean  Sample standard deviation 
Height parameters     
Sq / μm  40.14  0.050 
Ssk  1.35  0.0052 
Sku  9.01  0.023 
Sz / μm  469.25  2.01 
Sa / μm  29.61  0.042 
Spatial parameters     
Sal / mm  0.29  0.0005 
Hybrid parameters     
Sdr / %  12.56  0.10 
Sk family parameters     
Sk / μm  89.11  0.13 
Material ratio parameters     
Smr2 / %  91.8  0.071 
 
 
Figure 3-14: AM surface parameter values including stage-move data. 
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3.2.1.2.4 Set 3: AM component rotated 90° between measurements  
Set 3 consisted of five measurements on the CT. Prior to the first measurement and between 
subsequent measurements, the fixture was removed from the stage (without moving the 
stage), the AM artefact was removed from the fixture, rotated 90° and replaced. The fixture 
was then replaced in the stage and the next measurement was taken. The surface texture 
parameter mean and standard deviation values for set 3 are shown in Table 13. The mean 
values are very similar to the mean values for set 2; for example the Sq mean for both set 2 
and set 3 are 40.07 µm. It should be noted that the standard deviation values for set 3, for 
which the artefact is removed and replaced in a different orientation, are generally less than 
the standard deviation values for sets 1 and 2 for which the artefacts were not disturbed 
between measurements. This shows slight changes in component orientation will have an 
insignificant effect of the extracted data. This bodes well for consistent part-to-part 
measurement accuracy when batch testing components. 
 
Table 13: CT set 3 AM surface parrameter mean and standard deviation values. 
The AM artefact was removed and replaced between each of the five 
measurements. 
Parameter  Mean  Sample standard deviation 
Height parameters     
Sq / μm  40.07  0.012 
Ssk  1.35  0.0068 
Sku  8.99  0.036 
Sz / μm  472.53  1.88 
Sa / μm  29.58  0.013 
Spatial parameters     
Sal / mm  0.29  0.0005 
Hybrid parameters     
Sdr / %  12.79  0.12 
Sk family parameters     
Sk / μm  88.74  0.11 
Material ratio parameters     
Smr2 / %  91.74  0.055 
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3.2.1.3 Comparison of CT and Alicona results 
The percentage differences between the mean values of the surface texture parameters from 
sets 1-3 measurements on the CT and the Alicona (as a percentage of the Alicona values) are 
shown in  
Table 14. The percentage difference between the mean value of Sa for sets 1, 2 and 3 and 
the Alicona mean reading are -1.8%, -2.7% and -2.7%, respectively. Considering the very 
different measurement technologies involved this is a remarkably low percentage difference. 
The change from -1.8% difference for the set 1 results to -2.7% for the results for both set 
2 and set 3 appears to be solely a result of the filament change. Graphs of selected areal 
parameters are shown in Figure 3-15:. These are for Alicona, and set 1-3 CT measurement 
sets. The error bars are the 95% confidence interval (±1.96 sample standards deviations). 
 
Table 14: Surface parameter values and percentage differences. 
Comparing CT sets 1–3 to the Alicona measurements. 
Parameter  Alicona 
mean value 
Set 1 
mean value 
Set 2 
mean value 
Set 3 
mean value 
Percentage 
difference, 
Set  1  to 
Alicona 
Percentage 
difference, 
Set  2  to 
Alicona 
Percentage 
difference, 
Set  3  to 
Alicona 
Height parameters               
Sq / μm  41.19  40.46  40.07  40.07  ‐1.8  ‐2.7  ‐2.7 
Ssk  1.41  1.35  1.34  1.35  ‐4.5  ‐5.1  ‐4.8 
Sku  9.29  9.04  8.98  8.99  ‐2.7  ‐3.4  ‐3.3 
Sz / μm  479.61  479.07  474.87  472.53  ‐0.1  ‐1.0  ‐1.5 
Sa / μm  30.31  29.84  29.59  29.58  ‐1.5  ‐2.3  ‐2.4 
Spatial parameters               
Sal / mm  0.29  0.29  0.29  0.29  0.6  0.3  0.3 
Hybrid parameters               
Sdr / %  15.92  13.30  13.09  12.79  (Δ) ‐2.6  (Δ) ‐2.8  (Δ) ‐3.1 
Sk family paramters               
Sk / μm  90.25  89.76  89.01  88.74  ‐0.5  ‐1.4  ‐1.7 
Material ratio parameters               
Smr2 / %  91.98  91.70  91.74  91.74  (Δ) ‐0.3  (Δ) ‐0.2  (Δ) ‐0.2 
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Figure 3-15: ISO 25178-2 parameters, Alicona to CT comparison charts [18]. 
 
3.2.2 Dimensional artefact results 
Table 15 shows the dimensional artefact results. These include the OD, ID and Length 
measurements on the CMM and CT for the sets 1, 2 and 3. The table includes the differences 
between the mean CT measurements and the mean CMM dimensions, together with the 
sample standard deviation values for the measurement sets. Charts for OD, ID and Length, 
including the 95% confidence interval, are shown in Figure 3-16:. The change of the mean 
dimensions for OD, ID and Length between CT set 1 and CT set 2 (the set prior and the set 
post filament change) were -0.75%, -0.76% and -0.74%, respectively, clearly visible in the 
charts. All dimensional results obtained for the dimensions extracted from the CT scans were 
within 1% of the mean values obtained from the CMM measurements of the artefact.  
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Table 15: CMM and CT artefact dimensional results. 
OD, ID and Length, including standard deviation values. 
Measurement 
method 
Mean  OD  (mm) 
[%  dif.  c.w. 
CMM] 
Sample 
std. dev. 
(mm) 
Mean ID (mm) 
[%  dif.  c.w. 
CMM] 
Sample 
std.  dev. 
(mm) 
Mean Length (mm) 
[% dif. c.w. CMM] 
Sample 
std.  dev. 
(mm) 
CMM (10 meas.)  2.9946  0.00016  3.1926  0.00019  3.9542  0.00013 
CT Set 1 (5 meas.)  2.9934 [‐0.04%]  0.00050  3.1856 [‐0.22%]  0.00040  3.9570 [‐0.07%]  0.00070 
CT Set 2 (5 meas.)  2.9709 [‐0.79%]  0.00060  3.1615 [‐0.97%]  0.00030  3.9278 [‐0.67%]  0.00040 
CT Set 3 (5 meas.)  2.9714 [‐0.77%]  0.00060  3.1624 [‐0.95%]  0.00030  3.9280 [‐0.66%]  0.00070 
 
 
Figure 3-16: OD, ID and Length measurement comarisons. 
Comparing CMM and CT sets 1-3 [18]. 
 
The dimensional results do not indicate a significant error due to incorrect surface 
determination. The mean of all the CT OD measurements was -0.53% (-15.9 µm) less than 
the mean CMM OD measurement. The mean of the Length and ID measurements on the CT 
were -0.47% (-18.6 µm) and -0.71% (-22.3 µm) less than the respective measurement 
means on the CMM. The difference between set 1 and set 2 do suggest the filament change 
had a statistically significant effect on the overall scaling (of approximately 0.75%). A 
summary of the surface texture parameter results is given in Table 16. The CT machine used 
in this study, the Nikon XT H 225, is an industrial machine. As noted in 3.2.1.2.2, Nikon 
manufactures a metrology CT, the MCT225, which includes a protocol to perform a 
dimensional calibration using a ball-plate artefact after each filament change and then scale 
the reconstruction accordingly.  
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Table 16: Mean CT parameter value, pre and post filament change. 
Parameter  Set 1 
mean value 
Set 2 
mean value 
Percentage difference 
[(Δ) is absolute difference] 
Height parameters       
Sq / μm  40.46  40.07  ‐0.97 
Ssk  1.35  1.34  ‐0.64 
Sku  9.04  8.98  ‐0.71 
Sz / μm  479.07  474.87  ‐0.88 
Sa / μm  29.84  29.59  ‐0.83 
Spatial parameters       
Sal / mm  0.29  0.29  ‐0.28 
Hybrid parameters       
Sdr / %  13.30  13.09  (Δ) ‐0.21 
Sk family parameters       
Sk / μm  89.76  89.01  ‐0.83 
Material ratio parameters       
Smr2 / %  91.70  91.74  (Δ) 0.04 
 
3.3 Discussion 
The process validation for the alignment and extraction of surface texture data from the 
master surface and a copy, together with the data extraction from ten Alicona measurements, 
showed good repeatability for both the process and the Alicona measurements, producing a 
stable and sensitive process for the evaluation of surface extraction from CT. 
 
The dimensional artefact, manufactured from a material similar to the AM surface artefact, 
allows monitoring of potential surface determination problems and scaling effects from factors 
such as filament changes. Changing the filament produced a global change in dimension of 
approximately -0.75%. There was a corresponding change in the surface texture parameters 
pre to post filament change, indicating the importance of monitoring with a traceable artefact 
to obtain optimal results, particularly with machines without a post filament change calibration 
protocol. Further evaluation of the applcation of the correction of scaling and surface 
determinaton errors using a dimensional artefact is included in Chapter 4. 
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3.4 Conclusion 
This chapter reported on the development of a novel technique to extract quantitative areal 
surface texture information (per ISO 25178-2) from CT scans of AM components. The 
technique has been shown to be robust and sensitive to surface texture changes such as 
those may be produced when the CT system filament is changed. The values of extracted 
parameters are remarkably similar to the surface texture results produced from an established 
measurement technique: focus variation. Repeatability of the CT measurement has been 
shown to be good, including the measurements taken when artefact was removed and 
replaced into the fixture, similar to potential industrial lot testing; for example Sa, with a five-
sample mean value 29.6 µm, had a sample standard deviation of less than 0.013 µm. These 
tests were performed on one CT machine with one artefact. For industrial applications it is 
important to verify other machines will produce acceptable results and the process has to be 
shown to be applicable to other industrial AM materials and processes. Additionally, the 
relationship between maximum CT measurement voxel size and surface roughness for 
successful surface characterisation will be required as part of defining suitable measurement 
envelopes. Work to address these issues is reported in Chapter 4.     
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Chapter 4 CT-STARR Stage 1 
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is 
success.” 
Henry Ford (1863–1947 ) 
 
This chapter documents the development and implementation of an interlaboratory 
comparison (round robin (RR)) based on the techniques reported in 0. The development work 
was presented at the 7th conference on industrial computed tomography, Leuven, Belgium, 
February 2017. A. Townsend et al. “Development of an interlaboratory comparison 
investigating the generation of surface texture data per ISO 25178-2 from XCT” [22], The 
paper is included in Appendix 4. 
The results were presented at euspen’s 17th international conference and exhibition, 
Hannover, DE, May 2017. A. Townsend et al. “Results from an interlaboratory comparison of 
areal surface texture parameter extraction from X-ray computed tomography of additively 
manufactured parts” [23], The paper is included in Appendix 5.  
 
4.1 Introduction 
The work reported in Chapter 3 detailed the development of an artefact system comprised of 
two artefacts and a bespoke additively manufactured fixture. The artefacts were one AM 
artefact used for the evaluation of surface extraction and parameterisation and one reference 
dimensional artefact for scaling and surface determination evaluation. The reported work 
showed the method was robust and a viable technique for surface texture measurement. For 
the method to have academic research and industrial applications it would need to function 
for other CT machines and with a variety of materials. This has prompted the development of 
the interlaboratory comparison reported here. Initial consideration was given to performing a 
global comparison involving many types of CT machines and, through necessity, allowing the 
participants to select their own set up parameters and conditions. However, it was decided 
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that, initially, a smaller scale, geographically local, RR would be a sensible approach. The 
intention being to provide valuable information to guide an expanded Stage 2 interlaboratory 
comparison. Stage 1 RR included four participants using similar CT machines and so similar 
system parameters could be used. If there were no performance conclusions to be drawn 
from a tightly controlled RR there would be little point in expanding the RR.  The Stage 1 RR 
was performed in the UK, so making it easier to transport the samples to the test laboratories 
and supervise/perform the measurements. This face-to-face contact proved invaluable 
because, even though the participants had similar machines, all had individual input, opinions 
and expertise on CT use. 
 
4.1.1 Lessons learned 
Lessons learned during the research reported in Chapter 3 resulted in changes to the artefact 
design and minor time-saving processing changes that were incorporated into the RR process. 
The ABS artefact holder design was modified to include a necked-down section that would 
allow an unobstructed path between the X-ray emitter and the detector; this would allow use 
of the “flux normalisation” feature during CT measurement, see Figure 4-1:. 
  
 
Figure 4-1: CAD section view of the RR CT fixture. 
Showing the dimensional artefact, AM artefact with the evaluated surface. 
ABS fixture 
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Flux normalisation compensates for any change of flux during the complete measurement 
process. In this process an area on the detector is selected. There must be an unobstructed 
path between the x-ray source and this selected area of the detector during the entire scan 
sequence because the grey-scale values for this selected area for each of the CT projections 
are compared and normalised. The fixture was designed to give an air gap around all the 
measured surfaces of the AM and dimensional artefact, similar to the fixture utilised in Chapter 
3. The dimensional artefact was manufactured with a longer solid centre section to provide 
greater engagnement with the clamping screw, see Figure 4-2:. 
 
     
Figure 4-2: CAD rendering of the dimensional artefact. 
Showing the dimensions for the OD, ID and Length. 
 
Several small changes were made to the data processing sequence to reduce time: 
The master AM surface, chosen randomly from the Alicona G4 measurement data sets, was 
converted from STL to PLY format. The AM surface, extracted in VGStudio MAX 3.0, was saved 
directly in the PLY format (rather than STL format). The AM surface data processing was then 
performed using PLY files. This reduced processing and manipulation time. Instead of 
extracting and performing surface determination on the dimensional artefact and the entire 
AM artefact, only a section of the AM artefact containing the surface-of-interest was extracted. 
This reduced surface determination calculation time. VGStudio MAX 3.0 “normal” conversion 
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was used to generate the dimensional artefact STL file. This reduced the processing time 
(VGStudio MAX 3.0 “Super Precise” conversion was still used for the AM surface conversion). 
4.2 Methodology 
CT-STARR Stage 1 was designed to investigate the repeatability and reproducibility of 
measurement and characterisation of AM surfaces using similar CT machines. There were four 
RR participants; three of the participants used the Nikon MCT225 metrology CT for the 
measurements, one participant used the Nikon XT H 225 industrial machine. The participants, 
together with their machines, are shown in Table 17. 
 
Table 17: Round robin participants and their CT machines. 
Laboratory  CT machine 
University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield, UK  Nikon XT H 225 Industrial CT 
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK  Nikon MCT225 Metrology CT 
National Physical Laboratory, Teddington, UK  Nikon MCT225 Metrology CT 
Nikon Metrology, Tring, UK  Nikon MCT225 Metrology CT 
  
4.3 Measurement artefacts 
4.3.1 AM artefact 
Initial research (Chapter 30) was performed using aluminium AM and dimensional artefacts. 
The AM artefact had been manufactured using an SLM machine. The top (upskin) surface of 
the artefact was used as the surface-of-interest. It is important that the techniques reported 
be verified for other materials and surface conditions, so the raw material, manufacturing 
process and surface measurement location were all changed for the RR. The material chosen 
was Ti6Al4V ELI (extra-low interstitial, Grade 23). This material is widely used in the 
aerospace and medical industries. Ti6Al4V ELI is a high-purity version of Ti6Al4V (Grade 5) 
with lower specified limits on iron, nitrogen, carbon and oxygen. Grade 23 has superior 
fracture toughness, has better cryogenic mechanical properties and has excellent bio-
compatibility. Grade 23 is commonly used to manufacture medical and dental implants. The 
RR AM artefact was produced using the electron beam melting (EBM) process. The artefact 
was manufactured on an ARCAM Q10 machine; nominal powder size was 45–100 µm. 
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A vertical (side) surface was chosen as the surface-of-interest for the RR measurements. The 
artefact was a 10 mm per-side cube, similar to the size of the aluminium artefact used in 
Chapter 3. The size of this artefact was dictated by the required measurement area (8 mm x 
8 mm) with additional margin for cropping of the extracted surface. The required 
measurement area was derived from the profile roughness (Ra approximately 30 µm) using 
Table 1 of ISO 4288 [122] (profile) and ISO 25178 (areal) specification standards.  
 
4.3.2 Dimensional artefact 
The dimensional artefact included in each scan was also machined from Ti6Al4V ELI bar stock 
to provide similar X-ray attenuation properties as the AM artefact. This dimensional artefact 
included three measured dimensions: an OD and an inside diameter ID of approximately 
3 mm and a step length between two parallel surfaces of approximately 4 mm. Surface 
determination is the calculation of the surface position during CT reconstruction; the 
calculated position of the surface is based on the grey-scale values of the CT images. As 
reported in Chapter 3, inaccuracies in this surface determination would affect these three 
dimensions differently: if the surface determination were to calculate the surface inside the 
actual surface, then the calculated OD would be undersized, the ID would be oversized and 
the length would be minimally effected by errors, as the surfaces are parallel and facing the 
same direction. These three different dimensional changes produced by surface determination 
errors would allow separation of surface determination errors from overall scaling errors 
(scaling errors would produce similar changes for all three dimensions). For example, the OD 
would increase, the ID would increase and the length would increase. The AM surface and 
dimensional artefacts were measured using an Alicona G4 focus variation instrument and a 
Zeiss Prismo CMM, respectively, prior to the RR. The two artefacts were mounted within an 
AM fixture designed to maintain an air gap between all measured surfaces and the fixture 
(see Figure 4-1:). This was done to create a two-material, rather than three-material surface 
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determination calculation. The artefacts were not removed from the fixture during the 
complete set of RR measurements.  
 
4.4 CT measurement settings 
The artefact assembly, mounted in the Nikon XT H 225, is shown in Figure 4-3:. The settings 
for the single Nikon XT H 225 are shown in Table 18. The 1 mm copper filter can be seen in 
front of the X-ray window in Figure 4-3:. The measurement settings were selected to optimise 
the exposure contrast while maintaining a fully-focussed electron beam (and hence X-ray 
beam).  
 
 
Figure 4-3: Artefact assembly mounted in the Nikon XT H 225. 
Showing the X-ray gun and 1 mm copper filter. 
 
Table 18: Nikon XT H 225 measurement settings for the RR measurements. 
Parameter  Value  Parameter  Value 
Filter material   Copper  Exposure time  2829 ms 
Filter thickness  1.0 mm  Voxel size  17.3 µm 
Acceleration voltage  160 kV  Number of projections   1583 
Filament current  62 µA  Detector size (pixels)  1008 x 1008 
 
ABS artefact fixture 
1 mm copper filter 
Dimensional artefact 
X-ray exit area 
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The artefact assembly mounted in the Nikon MCT225 is shown in Figure 4-4:. The CT settings 
are shown in Table 19. These settings were used for all three MCT225 machines used in the 
RR. Where applicable, the majority of the settings were similar to those for the XT H 225.  
 
 
Figure 4-4: Artefact assembly mounted in a Nikon MCT225. 
Showing the X-ray gun and 1mm copper filter. 
 
Table 19: Nikon MCT225 measurement settings for the RR measurements. 
Parameter   Value  Parameter  Value 
Filter material   Copper  Exposure time  2829 ms 
Filter thickness  1.0 mm  Voxel size  8.7 µm 
Acceleration voltage  160 kV  Number of projections   3142 
Filament current  62 µA  Detector size (pixels)  2000 x 2000 
 
The most significant difference between the CT machine settings was that the voxel size for 
the MCT225 measurements was 8.7 µm, compared to 17.3 µm for the XT H 225. This 
difference in resolution is due, primarily, to the increased number of pixels in the detector of 
the MCT225. Five measurements were taken on each CT machine. The artefacts were not 
disturbed between each of the measurements. Removing and replacing the artefacts would 
increase the probability of component damage during the RR process. The AM artefact had 
ABS artefact fixture 
1 mm copper filter 
Dimensional artefact 
X-ray exit area 
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been removed and replaced during the initial process analysis (Chapter 30) and there had 
been no observed difference in the extracted surface and dimensional data between 
measurement sets where the sample was removed and replaced and measurement sets 
where the sample was not disturbed. 
  
4.5 Reconstruction 
All reconstruction, surface analysis steps and parameter extraction was performed by the 
author to reduce variability. Reconstruction was performed using Nikon CT Pro 3D. Surface 
determination was performed using VGStudio MAX 3.0. Local iterative surface determination 
was performed with a search distance of 4.0 voxels. Two regions of interest were extracted: 
the AM surface-of-interest and the complete dimensional artefact. The dimensional artefact 
was converted to STL file format using the “normal” setting and the AM surface to PLY format 
using the “Super Precise” setting.  
 
4.6 Comparative measurements 
Reference dimensional artefact measurements were taken using the Zeiss Prismo CMM using 
the same protocol and measurement locations specified in 3.1.2.2. Similarly, five surface 
measurements were taken using the Alicona G4 using the same settings specified in 3.1.2.1. 
One of the Alicona G4 measurements was used as the master for all subsequent alignment 
and processing steps. Alignment, cropping and conversion to height map format (SDF) were 
performed per section 0. All extracted surface data was aligned to one of the FV 
measurements. The surface was and filtered using an L-filter nesting index of 8 mm and an 
S-filter nesting index of 0.025 mm per ISO 25178-3. Data was extracted and values of 
parameters per ISO 25178-2 were generated. 
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4.7 Results 
4.7.1 AM surface texture artefact  
The surface texture parameter mean values and sample standard deviations for the Alicona 
G4 FV measurement set and the four CT machine measurement sets are shown in Table 20. 
The results are from the XT H 225 industrial CT at the University of Huddersfield (XCTHUD), 
the MCT225 metrology CT at the University of Nottingham (XCTNOT), the MCT225 CT at Nikon 
(XCTNIK) and the MCT225 CT at the National Physical Laboratory (XCTNPL). The differences 
between the CT mean value and the FV mean values are shown in Table 21. 
 
Table 20: RR surface texture parameter mean values and sample standard 
deviation. 
Parameter 
Mean 
FV 
SD 
FV 
Mean 
XCTHUD 
SD 
XCTHUD 
Mean 
XCTNOT 
SD 
XCTNOT 
Mean 
XCTNIK 
SD 
XCTNIK 
Mean 
XCTNPL 
SD  
NPL 
Sa / μm  25.5  0.001  24.1  0.027  25.5  0.011  25.5  0.019  25.6  0.006 
Sq / μm  32.6  0.002  30.9  0.032  32.5  0.009  32.5  0.023  32.6  0.007 
Sz / μm  335.3  0.199  324.0  2.941  335.2  1.244  334.2  1.423  335.4  2.332 
Ssk  0.26  <0.001  0.08  0.015  0.20  0.001  0.21  0.001  0.21  0.001 
Sku  3.7  <0.001  3.7  0.010  3.6  0.004  3.6  0.005  3.6  0.003 
Sdr (%)  40.2  0.014  28.3  0.131  41.9  0.117  42.4  0.137  43.8  0.103 
 
Table 21: Differences between CT and Alicona mean measurements. 
  Difference between mean CT and FV values 
Parameter  XCTHUD  XCTNOT  XCTNIK  XCTNPL 
Sa / μm  ‐5.2 %  0.2 %  0.3 %  0.5 % 
Sq / μm  ‐5.2 %  ‐0.1 %  ‐0.1 %  0.2 % 
Sz / μm  ‐3.4 %  0.0 %  ‐0.3 %  0.1 % 
Ssk (absolute)  ‐0.2  ‐0.1  0.0  0.0 
Sku  ‐2.0 %  ‐2.9 %  ‐3.1 %  ‐3.1 % 
Sdr (%) (absolute)  ‐12.0  1.7  2.2  3.5 
  
 
Comparing the percentage differences between CT measurements and FV measurements, the 
results for the MCT225 metrology machine measurement sets for Sa, Sq and Sz were an order 
of magnitude better than those for the XT H 225 industrial machine. For example, the 
difference between the XCTNPL MCT225 Sa value and the FV value was 0.5 %; the difference 
between the XCTHUD XT H 225 Sa value and the FV value was 5.2%. Figure 4-5 shows the 
false colour height maps for one Alicona G4 measurement and one MCT225 measurement 
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from the NPL set. The false colour height maps illustrate the accuracy of the alignment process 
as well as the surface characterisation. It is not easy to visually distinguish the two height 
maps. Figure 4-6 shows results of Sa, Sq and Sz for all machines.  
 
  
Figure 4-5: False colour height maps of the RR Ti6Al4V EBM surface. 
(a) Alicona G4, (b) NPL MCT225. 
  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4-6: RR surface texture results (a) Sa, (b) Sq, (c) Sz. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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4.7.2 Dimensional artefact 
4.7.2.1 Measurement MPE values 
The Nikon MCT225 metrology CT and Zeiss Prismo CMM have maximum permissible error 
(MPE) values as follows: 
 
Nikon MCT225 MPE:  ± (9 + L/50) μm. (L in mm). 
Zeiss Prismo CMM MPE: ± (1.9 + L/300) μm. (L in mm). 
 
The CT reduced MPE limits displayed on the charts for the dimensional measurements in 
Chapter 4 are the CT manufacturer’s MPE limits reduced by the value of the CMM MPE limit: 
 
MCT225 upper limit is CMM lower MPE value + (9 = L/50).  
MCT225 lower limit is CMM upper MPE value - (9 = L/50). 
 
This tightening of the CT MPE limits allows for the fact that the actual compoment dimensions 
may be anywhere within the MPE limit range of the reported CMM value. This means that all 
measurements displayed within the CT reduced MPE limits will be within the (9 + L/50) µm 
of the actual dimension. This is similar to the reduction of component measurement tolerance 
based on the inspection instrument accuracy [140]. 
 
The MPE limits are shown on the charts as follows: 
 CMM MPE limits.   CT reduced MPE limits. 
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4.7.2.2 Dimensional results 
The dimensional results for the CMM and the CT measurement sets are shown in Table 22. 
The sample standard deviations for all CT measurements are all less than or equal to 1.2 µm 
showing excellent repeatability for all measurements. 
 
Table 22: CMM and CT dimensional artefact mean and standard deviation results. 
Measurement 
method 
Mean  Length 
(mm) 
[% dif. cw CMM] 
Sample 
std.  dev. 
(mm) 
Mean OD (mm)  
[% dif. cw CMM] 
Sample 
std.  dev. 
(mm) 
Mean ID (mm) 
[% dif. cw CMM] 
Sample  std. 
dev. (mm) 
CMM (10 meas.)  4.6240  <0.00005  2.9735  0.00005  2.9846  0.00005 
XCTHUD (5 meas.)  4.5992 [‐0.54%]  0.0008  2.9655 [‐0.27%]  0.0003  2.9597 [‐0.83%]  0.0004 
XCTNOT (5 meas.)  4.6238 [0.00%]  0.0008  2.9804 [0.23%]  0.0002  2.9806 [‐0.13%]  0.0003 
XCTNIK (5 meas.)  4.6216 [‐0.05%]  0.0005  2.9778 [0.15%]  0.0002  2.9769 [‐0.26%]  0.0003 
XCTNPL (5 meas.)  4.6250 [0.02%]  0.0012  2.9803 [0.23%]  0.0002  2.9807 [‐0.29%]  0.0002 
 
Charts showing length, OD and ID are shown in Figure 4-7:. It can be seen that the length 
values for all MCT225 metrology CT measurements are significantly within the CT 
manufacturer’s specified MPE limits as shown in Figure 4-7:(a). The length measurement on 
the artefact (step-face distanced), just like the centre-centre calibration measurement, is 
insensitive to surface determination errors. The non-metrology XT H 225 mean length 
measurement was -0.54 % less than the mean CMM measurement. The artefact OD and ID 
CT measurements are both sensitive to surface determination errors. The percentage 
difference between the CT OD values and the CMM OD values are all greater (more positive) 
than the percentage difference between the CT length values and the length CMM values. 
Similarly, the percentage difference between the CT ID values and the CMM ID values are all 
less (more negative) than the percentage difference between the CT length values and the 
length CMM values. This suggests the surface determination is computing the surface with 
additional material beyond the actual surface.  
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Figure 4-7: CMM and CT dimensional results. 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
CMM MPE limits 
CT reduced MPE limits 
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The difference between the computed surface and the actual surface has been noted for other 
materials: when using ISO 50 surface determination aluminium components have been 
computed as undersize (the surface determination computing the surface toward the 
component material compared to the actual surface location) and steel and ZrO2 components 
have been computed as oversize (the surface determination computing the surface toward 
the background compared to the actual surface) [125]. 
 
4.7.2.3 Applying corrections      
As discussed in section 4.3.2, the artefact has been designed to differentiate between surface 
determination errors and global scaling errors. Two corrections were applied to the extracted 
CT dimensional data: a mathematical correction based on the surface determination error 
followed by a global scaling correction. 
 
4.7.2.3.1 Surface determination correction 
The surface determination applied was found to be computing the surface with additional 
material beyond the actual surface (the OD was oversize, the ID was undersize). Therefore, 
the correction should remove material, see Figure 4-8:. The OD becomes smaller, the ID 
larger and the Length is unchanged. The required surface determination correction was 
different for all CT machines. The surface determination is per surface, so the OD and ID 
dimensions will change by twice the surface determination correction value. These 
mathematical corrections are equivalent to moving the calculated surface toward the 
component material, thus the OD values reduce and the ID values increase. The surface 
determination corrections applied are shown in Table 23. The calculated surface determination 
correction for the MCT225 machines were similar, at between 2.6 μm and 3.0 μm. The 
calculated surface determination correction for the XT H 225 was higher at 4.2 μm per surface. 
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Figure 4-8: Effect of surface determination correction. 
The OD decreases, ID increases and the Length is unchanged. 
 
 
Table 23: Surface determination correction applied to OD and ID. 
LAB  Surface determination correction / μm 
XCTHUD  4.2 
XCTNOT  2.8 
XCTNIK  3.0 
XCTNPL  2.6 
 
Figure 4-9: shows charts of Length, OD and ID after surface determination correction. Again, 
it should be noted that one surface determination correction value was applied to all 
measurements in each set: Length, OD and ID. The values of OD (Figure 4-9:(b)) are reduced 
and ID (Figure 4-9:(c)) are increased compared with the results prior to surface determination 
correction (Figure 4-7:(b) and Figure 4-7:(c)). The length results (Figure 4-9:(a)) are the 
same as the results prior to surface determination correction (Figure 4-7:(a)). 
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Figure 4-9: Dimensional results after surface determination correction 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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4.7.2.3.2 Surface determination followed by global scaling 
correction 
A second, global, scaling correction can now be applied based on the length measurements. 
Instead of eroding the surface (making the OD smaller and ID larger) or dilating the surface 
(OD larger and ID smaller), as the surface determination correction would produce, this global 
correction increases or decreases the overall size. Figure 4-10: shows an example of globally 
reducing the size. 
   
 
Figure 4-10: Effect of global scaling correction. 
The OD reduces, the ID reduces and the Length reduces.  
 
Once globally corrected, the mean lengths for all CT measurements are equivalent to the CMM 
mean length, see Figure 4-11:(a). It can be seen that the OD and ID measurements for all 
CT machines, including the XT H 225, are well within the MPE limits of the metrology CT and 
all are also within the MPE of the CMM, see Figure 4-11:(b) and Figure 4-11:(c). 
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Figure 4-11: Dimensional results after SD and scaling correction. 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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As an illustration of the complete two-stage correction process, using the data reported in 
Table 22 for the XCTHUD measurement and comparing the dimensions extracted from the CT 
measurement to the reference CMM measurements, the OD, ID and Length errors 
were: -0.27%, -0.83% and -0.54%, respectively. If a surface determination correction of 4.2 
µm is applied per surface (moving the calculated surface into the part) the errors for OD, ID 
and Length become -0.55%, -0.55% and -0.54%, respectively. A global (x,y,z) scaling 
correction of +0.54% (based on the length error) can then be applied, increasing Length, OD 
and ID. The correction process reduces the Length, OD and ID errors from -0.27%, -0.83% 
and -0.54%, respectively, to less than 0.02% for all dimensions. After these corrections, the 
measurements for all CT machines (including the XT H 225 industrial machine) are not just 
within the MPE of the MCT225 metrology CT, but also within the MPE of the reference CMM.  
 
4.7.2.3.3 Global scaling correction (no surface determination 
correction) 
Results after performing just the global scaling correction are shown in Figure 4-12:. It can 
be seen that, without performing surface determination correction prior to global scaling 
correction, the mean length dimensions for the CT measurement are the same as the mean 
CMM measurement Figure 4-12:(a). However, the OD and ID measurement values for the 
XT H 225 exceed the metrology CT MPE limits and all values for all measurements exceed the 
CMM MPE limits. This illustrates the potential impact of surface determination on 
measurements and the advantages of correcting for surface determination and global scaling. 
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Figure 4-12: Dimensional results after just scaling correction. 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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4.7.3 Measurement voxel size 
The voxel size for the MCT225 measurements was 8.7 µm. The voxel size for the Huddersfield 
XT H 225 measurements was 17.2 µm. A single test (XCTNOT11.5) was performed using the 
Nottingham MCT225 with the sample moved away from the X-ray source at a magnification 
and voxel size similar to the Huddersfield measurements (see Table 24). The other 
CT measurement parameters were unchanged (see Table 19). 
 
Table 24: Voxel size and magnification for each measurement. 
Lab  Voxel size / µm  Magnification 
XCTHUD  17.2  11.5 
XCTNOT  8.7  23 
XCTNOT11.5  17.3  11.5 
 
4.7.3.1 Surface texture results 
Extracted surface texture results are shown in Table 25. The difference between the CT mean 
values and the FV mean values are shown in Table 26. Charts for Sa, Sq and Sz are shown in 
Figure 4-13:. 
 
Table 25: Surface texture results. 
Parameter 
Mean 
FV 
Mean 
XCTHUD 
Mean 
XCTNOT  XCTNOT11.5 
Sa / μm 25.5  24.1  25.5  24.7 
Sq / μm 32.6  30.9  32.5  31.6 
Sz / μm 335.3  324.0  335.2  330.5 
Ssk  0.26  0.08  0.20  0.10 
Sku  3.7  3.7  3.6  3.7 
Sdr (%) 40.2  28.3  41.9  33.0 
 
Table 26: Differences between CT mean values and FV mean values. 
  Difference between mean CT and FV values 
Parameter  XCTHUD  XCTNOT  XCTNOT11.5 
Sa / μm ‐5.2 %  0.2 %  ‐2.9 % 
Sq / μm ‐5.2 %  ‐0.1 %  ‐3.0 % 
Sz / μm ‐3.4 %  0.0 %  ‐1.4 % 
Ssk (absolute) ‐0.2  ‐0.1  ‐0.2 
Sku  ‐2.0 %  ‐2.9 %  ‐2.5 % 
Sdr (%) (absolute) ‐12.0  1.7  ‐7.2 
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Figure 4-13: Surface texture results for HUD and NOTS. 
(a) Sa, (b) Sq, (c) Sz. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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The values of Sa, Sq and Sz for the XCTNOT11.5 measurements were significantly lower than 
those obtained with the smaller voxel size using the initial higher magnification measurement 
on the same machine. The values were, however, not comparable to the XCTHUD 
measurements; it can be seen that the difference between the XCTHUD and FV measurement 
values was approximately twice the difference between the XCTNOT11.5 values and the FV 
values. The lower XCTHUD results are due to a combination of factors, including the scaling 
error present in the XT H 225 measurements: the Huddersfield mean length (from the 
dimensional measurement) is 0.54% undersize (see Table 22). A scaling reduction will result 
in lower surface texture parameters such as Sa and Sq. The filament change, reported in 
Chapter 3, resulted in scaling difference of approximately -0.75%. The value of Sa and Sq 
also reduced, by 0.83% and 0.97%, respectively. As a result of these initial measurement 
results, the effect of voxel size on the accuracy of the extracted surface texture data is 
investigated in section 5.2. 
 
4.7.3.2 Dimensional results 
The length dimension extracted from the single XCTNOT11.5 measurement matched the CMM 
mean length measurement (4.624 mm) (see Figure 4-14:). The optimisation of the CT 
dimensional measurements required a 4.3 μm surface determination correction, similar to the 
4.2 μm correction applied to the XCTHUD measurements and more than the 2.7 μm correction 
applied to the x23 magnification XCTNOT measurements. Once this correction was applied 
the difference between the XCTNOT11.5 OD and ID measurements and the mean CMM 
measurements were 0.1 μm (<0.01%). No scaling correction was required as the 
XCTNOT11.5 length measurement matched the mean CMM length measurement, see Figure 
4-15:. 
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Figure 4-14: Dimensional results for HUD and NOTS. 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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Figure 4-15: Dimensional results including SD and dimensional correction. 
(a) Length, (b) Outside diameter, (c) Inside diameter. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
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4.7.4 Cone beam artefacts 
During the analysis it was noted that there were local cone beam artefacts on the OD and ID 
of the CT reconstructions of the dimensional artefact (primarily on the MCT225 
measurements). Cone beam artefacts (caused by volume data reconstruction errors) increase 
as the X-ray cone angle increases from the ideal central plane which is perpedicular to the 
plane of the detector. Cone beam artefacts may be generated on horizontal surfaces such as 
the edge of the horizontally aligned dimensional artefact. The cone beam artefacts were more 
prevalent on the underside of the artefact because, due to the position of the artefact in the 
scan, the angle of the X-ray beam is greater for the underside surface, see Figure 4-16:(b).  
 
  
(a)      (b) 
Figure 4-16: MCT225 dimensional artefact reconstruction. 
(a) topside, (b) underside. Cone beam artefacts are visible on the underside. 
 
The standard dimensional analysis reported here included generating dimensional data from 
the complete OD and ID cylinders extracted from the STL files. The analysis was repeated 
using approximately 80% of the cylinder areas—removing the local upper and lower horizontal 
areas with cone beam artefacts. The process of surface determination and scaling correction 
was then performed. The results for all area (A) and selected area (S) for the OD and ID are 
shown in Table 27 and Figure 4-17:. Cone beam artefacts were not present on the planar 
surfaces used for calculation of the Length dimension. There was a small difference in final 
values. However, the OD and ID measurements after correction (including the non-metrology 
XT H 225) were still within the MPE of the MCT225 and, additionally, within the MPE of the 
Zeiss CMM. 
Visible cone beam artefacts 
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Table 27: Dimensions using all areas and selected areas. 
  OD / mm  ID / mm 
LAB  All area (A)  Selected (S)  Delta / mm  All area (A)  Selected (S)  Delta / mm 
HUD  2.9729  2.9731  ‐0.0001  2.9842  2.984286  ‐0.0001 
NOT  2.9750  2.9735  0.0015  2.9862  2.984649  0.0015 
NIK  2.9734  2.9725  0.0008  2.9845  2.983689  0.0008 
NPL  2.9743  2.9725  0.0019  2.9854  2.983595  0.0018 
 
 
   
(a)      (b) 
Figure 4-17: Charts of cylinder dimensions (a) OD, (b) ID. 
All cylinder area (A) and selected cylinder area (S) analysed. 
 
The dimensional artefact was positioned horizontally within the fixture to avoid overlap 
between the dimensional artefact and the AM artefact surface while allowing maximum 
magnification of the AM artefact. If the artefact was angled significantly then either the 
artefacts would overlap during some projections or the magnification would have to be 
reduced to include all required areas of both artefacts. Redesign of the fixture for CT-STARR 
Stage 2 will be considered to reduce the cone beam artefact effect. 
 
4.7.5 Conclusions 
The results from a four-participant interlaboratory comparison investigating the extraction of 
ISO 25178-2 areal surface texture data from X-ray CT has been reported. The results show 
the robustness of the extraction and analysis process reported in Chapter 3. The results 
confirm the validity of using CT for the extraction of surface texture data from additively 
manufactured parts, for example the value of mean surface roughness, Sa for all metrology 
CTs was within 0.5% of the results obtained using the focus variation instrument. There was 
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good repeatability and reproducibility of all measurement results. The baseline results indicate 
the process is in control and provide a good knowledge grounding for and expanded Stage 2 
CT-STARR interlaboratory comparison. A reference dimensional artefact, manufactured from 
a similar material to the AM artefact, was included in all scans. Surface determination and 
scaling correction resulted in dimensional numbers very similar to reference CMM 
measurements. For example, the artefact errors for the XT H 225 commercial CT for Length, 
OD and ID reduced from -0.27%, -0.83% and -0.54%, respectively, to all < 0.02%. Using a 
dimensional artefact during the CT measurement of AM surfaces provides good process 
validation and should be invaluable during CT-STARR Stage 2. Future work will include 
generation of algorithms to correct the extracted surface texture data based on the 
dimensional artefact surface determination and global scaling results. One change to be made 
as result of the CT-STARR Stage 1 measurements is to redesign the artefact fixture to avoid 
horizontal edges on the dimensional artefact to minimise cone beam artefacts. During the 
work performed here, factors effecting the accuracy of the results were discussed such as 
surface determination and measurement voxel size. Further investigation of the impact of 
these and other factors on measurement accuracy will be reported in Chapter 5. This is 
important for creating a recommended measurement and analysis envelope within which to 
work for optimised results. 
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Chapter 5 Factors affecting the accuracy of CT 
surface measurements 
“Fast is fine, but accuracy is everything.” 
Wyatt Earp (1848‐1929) 
 
A published journal paper, first author A. Townsend, underpins the work reported here, 
“Factors affecting the accuracy of areal surface texture data extraction from X-ray CT” [24]. 
The journal paper is included in Appendix 6. 
 
This section reports on an investigation into CT measurement and data processing factors 
that may have an effect on the accuracy of the extracted surface texture results. The factors 
have been chosen for their widespread applicability to CT systems in general rather than being 
CT machine-specific. Changes in surface texture and dimensional results pre and post filament 
change have already been discussed in Chapter 3. Surface determination correction was 
discussed in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Chapter 4. The potential effect of voxel size on the 
accuracy of the extracted surface data was introduced in Chapter 4. Partially as a result of 
the potential effects noted in this preceding work, this chapter reports on an investigation 
into three factors with potential to affect the accuracy and repeatability of extracted AM 
surface texture data from CT measurements. 
 
This chapter is divided into three sections: 
 CT surface determination 
 Component magnification and voxel size 
 Internal / external surfaces 
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5.1 CT surface determination 
Surface determination is the process of defining the location of the surface of a component 
scanned using CT. This process is based on evaluation of the grey-scale (density) values of 
the reconstructed voxels. The surface defines the boundary between the component material 
and the background (usually air). The method employed to define this surface boundary has 
been shown to have a significant effect on dimensional information extracted from CT scans 
[125, 141]. The CT user has to make a non-intuitive choice of surface determination method 
during the data extraction process. This section reports on the effects of this method choice 
on the extracted surface texture data. This section reports on the application of four surface 
determination methods to generate the surface from metal Rubert surface comparator plates 
[142]. Rubert roughness comparison specimins are primarily used in industry for workshop 
use. Rubert plates are used to evaluate the surfaces of workpieces using visual and tactile 
(fingernail) comparison. The manufacturing technique of the Rubert plate is chosen to match 
the match the manufacturing technique of the workpiece being checked, for example turned, 
ground or cast. Rubert plate sections were chosen for the surface determination analysis 
because they include sections manufactured with the same technique, but with different 
roughness values, see Figure 5-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-1: Microsurf Rubert 335 (casting) comparator plate. 
Showing similar surface configuration on each of the seven segments, but with 
different mean roughness values. 
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The CT settings for all measurements were identical. The extracted surfaces were processed 
per the multi-stage process as presented in Chapter 3. 
 
5.1.1 Surface plates 
 Two rectangular plates, approximately 10 mm x 20 mm, were cut from a Rubert Microsurf 
334 (casting) test panel. The casting panel was used as this surface was considered to most 
closely represent the surface of a PBF metal AM component. The nominal surface Ra values 
for the plates used for this work were 50 µm and 25 µm as these approximate the as-built 
PBF metal AM surface roughness [131]. The individual samples were imaged using the Nikon 
XT H 225 industrial CT machine. Acceleration voltage was 190 kV, filament current was           
53 μA, with an acquisition time of 4000 ms. A 1 mm copper filter was used to reduce contrast 
and beam hardening. Auto-defocus was deactivated. The voxel size for all measurements was 
12.9 µm (x,y,z).  
 
5.1.2 Surface determination methods 
CT surface determination was performed using four methods: three global methods and one 
local method. Global methods compute one single grey-scale value to define the surface 
across the entire extracted volume. Local surface determination evaluates local grey-scale 
change gradient and creates the surface at the location of highest local gradient.  
The four surface determination methods evaluated were: 
 
Manual surface determination, whereby the global surface determination was set by the user 
by visually optimizing the surface location; that is, looking at a section of the volume  
material-to-background interface and adjusting the software “scroll bar” until the generated 
surface visually appears to be at the location of highest grey-scale gradient. Implemented in 
VGStudio MAX 2.2. 
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ISO 50 surface determination. The ISO 50 method defines a global threshold which is 
computed as the mean of two peaks (background and material) of the grey value histogram. 
ISO 50 was also implemented in VGStudio MAX 2.2. 
 
Otsu method surface determination. The Otsu method [143], also a global surface 
determination method, was implemented in Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit 
(ITK) software [144]. Otsu surface determination finds two clusters (material and 
background) in the grey value histogram such that the sum of the within-class variances of 
the material and background are minimised. Used extensively in image processing, this 
method works most effectively when the data is generally bi-modal (containing two distinct 
classes) such as is the case for two-material CT data sets. 
 
Local iterative surface determination. Implemented in VGStudio Max 2.2, the local surface 
determination performs surface determination based on the local surface grey values. An 
initial baseline grey value is selected based on the material and background (in this case 
Rubert plate and air). The iterative surface determination searches within a specified distance 
(in this case four voxels) from this initial distance and calculates the final surface based on 
the location of the greatest grey-scale gradient [145].  
 
A section of the surface boundary, created using ISO 50 and local iterative surface 
determination, are shown in Figure 5-2:. The location of the generated surface (white line) is 
clearly different using the two processes. 
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Figure 5-2: Rubert 50 plate surface determination (VGStudio MAX 2.2 [136]). 
(a) ISO 50 surface determination (b) local iterative surface determination. 
Modified from [24]. 
 
After surface determination was completed using the four surface determination methods the 
Rubert surfaces were converted to PLY format in VGStudio MAX 2.2 using the “Super Precise” 
setting. 
 
5.1.3 CT-focus variation comparison 
The results from the CT scans were compared to the same section of the plate measured on 
the Alicona G4. The Alicona measurements were performed using a x5 objective lens. Lateral 
sampling distance was 5 μm with a lateral resolution of 15 μm. Surface extraction and 
processing was performed as described in Chapter 3. Four sample areas, each 5 mm x 5 mm, 
were extracted from each of the 25 µm and 50 µm Ra samples. The measurements were then 
levelled and filtered with an L-filter nesting index of 5 mm and an S-filter nesting index of 
0.020 mm. A surface texture parameter set per ISO 25178-2 was generated using SurfStand 
software [138].  
 
5.1.4 Analysis of results 
Figure 5-3: shows the false colour height maps of one surface area of the nominal 50 μm Ra 
Rubert sample as measured on the Alicona G4 and on the XT H 225. Table 28 shows the mean 
value of the parameters generated from the Alicona G4 measurements. A paired t-test was 
performed for each of the Rubert sections. A paired t-test is used to compare the means of 
(a) (b) 
Generated surface boundary 
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two populations where there are two samples in which observations in one sample can be 
paired with observations in the second sample. The null hypothesis was that the difference 
between the mean parameter as measured on the CT and on the Alicona G4 would be zero. 
The 95% confidence interval of the mean was generated for each of the samples. The 
percentage difference between the mean Alicona and CT readings, together with the 95% 
confidence interval for the nominal 50 μm Rubert sample, were plotted for each of the ISO 
25178-2 parameters Sq, Sz, Sal and Sa, see Figure 5-4:. The absolute differences between 
the CT and FV results for the parameters Ssk, Sku, Sdr and Smr2 are shown in Figure 5-5:. 
These parameters were chosen as they have been shown to be sensitive to AM surface 
characteristics, see Table 3. 
 
     
Figure 5-3: False colour height maps of the nominal Ra 50 μm Rubert sample. 
(a) Alicona G4, (b) Nikon XT H 225 CT. Iterative surface determination used in 
both cases.  
 
Table 28 Mean values of Alicona measurements of nominal Ra 50 μm Rubert 
sample 
Parameter (ISO 25178‐2)  Alicona mean value 
Sq  69.1 µm 
Sz  507 µm 
Sal  0.36 mm 
Sa  50.9 µm 
Ssk  1.3 
Sku  6.0 
Sdr   22.6% 
Smr2  93.2% 
 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 5-4: Percentage difference, CT to FV of nominal 50 μm Ra Rubert sample. 
 
  
  
Figure 5-5: Absolute difference, CT to FV of nominal 50 μm Ra Rubert sample. 
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Figure 5-6: shows the false colour height maps of one surface area of the nominal 25 μm Ra 
Rubert sample as measured on the Alicona G4 and on the XT H 225. Table 29 shows the mean 
value of the parameters generated from the Alicona G4 measurements. 
The percentage difference between the mean Alicona and CT readings, together with the 95% 
confidence interval for the nominal 25 μm Rubert sample, were plotted for each of the ISO 
25178-2 parameters Sq, Sz, Sal and Sa as shown in Figure 5-7:. The absolute differences 
between the CT and FV results for the parameters Ssk, Sku, Sdr and Smr2 are shown in 
Figure 5-8:. 
 
   
Figure 5-6: False colour height maps of the nominal Ra 25 μm Rubert sample. 
(a) Alicona G4, (b) Nikon XT H 225 CT. Iterative surface determination used in 
both cases.  
 
Table 29: Mean values of Alicona measurements of nominal Ra 25 μm Rubert 
sample. 
Parameter (ISO 25178‐2)  Alicona mean value 
Sq  34.5 µm 
Sz  239 µm 
Sal  0.37 mm 
Sa  27.4 µm 
Ssk  0.26 
Sku  3.1 
Sdr   4.8% 
Smr2  91.4% 
 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 5-7: Percentage difference, CT to FV of nominal 25 μm Ra Rubert sample. 
 
  
 
   
Figure 5-8: Absolute difference, CT to FV of nominal 25 μm Ra Rubert sample. 
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5.1.5 Surface determination conclusions 
The parameter values generated from the three global surface determination methods were 
generally similar. In some instances it can be seen that the manual surface determination has 
slightly better parameter estimation than the automatic global methods. Comparing the local 
with the global surface determination methods for both the 50 μm Ra and 25 μm Ra plates it 
can be seen that the local iterative method achieves results significantly closer to those 
obtained using the Alicona G4 in all cases. Local iterative surface determination has been used 
for all the analyses performed elsewhere in this report; however, it has been shown in Chapter 
4 that, although the results are generally good, correcting for surface determination does 
improve the dimensional accuracy of the measured component. Future work will include 
generating correction algorithms for extracted surface texture data. 
 
5.2 Component magnification and voxel size 
An investigation into the effect of voxel size on the extracted ISO 25178-2 parameters was 
performed using two AM surface artefacts. The first sample was the AlSi10Mg SLM AM 
component and fixture used for the measurement and analysis in Chapter 3. The second 
sample was the Ti6Al4V ELI EBM AM component and the fixture was the same as used in the 
interlaboratory comparison in Chapter 4. In both cases the same surface as evaluated 
previously was measured during this work. Both samples were measured on the Huddersfield 
XT H 225 CT. The measurement settings for each artefact were the same as the settings 
reported previously. The measurement settings were also the same for all ten measurements 
in each set. The initial position (and therefore voxel size) for this evaluation, was similar to 
that used in the previous chapters (17.3 µm). After the first scan at this voxel size, the 
component was positioned further away from the X-ray source to increase voxel size and 
reduce magnification.  
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Sample measurements were taken at ten positions within the chamber with the voxel size at 
each position, nV , in µm, defined by: 
 
( ( ))16 x nyV nn
        Equation 5 
Where: 
1 10n   
1.4, 0 .065x y   
 
The values of x and y were chosen to give a non-linear distribution with more information 
points near the initial “ideal”, maximum resolution, position and ten measurement positions 
within the range of CT travel limits. The initial position was configured in the previous work 
to be as close as possible to the X-ray “gun” to give the correct surface size per ISO 25178-
3 with extra material for cropping. Positioning the sample closer to the X-ray “gun” than this 
initial position would result in part of the AM component projected outside the range of the 
detector, resulting in an incomplete image data set. The surface data were extracted and 
filtered using the same filtering employed for the other measurements: 8 mm L-filter nesting 
index and 0.025 mm S-filter nesting index. The value of Sa for both samples, together with 
the respective mean Alicona G4 measurements, are shown in Figure 5-9:. It can be seen that 
the general trend is that the mean roughness, Sa, decreases as the voxel size increases. This 
trend is understandable as, at the limit, the square extracted triangular surface will contain 
only two triangles, and, once levelled, the Sa would be zero. It can be seen that the Sa values 
for the SLM surface are similar at the first two voxel sizes (17 and 19 µm), see Figure 5-10:. 
This is an indication that the voxels size is sufficiently small to allow full characterisation of 
the surface within the scale-of-interest (defined by the applied filtering). At these 
measurement resolutions (17 and 19 µm) the value of Sa is approximately 2% less than the 
Alicona reference value. The SLM surface roughness is significantly greater than that of the 
titanium EBM surface: the Alicona mean Sa values are 30 µm and 25 µm, respectively. The 
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Sa value for the extracted EBM surface is not similar at the two initial measurement voxel 
sizes (17 and 19 µm): as the voxel size reduces the Sa value continues to increase. This 
indicates that at the minimum voxel size, the resolution may not be sufficient to fully 
characterise the surface at the required scale-of-interest. At the 17 µm voxel size 
measurement the value of Sa extracted from the titanium EBM sample was approximately 
5.5% less than the Alcona reference measurement—a larger difference that that for the 
aluminium SLM component. 
 
 
Figure 5-9: Sa values for the CT SLM and EBM sample measurements. 
Showing the focus variation values obtained for the same samples. 
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Figure 5-10: Detail of Sa vs voxel size, XT H 225 CT. 
From Figure 5-9. 
 
5.2.1 Voxel size and magnification conclusions 
At a voxel size of 17 µm, the rougher SLM surface appears to be fully characterised at the 
selected scale-of-interest, whereas the smoother EBM surface does not appear to be fully 
characterised. These results will provide a basis for further investigating of the maximum 
voxel size required for full characterisation for a range of AM surfaces together with 
investigations into other areas, such as the effect of scale-of-interest (and therefore filtering) 
changes. The EBM sample was used in Stage 1 of the interlaboratory comparison (Chapter 
4). The results obtained here will provide vital information for possible changes for the Stage 
2 comparison such as fixture modifications and AM sample selection. 
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5.3 Comparison of external and internal measurement results  
  
Figure 5-11: Ti6Al4V bar (a) scan of original part, (b) after physical sectioning. 
The part was milled to create an external surface from an internal surface. 
Modified from [24].   
 
AM techniques now enable the manufacture of components with complex and critical internal 
features. For the advantages of both CT and AM to be realised, it is important to verify that 
the surface data from CT extracted from internal surfaces is no different to that extracted 
from identical external surfaces. This internal/external equivalency is important if, for 
example, a reference measurement is taken on an outside surface using a stylus or optical 
instrument and then compared to both external and internal surface data extracted from CT 
scans of the same component. The research in this section was performed to investigate 
whether a surface inside a component reconstructs and analyses differently from the same 
surface on the outside of the part. Reference measurements of the surface, such as focus 
variation that has been reported previously, are not reported here as the aim of this section 
is to evaluate the reconstructed surface of the internal features compared to external features 
when measured on a CT system and not to quantify the CT measurement deviations. 
 
5.3.1 CT measurement 
The measured component was an as-built 10 mm square section SLM titanium Ti6Al4V bar, 
50 mm long with a 4 mm square internal bore. The bar was imaged using the                 
Nikon XT H 225. The component was then physically sectioned such that the measured 
(a) (b) 
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“internal” surface now becoming “external”. The part was then scanned again on the CT, see 
Figure 5-11:. CT measurement settings were identical for both scans. The acceleration voltage 
was 210 kV, filament current was 48 μA and the acquisition time was 4000 ms. A 1.0 mm 
copper filter was used. Auto-defocus was de-activated. The voxel size of both reconstructed 
volumes was 15.9 µm (x,y,z). The surfaces were extracted using local iterative surface 
determination implemented in VGStudio MAX 2.2. Initial manual alignment of the surfaces 
from pre and post-sectioned scans was performed utilising the fiducial marks. Iterative closest 
point alignment was used for final alignment. After the alignment, each mesh was cut into 
four sub-samples each with a dimension of approximately 3 mm x 3 mm. A uniform re-
sampling with a nominal resolution of 1.5 µm was performed. This re-sampling resolution was 
set to be significantly less than the S-filter nesting index value to avoid any impact of the 
sampling on the filtered data. The samples were levelled and filtered using an L-filter nesting 
index of 2 mm and an S-filter nesting index of 0.005 mm. With a confidence level of 95%, 
the null hypothesis of equality of the means cannot be rejected for all the roughness 
parameters analysed. The charts of the percentage differences between the internal and 
external surface CT measurements for parameters Sq, Sz, Sal and Sa including the 95% 
confidence interval are shown in Figure 5-12:(a). The absolute values and 95% confidence 
interval of Ssk, Sku, Sdr and Smr2 are shown in Figure 5-12:(b-e). These results show there 
was insignificant difference between the same surface as an internal and as an external 
surface. 
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(a) Sq, Sz, Sal and Sa difference (internal-external) 
 
 
   
(b) Ssk     (c) Sku 
 
 
   
(d) Smr2     (e) Sdr 
 
Figure 5-12: Internal and external measurements results. 
Showing differences between the same surface as an internal surface and external 
surface. 
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5.3.2 External/internal surface conclusions 
The side surface of an as-built SLM Ti6Al4V component has been imaged using CT: first as an 
external surface and then, after physical sectioning, as an external surface. There was no 
significant difference in the extracted ISO 25178-2 parameters between the two 
measurements. This is important because reference measurements may be taken on the 
outside of a component to verify CT data. However, without part sectioning there is no way 
to verify internal measurements. If the CT internal measurements are equivalent to the CT 
external measurements then there is no need for additional comparison to reference internal 
measurements. 
 
5.4 Section conclusions 
The effect of changing the electron generation filament on the extracted surface texture 
parameter data was reported in Chapter 4. This chapter reported on three additional 
measurement and processing factors that may potentially affect the accuracy of extracted 
surface data. These parameters were chosen to be, as far as possible, applicable to most CT 
systems and AM surfaces and not machine-specific. The conclusions (including results from 
the filament change reported in Chapter 4) are as follows: 
Changing the filament has been shown to change the surface roughness value (Sa) by 
approximately 0.8%. Depending upon application this may be significant. Performing a 
calibration or system verification may be necessary after filament changes. 
 
The analysis of scanned Rubert comparator plates has shown that using local iterative surface 
determination during CT reconstruction will provide the most accurate results for surface 
texture parameter generation. 
 
The voxel size affects the extracted parameter data. At larger voxel sizes the resolution may 
not be sufficient to allow full characterisation of the surface at the required scale of interest. 
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If the voxel size is too large to characterise the surface, further increases in voxel size will 
reduce the surface roughness value. The closest position the component can be located to 
the X-ray source is that which allows complete imaging of the required measurement area at 
all rotational angles. This position will not generally be at the highest possible magnification 
(and hence smallest voxel size). However, provided the voxel size produced is sufficiently 
small then the surface characterisation will not be limited by the measurement resolution. 
Initial results suggest that, for an AM surface, a voxel size of one half or less than the surface 
Sa value may be sufficient for full characterisation. 
 
A comparison of areal parameters computed on the same surface section of a Ti6Al4V SLM 
part as an internal and external feature has been performed. The initial results indicate there 
is not a significant difference between the mean values of the generated parameters for the 
internal and external measurements. 
 
These results provide valuable information to aid in the optimisation of the CT surface texture 
measurement and extraction process for research and industrial applications.  
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Chapter 6 CT measurement of re-entrant surfaces 
“Each success only buys an admission ticket to a more difficult problem.” 
Henry Kissinger (1923‐ ) 
 
 
The work reported here has been presented at conference: “Measurement and 
characterisation of additively manufactured re-entrant features” [146], joint special interest 
group meeting between euspen and ASPE, Dimensional accuracy and surface finish in additive 
manufacturing, KU Leuven, Belgium, October 2017. The conference paper is included in 
Appendix 7. The work reported here has been also accepted for conference: “CT measurement 
of re-entrant additively manufactured surfaces” [147], 8th conference on industrial computed 
tomography, Wels, Austria, February 2018. The conference paper is included in Appendix 8. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Figure 6-1: SLM re-entrant surface. 
(a) Typical SLM side surface, (b) surface showing projection “curtains”, (c) re-
entrant surface showing three z positions at one (x,y) location. 
  
 
SLM and EBM powder processes often produce surfaces with re-entrant (overhanging) 
surfaces, see Figure 6-1:(a). Re-entrant planar surface features are characterised by two or 
greater z height values for one (x,y) position, see Figure 6-1:(c). These non-intentional re-
entrant features may, however, improve functional performance. The AM process itself 
presents opportunities to create re-entrant surfaces intentionally. The re-entrant features 
may be designed to improve the functionality of the component. Manufacturing components 
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including these re-entrant features will provide advantages based on two functional properties 
of such features. Firstly, re-entrant surfaces increase the specific area: that is, an increase in 
total surface area for a given planar area or part volume. Increasing the total surface area for 
a given planar area may have application in paint and coating adhesion, in battery or electrical 
capacitor design where surface contact between the gel or liquid electrolyte and the plates 
may be increased [148]. There may be applications in fluid flow and heat transfer where and 
increase in the surface contact area provides an increased volumetric efficiency [149]. 
Osseointegration bio-attachment, vital for the success of medical orthopaedic and dental 
implants, may also be enhanced by an increased surface area [150]. Medical applications may 
be functionally enhanced by the second functional property of re-entrant features: these 
features, by their nature, provide a mechanical locking function. Examples of this locking 
function include masonry keystones, dovetail joints used in woodworking and cabinetry and 
tooth preparation prior to the application of an amalgam filling. During preparation the dentist 
drills a pocket with a shelf or internally widening taper to prevent the filling from loosening or 
falling out. Additive processes allow the generation of similar undercut features at a scale 
matched to the component function.  
 
These re-entrant surface features are difficult or impossible to measure using conventional 
line-of-sight methods, but measurement and characterisation of these surfaces may be vital 
for functional optimisation. This section reports on the measurement of re-entrant features 
using CT and the extraction of actual surface area information (including re-entrant features), 
from two as-built AM surfaces: a planar side surface from a medical implant and a section of 
a lattice structure with nominally cylindrical lattice bars. The medical implant was 
manufactured from Ti6Al4V ELI using an SLM process. The lattice structure was manufactured 
from Ti6Al4V ELI using an EBM process.  Methodology for the extraction and analysis of the 
surface information is reported for both surfaces. The results of surface texture data including 
re-entrant features (mesh) is compared to generated projected grid data to illustrate errors 
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produced when re-entrant features are not included in the measurement and processing of 
the surface data. The applicability of parameters per ISO 25178-2 is discussed. A new surface 
texture parameter Sdrprime is introduced. This parameter is intended to relate directly to the 
specific surface area and surface function. Sdrprime is the percentage of additional surface 
contributed by the texture (including re-entrant features) compared to a plane the size of the 
measurement area. Parameter extraction will be demonstrated for the two AM surfaces and 
parameter data for a sample surface with designed re-entrant features will be discussed.  
 
6.2 Methodology 
The CT parameter settings for the two AM samples and the surface extraction process are 
discussed in section 6.2.1. The data processing and parameter extraction methods are 
reported in section 6.2.2.  
 
6.2.1 CT measurements and surface extraction 
The SLM medical implant and the EBM lattice were both scanned on the Nikon XT H 225 CT. 
Reconstruction was performed using Nikon CT Pro 3D. Surface determination was performed 
using VGStudio MAX 3.0. Local iterative surface determination was performed with a search 
distance of 4.0 voxels. Both surfaces were extracted using the VGStudio MAX 3.0 
“Super Precise” setting. The XT H 225 settings for the SLM medical implant are shown in Table 
30. The extracted surface is shown in Figure 6-2:.  
 
Table 30: XT H 225 settings for the SLM medical implant scan. 
Parameter  Value  Parameter  Value 
Filter   1 mm  Cu  Voxel size  7.1 µm 
Acceleration voltage  160 kV  Detector size (pixels)  1008 x 1008 
Filament current  62 µA  Number of projections   1583 
Exposure time  2829 ms     
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Figure 6-2: Extracted surface of the CT SLM planar surface measurement.  
 
The CT settings for the lattice structure are shown in Table 31. The extracted lattice surface 
is shown in Figure 6-3:. The selected ROI is highlighted. The dimensions on all figures are in 
mm. 
 
Table 31: XT H 225 settings for the EBM lattice structure scan. 
Parameter  Value  Parameter  Value 
Filter material   None  Voxel size  3.6 µm 
Acceleration voltage  60 kV  Detector size (pixels)  1008 x 1008 
Filament current  100 µA  No. of projections   1583 
Exposure time  1000 ms     
 
 
Figure 6-3: Extracted surface of CT scan of the EBM lattice showing ROI (mm). 
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6.2.2 Data processing and parameter generation 
The complete extracted surface from the Ti6Al4V SLM ROI is shown in Figure 6-4:. A detail 
section of the extracted surface is shown in Figure 6-5:. The (blue) least-squares reference 
plane can be seen in both figures. 
 
 
Figure 6-4: Extracted surface from the SLM planar surface (mm). 
Showing the blue least-squares reference plane. 
 
  
 
Figure 6-5: Detail of the SLM planar surface. 
 
The extracted surface of the bar of the lattice structure is shown in Figure 6-6:. The cylinder 
was unwrapped prior to analysis. 
 
Figure 6-6: Extracted bar ROI from the CT lattice structure. 
Showing the blue reference plane (mm). 
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6.2.2.1 Projected (grid) data 
The extracted surface data was projected onto a grid (therefore producing a height map of 
the surfaces). This height map data is then similar to the format and height values that would 
be produced by line-of-sight measurement instruments. The height map grid in this case may 
have only one value per matrix location. A section of the unwrapped lattice structure is shown 
in Figure 6-7:. The projection onto a grid produces an interpolated surface curtain where 
features are re-entrant (see Figure 6-1:(b) and Figure 6-7:). Surface area and volume data 
can be calculated from this projected data. However, the true surface area and volume data 
(i.e. including information from re-entrant features) cannot be generated from projected data, 
leading to errors. This projected data is similar to that generated from line-of-sight 
instruments, such as focus variation and stylus, and so is areal, not true 3D data.  
 
 
Figure 6-7: Section of unwrapped CT-measured lattice surface. 
Showing the projection curtains.  
 
Projection “curtains” 
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6.2.2.2 Comparison of projected and mesh data 
The generated height map (grid) data for both samples (which includes no information about 
re-entrant surfaces) was compared to data generated from the mesh, which does include 
information about re-entrant surfaces. In both cases the primary (unfiltered) data was used. 
 
6.2.2.2.1 Sdrprime  
The surface area of a solid object is a measure of the total area that the surface of that object 
occupies. Surface area may be considered proportional to the amount of paint needed to 
cover the surface. The actual surface may contain re-entrant features (undercut or recessed 
features). The ISO 25178-2 parameter Sdr, the developed interfacial area ratio of the scale-
limited surface is the ratio of the increment of the interfacial area of the scale-limited surface 
within the definition area (A) over the definition area [16].  
 
  
 Equation 6 
 
 
 
 
This is the percentage of additional surface area contributed by the texture as compared to 
an ideal plane the size of the measurement region [151]. The integration is performed over 
the area A, which is the (x,y) measurement plane, see Equation 6. This parameter is 
applicable to height map data and cannot be used to evaluate surfaces that contain re-entrant 
features. For generation of Sdr, mesh data has to be cleaned of re-entrant feature data, see 
section 3.1.3.1.5. This parameter may be considered a special case as it is only accurate for 
non re-entrant surfaces. 
The surface characterisation parameter, Sdrprime, proposed here has the ability to extract 
surface information from true 3D data (x,y,z), including re-entrant features, such as that 
produced by CT scans. Sdrprime is the percentage of additional surface (including re-entrant 
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features) contributed by the texture compared to the area of a plane the size of the 
measurement area. Sdrprime is the difference between the total surface area (including re-
entrant features) and an ideal plane the size of the measurement area primeA , devided by the 
measurement area primeA , see Equation 7. 
Sdrprime is calculated as:  
   prime prime
prime
1 , ,Sdr u v u v dudv Au vDA s
      r r       Equation 7 
 
primeA  is the projected area (equivalent to A in the equation for Sdr per ISO 25178-2). 
   , ,u v u v dudvu vDs  r r , from [152], is the actual measured surface area, including re-
entrant features, where  ,u vr  is the measured surface,  ,u vnr  is the partial derivative in the 
n direction, Ds  is the domain of the measured surface,  is the vector norm and   is the 
cross-product of the two partial derivatives  ,u vur and  ,u vvr . Calculation of the total mesh 
surface is generally included in mesh analysis software, such as Meshlab [153]. The 
calculation is a sum of the individual mesh triangle surface areas.  
 
Sdrprime is sensitive to changes in re-entrant features and allows quantitative evaluation of 
these features, which relate directly to the two functional advantages of re-entrant features 
discussed in section 6.1. The ISO 25178-2 parameter does not have this ability as it is only 
applicable to height map data.  
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6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Structured surface simulation 
Two designed (but not manufactured) structured surfaces are presented to illustrate the 
differences in results obtained for the same surface using projected evaluation (grid) and true 
3D evaluation (mesh). Figure 6-8: shows a CAD rendering of a square section “mushroom” 
designed to include re-entrant features. In this example each mushroom consists of a cap 
with dimensions 2 mm x 2 mm x 2 mm. The cap is attached to a square section stem with 
sides 1 mm and height 2 mm, giving a tota height of 4 mm. 
 
 
Figure 6-8: (a) Structured “mushroom” surface example, (b) “mushroom “detail”. 
 
The plane area equivalent to the measurement area is 4 mm2. This area is used to calculate 
Sdrprime. The total feature surface area, including the base area directly below the mushroom, 
is 34 mm2. The Sdrprime mesh value would be (34 - 4) / 4 x 100 = 750%. If a grid projection 
were used for surface reconstruction the mushroom would be evaluated to be a block 
2 x 2 x 4 mm3 (this includes interpolated side curtains). The feature surface area would be 
calculated as 36 mm2, producing an Sdrprime grid value of 800%. This result illustrates that 
the calculated surface when re-entrant features are included (34 mm2) may be less than the 
calculated surface when they are not included (36 mm2). Note: the  Sdrprime calculation applied 
to grid data (height values projected onto a plane) produces the same result as the 
(a) (b) 
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ISO 25178-2 parameter Sdr for the same grid data. The values for Sdrprime for the mesh and 
grid are shown in Table 32. 
 
Table 32 Single planar mushroom extracted parameters 
Method  Sdrprime 
Mesh  750% 
Grid  800% 
 
The height vs volume curve is shown in Figure 6-9: and the material ratio curve is shown in 
Figure 6-10:.    
 
 
 Figure 6-9: Height vs volume curve for a single structured mushroom. 
 
The knee in the curve for the mesh is located at the 50% height, where the shape transitions 
from cap to stem. The grid projection produces a straight line as the transition is not 
measured. The calculated volumes for the entire feature (100% volume on the material ratio 
curve) are 10 mm3  for the mesh and 16 mm3 for the grid projection. 
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Figure 6-10: Material ratio curve for a single structured mushroom. 
 
A second structured surface example is shown in Figure 6-11:(a). Each structure has a 4 mm 
diameter cap, 1 mm cap height, 1 mm diameter stem with a 4 mm stem height. The calculated 
values of Sdrprime for a grid projection is 600%. The value of Sdrprime for the mesh is 487.5%. 
The total surface areas are 75.4 mm2 and 61.3 mm2 respectively. The error, when re-entrant 
information is not considered, is 23%, see Figure 6-11:(b). 
 
 
Figure 6-11: Round structured surface. 
(a) CAD rendering, (b) graph of percentage height down vs surface area. 
 
(a) (b) 
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6.3.2 AM surfaces 
6.3.2.1 SLM planar surface 
Table 33 shows the values of Sdrprime for mesh and grid for the SLM planar surface. 
 
Table 33: SLM planar surface texture Sdrprime mesh and grid parameters. 
Method  Sdrprime 
Mesh  79% 
Grid  68% 
 
The material ratio curve for the planar surface is shown in Figure 6-12:. The difference 
between the Sdrprime grid and Sdrprime mesh is -11%.  
 
 
Figure 6-12: Material ratio curve for the SLM planar surface.  
 
6.3.2.2 EBM lattice structure 
Table 34 shows the values of Sdrprime mesh and grid for the EBM lattice surface. 
 
Table 34: EBM lattice surface texture Sdrprime mesh and grid parameters. 
Method  Sdrprime 
Mesh  55% 
Grid  49% 
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The material ratio curve for the lattice structure is shown in Figure 6-13:. The difference 
between the Sdrprime grid and Sdrprime mesh is -6%.  
 
 
Figure 6-13: Material ratio curve for the EBM lattice.  
 
6.4 Conclusions 
AM processes provide the ability to produce complex freeform surfaces and re-entrant 
features that can enhance component functionality, for bio-attachments, battery design, 
heating and cooling systems, paint and coating adhesion. The ability to measure and 
characterise these surfaces accurately will be the key to performance optimisation. These 
surfaces present measurement and data analysis challenges that require the ability to image 
and extract meaningful data from complex point clouds or meshes rather than a uniform grid 
typically generated by line-of-sight instrumentation processes. A method for extraction of 
surface texture parameters from re-entrant AM surfaces has been demonstrated. CT 
measurements scans of two AM surfaces have been made which captured data for surfaces 
that would prove difficult or impossible to obtain using line-of-sight measurements. Actual 
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surface area and volume data has been extracted and compared to projected (grid) areas for 
these data. Two example generated structured surfaces have been discussed. A new 
parameter, Sdrprime has been suggested. This parameter is the percentage of additional 
surface (including re-entrant surfaces) contributed by the texture as compared to a plane the 
size of the measurement area. This new parameter was developed to provide a direct relation 
to functional performance in applications where the actual surface area is important. There 
are significant errors in calculated area (up to 11% for Sdrprime) when re-entrant features of 
as-built SLM and EBM AM components are not measured and included in analyses. Including 
re-entrant features, using the techniques presented here, will provide more accurate data 
required for analysis and optimisation of the functional performance of AM components.   
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Chapter 7 Surface-specific artefact design and build 
chamber characterisation 
“Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.” 
Albert Einstein (1879‐1955) 
“Better to be slapped with the truth than kissed with a lie.” 
Russian proverb (n.d.) 
 
The work reported here was presented at the 16th international conference on metrology and 
properties of engineering surfaces, Gothenburg, Sweden, June 2017.: “Surface-specific 
additive manufacturing test artefacts” [26]. The abstract is included in Appendix 9. 
 
“We still don’t understand why a part comes out slightly differently on one machine than it 
does on another, or even on the same machine on a different day.”  
Prabhjot Singh, Manager, GE Additive Manufacturing Lab (2011) [154]. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
AM components are now being manufactured with the as-built surface as a functional part of 
the design, such as the medical implant design measured in Chapter 6—a design which is now 
in medical service. For these applications, it is vital that the component manufacturer 
understands the repeatability of their build chamber, together with any variation in 
component throughout the build chamber volume. AM surfaces are sensitive to process 
variation [15] and surface changes are being investigated as possible indicators of internal 
problems, such as porosity within the component. This section details the design, 
manufacture, measurement and characterisation of a set of surface specific test artefacts and 
bars produced to characterise a build chamber and highlight any inconsistencies across the 
chamber and between builds.  
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7.2 Methodology 
A set of artefacts were built using an Arcam Q10 EBM system. The ARCAM Q10 was configured 
with the default settings (electron beam size, scan rate etc.) optimized by the manufacturer 
for the build material. The artefacts were manufactured from Ti6AL4V ELI. The nominal 
powder size was 45–100 µm. The build layer thickness was 50 µm. Four builds were 
performed. The powder in build 1 had been recycled from previous builds. Build 1 was the 
15th build using the powder. Build 2 was the 16th build using the same powder. Builds 3 and 
4, through manufacturing constraints, were not built using the same batch of material. Build 
3 was the 1st build and build 4 was the 2nd build using the same batch of powder (but a 
different batch to builds 1 and 2). The measurement artefacts consisted of nine bars, see 
section 7.3; a series of surface-specific artefacts, designed by this author, see section 7.4; 
and hemi-sphere artefacts for evaluation of roughness variation at a variety of build angles, 
see section 7.5. Detailed methodology is included in each of these sections. The build layout 
is shown in Figure 7-1:.  
 
Figure 7-1: CAD rendering of the complete measurement artefact set. 
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7.3 Measurement bars 
A series of nine square cross-section bars were built vertically in the build chamber, see Figure 
7-2. The bars were 175 mm high with each side 11 mm. The corners of each bar was radiused 
to 0.5 mm. These bar dimensions were chosen to allow full-depth characterisation of the build 
chamber and permit the correct measurement area (8 mm x 8 mm) required per                 
ISO 25178-3 based on the surface roughness. Each bar was marked on the top face with a 
letter corresponding to the batch and a number (1–9) corresponding to the location within 
the chamber.  
 
 
Figure 7-2: Artefact set showing build dimensions, with the nine bars highlighted. 
 
11 mm 
Chamber base size 
200 mm x 200 mm
85 mm 
between centres 
175 mm
11 mm 
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7.3.1 Bar locations 
The nine artefacts were positioned in a 3 x 3 grid pattern. The chamber internal plan 
dimensions were 200 mm x 200 mm. The bars were built 85 mm between centres (x,y). The 
pattern was centred in the middle of the chamber. The four outside corner bars were oriented 
with two sides perpendicular to a line drawn between the bar centre and the chamber centre. 
This configuration was chosen to be most sensitive to e-beam asymmetry as the beam shape 
on the build surface becomes more elliptical as the beam cone angle increases. The 
orientations of the numbered bars within the AM build chamber are shown in Figure 7-3:. 
 
 
Figure 7-3: Orientation of the bars within the chamber. 
Showing the location reference numbers printed on the top of the bars. 
 
Front of build chamber 
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7.3.2 Bar measurement  
The bars were removed from the build plate and the surfaces of the bars were measured 
using an Alicona G4 focus variation instrument. The nine bars were arranged in a fixture 
bolted to the Alicona G4 stage. This fixturing provided precise and repeatable location of the 
bars, see Figure 7-4:. The first measurement area was centred 10 mm from the top face of 
each bar. Spacing between the four measurement areas along the bars was 51.7 mm on 
centre. Each bar was measured in four locations along each of the four faces for a total of 
16 measurements per bar producing 144 measurements per batch of nine bars. A x5 objective 
lens was used on the Alicona G4. Each of the 144 measurement areas for each set of bars 
was 10.3 mm x 9.4 mm, created by automatically stitching 20 individual measurements 
consisting of five rows x four columns. This area was cropped to 8 mm x 8 mm during data 
processing, see 7.3.3. Each measurement was taken at a lateral sampling distance of 
2.667 μm, lateral resolution of 8 μm and a vertical resolution of 3.5 μm. This measurement 
and subsequent characterisation was performed to obtain quantitative areal surface texture 
data per ISO 25178-2. Qualitative information from visual inspection of the bars was 
recorded. 
 
 
Figure 7-4: Nine bars from batch 1 mounted in the Alicona G4 measurement 
fixture. 
 
The bars were arranged in numerical sequence in the fixture, as shown in Figure 7-5:. A script 
was written to take 18 measurements automatically, with the stage moving to the appropriate 
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position between measurements. The limitations of the Alicona stage movement 
(100 mm x 100 mm) required that the bars (as a batch, not individually) be repositioned by 
rotating 180° around the Alicona z axis and replaced in the fixture, so allowing measurement 
of the same face but at the opposite end of the bars. 
 
 
Figure 7-5: Batch 1 bars arranged for the first surface measurements of side 1. 
 
On completion of all measurements of one side of the bars, all bars (again, as a batch) were 
rotated 180° around the z axis and then each bar was individually rotated 90 degrees CCW, 
to allow measurement of the second side for all bars, see Figure 7-6:. The process was 
repeated until all 144 measurements had been taken. The measurement location on all four 
sides is shown in Figure 7-7:. 
 
 
Figure 7-6: Batch 1 bars arranged for first surface measurements of side 2. 
 
 
Figure 7-7: Locations of the four sides for (a) corner bars, (b) cross bars. 
Standard compass cardinal (N, E, S and W) and ordinal (NE, SE, SW and NW) are 
used for simplicity. 
NE 
N 
S 
W 
NE 
SE SW 
NW 
(b) (a) 
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Figure 7-8: shows the bar locations and measurement sequence. The four height 
measurements along the bar originated at lower end, that is, closest to the build plate so 
measurement 1 was bar 1, on side NE. 
 
 
Figure 7-8: Measurement sequence of the nine bars. 
The location of the numbers indicate the position and order of the measurements 
on the nine bar set. The location of the measurements for the non-visible surfaces 
are shown above the respective surfaces. 
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7.3.3 Data processing and analysis 
The measurement areas required for analysis per ISO 25178-2 were 8 mm x 8 mm.  Each of 
the 144 measurements was cropped to 8 mm x 8 mm, numbered per the measurement 
sequence and saved as a height map. Each measurement was levelled and Gaussian 
regression filtering was applied per ISO 25178-3. The high pass L-filter nesting index was set 
to 8 mm for all measurements. The low pass S-filter nesting index was set to 8 µm. The 
processing parameters are summarized in Table 35. All bar measurements were processed 
using these values. 
 
Table 35: Processing parameters per ISO 25178-3. 
These are measurement area, L-filter nesting index and S-filter nesting index.  
Measurement area  L‐filter nesting index  S‐filter nesting index 
8 mm x 8 mm   8 mm  0.008 mm 
 
Parameter data per ISO 25178-2 were generated from the filtered data, numbered in 
accordance with the measurement sequence and saved as an Excel file. The ISO 25178-2 
parameter Sa was chosen for detailed analysis and investigation of build relationships and 
patterns. In addition to the areal surface texture analysis, a visual inspection of the bars was 
performed and visual anomalies and surface inconsistencies were recorded. 
 
7.3.4 Areal measurement results 
The total number of measurements taken was 576. This was for four builds, nine bars per 
build, four sides per bar and four measurements per side. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
was performed using the data. The factors used were: 
 
 Build number (1–4) 
 Side (N, NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, NW) 
 Height (1–4) 
 Bar number (1–9) 
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Residual plots for Sa are shown in Figure 7-9:. The residual plot for Sa shows that the analysed 
data have good distribution with no significant influence of observation order and so is of 
acceptable quality for analysis. The main effects plot is shown in Figure 7-10:. 
  
 
Figure 7-9: Residual plots for the 576 mesaurements. 
This includes four measurements on each side of nine square bars for each of four 
builds. 
 
 
Figure 7-10: Main effects plot. 
For build number, side orientation, the four measurement heights and for the bar 
number.  
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7.3.4.1 Builds 
From the main effects plot, Figure 7-10: (“Build” section), it can be seen that the mean Sa 
values for builds 1 and 2 are similar to each other, as are the mean Sa values for builds 3 
and 4. Builds 1 and 2 were from one batch of raw material with re-use count 15 and 16. Builds 
3 and 4 were a different batch of raw material and were for builds 1 and 2 using this powder. 
Figure 7-11: shows the Tukey pairwise comparison for all four builds. The Tukey pairwise 
comparison creates confidence intervals for all pairwise differences between factor means. If 
the interval does not contain zero then the corresponding means are significantly different. It 
can be seen that builds 1–2 and 3–4 are not significantly different. However, every other 
combination shows significant difference, indicating a significant difference between the Sa 
values  between builds (1+2) and (3+4). A further study is needed to ascertain the individual 
influences of powder re-use and powder batch change. 
 
 
Figure 7-11: Tukey pairwise comparison for builds 1-4. 
Showing insignificant difference for Sa between builds 2-1 and between builds 4-
3. All other combinations have significant differences for Sa. 
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7.3.4.2 Bar sides 
There is a significant difference in Sa depending upon the orientation of the side of the bar. 
North facing bars have the roughest surface with the west-facing surfaces have the least 
mean roughness, see the main effects plot in Figure 7-10: (“Side” section). The Tukey 
pairwise comparison, Figure 7-12:, shows the most significant difference between N–E and 
between W-N. The only non-significant differences are between W–E, NE–N and SW–SE.  
 
 
Figure 7-12: Tukey pairwise comparison for bar side orientation. 
Showing insignificant difference for Sa between W-E facing sides, NE-N facing 
sides and SW-SE facing sides. All other combinations have significant differences 
for Sa, with the most significant differences being between N-E and W-N facing 
sides, with the values Sa for N being approximately 10 µm greater than E and W. 
 
 
The surfaces facing the North (left hand side of the build chamber when the chamber is viewed 
from the front) are significantly rougher, on average (approximately 40 μm Sa), than those 
facing in the other directions. West (29 µm Sa) and East (31 µm Sa) facing surfaces have the 
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lowest mean roughness so it appears the direction of increased roughness is aligned with the 
axes of the build chamber. These variations could relate to the powder spreader movement: 
the rake moves from North to South and back. Additionally, it can be seen that there is a 
significant difference between South and North facing sides and so there may be asymmetry 
in the rake or other unidirectional effects. 
 
7.3.4.3 Heights 
Figure 7-13: shows the Tukey pairwise comparison for the heights. It can be seen there is no 
significant difference in roughness in relation to bar height. This is perhaps to be expected as 
the actual material melting location remains unchanged during the build (the build plate drops 
between successive layer melting operations). 
 
 
Figure 7-13: Tukey pairwise comparison for bar measurement height. 
Showing insignificant difference for Sa between any of the four measured height 
locations.  
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7.3.4.4 Back-front and side-facing bar sides 
This analysis was performed to investigate the effect of beam asymmetry. The beam shape 
on the build surface becomes more elliptical as the beam cone angle increases. Back-front 
measurements were taken from faces aligned tangentially to the electron beam axis. Side 
facing measurements were taken from faces aligned radially to the electron beam axis. The 
mean Sa value for the side-facing surfaces was less than that for the back-front facing 
surfaces, but the difference was not significant, see Figure 7-14:. 
  
 
Figure 7-14: Back-front and side facing bar sides. 
Showing insignificant difference between back-front and side facing measurement 
locations. 
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7.3.5  Visual inspection of the bars 
Visual inspection of the bars showed there were significant surface anomalies of similar 
configurations, at the same specific location on bars at the same chamber location in all four 
builds. The areas with these surface anomalies are shown in Table 36 and the locations of the 
bars, highlighting the sides of the bars with the irregularities, are shown in Figure 7-15:. It 
can be seen that the irregularities are clustered around the location of bar 7, which was at 
the front right of the build chamber. 
 
Table 36: Location of significant surface (visual) irregularities. 
Bar  Side (Build 1)  Side (Build 2)  Side (Build 3)  Side (Build 4) 
1  NW  NW  SW,NW  SW,NW 
4  N,E,W  N,E,W  N,E,W  N,E,W 
5  ‐  ‐  W  W 
6  ‐  ‐  S,W  S,W 
7  NE,SW,NW  NE,SW,NW  NE,SW,NW  NE,SW,NW 
8  N,S,W  N,S,W  N,W  N,W 
9  SW,NW  SW,NW  SE,NW  SE,NW 
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Figure 7-15: Location of visual inconsistencies. 
Red indicates visual inconsistencies on bars from builds 1 and 2. Yellow indicates 
visual inconsistencies on bars from builds 3 and 4. The location of the 
inconsistencies for the non-visible surfaces are shown above the respective 
surfaces. 
Build chamber front left 
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Figure 7-16: shows a composite photograph of bar 4 showing each side from build 1 and build 
2. Figure 7-17: shows a composite photograph of bar 4 showing each side from build 3 and 
build 4. These images illustrate how remarkably similar the irregularities are at the same 
locations. For example, side 4 of build 1 and build 2, shown in the two images to the right of 
the figure have similar vertical patterns, horizontal lines, diagonal lines and even the top 
edges of the bars look similar.  
 
 
 
Figure 7-16: Photographs of the four sides of bar 4 from build 1 and build 2. 
Showing very similar visual inconsistencies at the same locations for both builds. 
Build 1       Build 2      Build 1      Build 2      Build 1    Build 2     Build 1        Build 2     
           North                    East                          South                       West 
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The visual anomalies do not appear to be due to heat effects caused by the proximity of other 
components within the build chamber. These local defects may potentially have a significant 
impact on component performance if the item is used with as-built surfaces; as reported in 
Chapter 2 it has been shown that the surface defects of metal AM components may have a 
significant impact on fatigue life. 
 
 
 
Figure 7-17: Photographs of four sides of bar 4 for build 3 and build 4. 
Showing very similar visual inconsistencies at the same locations for both builds. 
 Build 3   Build 4     Build 3   Build 4    Build 3  Build 4   Build 3  Build 4   
         North                    East                 South                 West 
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Two height maps for bar four, side one, 10 mm from the top of bar (measurement 24) are 
shown in Figure 7-18: (build 1) and Figure 7-19: (build 2). The local step visible in both height 
maps is approximately 200 μm. Again, the similarities between build 1 and build 2 are clear.  
 
 
Figure 7-18: False-colour height map of Build 1, measurement 24. 
 
 
Figure 7-19: False-colour height map of Build 2, measurement 24. 
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7.4 AMSA artefact analysis 
7.4.1 Dimensional artefacts 
 
   
Kruth et al.               Mahesh et al.          Moylan et al. 
50 mm x 50 mm x 9 mm [155]            170 mm x 170 mm x 5 mm (base) [156]        100 mm x 100 mm x 10 mm (base) [157] 
Figure 7-20: AM measurement artefacts for form and dimensional measurements. 
 
There have been many manufactured and proposed artefacts for use in AM build systems. 
The artefacts have primarily been for dimensional or form analysis [155, 156, 158-160]. Some 
designs include sections designed for surface measurement, such as the 2012 NIST artefact 
(Moylan et al.) [157], see Figure 7-20. ADDIN EN.CITE [152-154]Figure 7-20: 
 
7.4.2 The AMSA artefacts 
A novel set of three types of Additive Manufacturing Surface Artefacts (AMSA) surface-specific 
artefacts were included in the build, see Figure 7-21:. 
 
 
AMSA1   AMSA3    AMSA4 
Figure 7-21: CAD rendering of the AMSA series artefacts. 
Each artefact fits within a cylinder with a diameter of 30 mm and a height of 10 
mm. 
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These artefacts were designed by the author as a comparative tool for machine capability 
analysis and process variation analysis. These surface-specific artefacts can be made more 
compact than dimensional or form artefacts as they do not require the large dimensions and 
spacing between features required for accurate dimensional and form measurements. The 
artefacts were designed to provide comprehensive information about the component surface 
and to provide unobstructed access for standard surface measurement and visualisation 
methods, such as focus variation, stylus profilometry and scanning electron microscopy. The 
three artefacts, as required, are designed to be included in each build, similar to the inclusion 
of a test coupon in a heat treatment lot; they include manufactured-in traceability information 
thus providing a convenient build record. 
 
The artefacts have features designed for: 
 
• Surface texture parameter generation (AMSA1, section 7.4.5) 
• Sub-surface analysis (AMSA1, section 7.4.5) 
Deviation analysis (AMSA1, AMSA3 and AMSA4) 
• Layer edge analysis (AMSA1, section 7.4.5 and AMSA4, section 7.4.7) 
• Build resolution comparison (AMSA3, section 7.4.6 and AMSA4, section 7.4.7) 
Investigation of the influence of build orientation (AMSA1, AMSA3 nd AMSA4)  
 
General features of all AMSA artefacts: 
 
• Built-in traceability (part number, serial number, material, layer thickness) 
• Exterior wall 0.5 mm min above critical surfaces: helps to avoid accidental damage, 
but permit measurement access 
• Artefacts will fit in a 30 mm diameter cylinder with height 10 mm 
• Low material cost, reduced build time and chamber utilisation 
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7.4.3 Methodology 
Twenty artefacts were included in each EBM build. Ten of the artefacts (two sets of five 
artefacts) were oriented with the measurement surface positioned horizontally; ten of the 
artefacts (two sets of five artefacts) were oriented with the measurement surface positioned 
vertically, see Figure 7-22:. Each set of five artefacts included one AMSA1, see section 7.4.5, 
three AMSA3, see section 7.4.6 and one AMSA4, see section 7.4.7. The three AMSA3 artefacts 
were of similar basic design, but each with a slightly different configuration, see section 7.4.6. 
Additional AMSA artefacts were manufactured on a Renishaw AM250 SLM machine using 
Ti6AL4V ELI material with a nominal powder size of 15–45 µm. Visual and surface texture 
comparisons was performed between the SLM and EBM components.  
 
Figure 7-22: CAD rendering of the surface-specific artefacts in blue. 
Shown as part of the complete artefact set. 
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7.4.4 Artefact measurement 
Measurement results included here are for samples from build 1. The measurements were 
performed as follows: 
 
7.4.4.1 Deviation analysis 
The artefacts were scanned using the Nikon XT H 225 CT system. The system parameters 
used are shown in Table 37. 
 
Table 37: CT scanning parameters for the AMSA series artefacts. 
Voxel  size 
(µm) 
Voltage 
(kV) 
Current 
(µA) 
Magnification  Physical  filtration  Cu 
(mm) 
Exposure  time 
(ms) 
Number  of 
projections 
40  210  230  5  4  2000  1583 
 
The deviation analysis was performed using the Catia V5 (Dassault Systems, France) software 
package. The CT mesh data was aligned to the CAD model coordinate system. This involved 
generating a series of three planes based on a least square fit of user selected surfaces from 
the mesh. These surfaces were used to create a three plane coordinate system. The three 
datum planes were defined as follows: 
 
Primary datum  – top plane of the artefact 
Secondary datum  – the side face marked “50 Micron” for artefact ASMA1 and AMSA4 
                               – the side face marked “1” for artefact ASMA3 
Tertiary datum – the side face marked “BLD A” for artefacts ASMA1 and AMSA4 
                             – the side face marked “2” for artefacts ASMA3 
 
A deviation analysis was then performed between the actual scanned artefacts and the CAD 
files. The deviation map generated includes all surfaces of the artefacts. Excess material on 
the part (shown in green to blue shades) is represented as negative deviation whilst missing 
material (shown in green to red shades) is represented as positive deviation.  
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7.4.4.2 Scanning electron microscope imaging 
Scanning electron micrographs were taken using a Quanta FEG 250 scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). 
  
7.4.4.3 Surface texture measurements  
Surface texture measurements were performed using the Alicona G4 focus variation 
instrument. 
 
7.4.5 AMSA1 
 
 
Figure 7-23: CAD rendering of artefact AMSA1. 
Showing the three evaluation sections: raised bosses, 1:25 gradient and the flat 
measurement section. 
 
Artefact AMSA1 includes three separate surface evaluation areas on its top face, see Figure 
7-23:: 
 A flat measurement area parallel to the artefact base plane to allow profile or areal 
surface measurement and parameter extraction; for example per ISO 4288 or ISO 
25178-2. 
 A sloped section with a 1:25 gradient to allow easy visualization and measurement of 
the layer transition edge. 
Flat section 
1:25 gradient 
Raised bosses 
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 Ten individual  Ø2.5 mm raised bosses with a height difference between each boss 
equivalent to the build layer thickness. This will produce the minimum possible 
distance between the boss heights. If the bosses are milled to the height of the artefact 
edge wall surfaces then between one and seven layers below the as-built surface will 
be exposed. Two of the bosses have surfaces below the edge wall height. The height 
of these bosses will allow calculation of the actual material machined from the higher 
bosses, which may be especially useful if the edge wall is accidently machined. The 
surfaces can be examined for porosity or, after suitable etching and polishing, 
metallographic inspection of each surface may be performed. Seven layers below the 
final surface was selected because studies have shown that there may be a seven layer 
heat effected zone for metal PBF components [113]. To avoid possible operator errors, 
once the layer height is specified in the design, the layer height is printed on the 
outside of the artefact and the boss heights are generated automatically. 
 
7.4.5.1 Results 
 
 
Figure 7-24: EBM AMSA1 horizontal and vertical build surfaces. 
Showing photographs of the horizontal and vertical faces, together with SEM 
micrograph details of the three evaluation sections.  
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Photographs of artefact AMSA1 built horizontally and vertically are shown in Figure 7-24: 
together with SEM micrographs of the three measurement features. The EBM scan patterns 
can clearly be seen in the horizontal build micrographs. There is considerable difference in 
the appearance of the horizontally and vertically built surfaces. The diagonal build strategy 
can clearly be seen in the horizontal flat surface. The importance of correct part orientation 
during the build, based on part design function, can clearly be appreciated. Figure 7-25: 
shows a deviation analysis performed between the CAD model and the horizontally and 
vertically built EBM AMSA1 artefacts. The horizontally built artefact shows a raised edge 
around each of the boss features. This is consistent for all cylindrical features across the 
artefact. The 1:25 gradient slope on the horizontally built artefact also exhibits a raised 
section around the edge and at the layer transition steps, with some missing material adjacent 
to the next higher build layer. These errors are due to a combination of model slicing and 
layer thickness. The bottom sides of the ten boss features on the vertically built artefact are 
deformed with locally missing material in excess of 0.5 mm. These down-facing areas here 
were unsupported during the build. 
 
 
Figure 7-25: EBM AMSA1 artefact deviation analysis (a) horizontal build, (b) 
vertical build. 
Deviation reported between the CAD model and the reconstruction from the CT 
scans. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 7-26: shows the SLM and EBM built AMSA1 artefact. It can be seen that, overall, the 
SLM build surface finish is superior to the EBM build. Build scan direction is less distinct and 
there is less deformation on the SLM sample. The flat surface section of each artefact was 
measured using an Alicona G4 focus variation instrument. The value of Sa, the mean surface 
roughness for each measurement, together with the filtering used are given in Table 38. It 
should be noted that the area of the EBM sample suitable for measurement was reduced 
because of the presence of the raised edge of the flat section, see Figure 7-26:(b) and the 
false-colour height map, Figure 7-27:. 
 
   
Figure 7-26: Photographs of the AMSA1 horizontal artefacts (a) SLM, (b) EBM. 
 
Table 38: AMSA1 surface Sa values. 
Sample  L‐filter per ISO 25178‐3 
S‐filter per 
ISO 25178‐3  Sa 
SLM horizontal  5 mm  0.020 mm  7 µm 
EBM horizontal  3.5 mm  0.020 mm  9 µm 
EBM vertical  5 mm  0.020 mm  32 µm 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 7-27: False-colour height map of the horizontal EBM flat section. 
 
7.4.6 AMSA3 
 
The AMSA3 artefact series include a Siemens star on the top face. Siemens stars are 
commonly used to determine the resolution of optical metrology instruments, displays and 
printers and are included in measurement Standards such as ISO 15775 [161] and have been 
included in AM research [162]. The spokes of the Siemens star become indistinguishable at 
some radial distance from the centre when the lateral resolution limit is reached. AMSA3 
includes a wedge section with concentric rings to aid in visual location of the resolution-limit. 
A series of three artefacts were included in the build, each with a different spoke width and 
spacing (for identification purposes: coarse, medium and fine), see Figure 7-28:. This was 
done to assess the correct spacing for the build configuration. A single, optimised, AMSA3 
artefact will be included in subsequent builds. 
 
 
Figure 7-28: CAD rendering of the AMSA3 artefact set. 
(a) course, (b) medium, (c) fine. 
(a) (b) (c) 
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7.4.6.1 Results 
AMSA3 horizontally built EBM artefact photographs and deviation analyses are shown in  
Figure 7-29:.  
   
Fine 
 
   
Medium 
 
   
Coarse 
 
Figure 7-29: EBM horizontal AMSA3 photographs and deviation analyses. 
Showing the fine, medium and coarse artefact builds. 
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AMSA3 vertically built EBM artefact photographs and deviation analyses are shown in Figure 
7-30:. 
    
Fine 
 
   
Medium 
 
    
Coarse 
 
Figure 7-30: EBM vertical AMSA3 photographs and deviation analyses. 
Showing the fine, medium and coarse artefact builds. 
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The differentiation between the Siemens star spokes toward the middle of the artefact is 
clearly better with the vertically built artefact surface, see Figure 7-31:. Down-facing surfaces 
of the vertically built exhibit local form deviation (missing material—indicated in red, Figure 
7-30:). The outer spoke section of the medium AMSA3 (Figure 7-32:) shows the width of the 
vertically built spoke is approximately 1.5 times the width of the horizontally built spoke at 
the same location. This deviation is visible in the deviation analysis, Figure 7-30:.  
 
     
Figure 7-31: SEM micrographs of the AMSA3 medium Siemens Star. 
(a) horizontal build, (b) vertical build. 
 
  
Figure 7-32: SEM micrographs of the AMSA3 medium Siemens Star outer section. 
(a) horizontal build (b) vertical build. 
 
(b) (a) 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 7-33: shows the surface of the SLM and EBM fine AMSA3 artefact. Although the 
resolution of the SLM artefact is superior (the radial location at which the spokes become 
indistinguishable is closer to the centre of the artefact) there are two concentric rings within 
the Siemens star where the spokes are enlarged both laterally and vertically, see Figure 7-34:. 
 
   
Figure 7-33: Photographs of the AMSA3 artefact horizontal build. 
(a) SLM, (b) fine EBM (similar spoke width and spacing). 
 
   
Figure 7-34: SLM AMSA3 artefact SEM micrographs. 
 
(b) (a) 
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7.4.7 AMSA4 
Artefact AMSA4 includes three sections that each have constant-amplitude decreasing 
wavelength structured sine wave surfaces, see Figure 7-35:. 
 
 
Figure 7-35: CAD rendering of the AMSA4 artefact. 
 
These surfaces may be used for simple visual comparison between builds or a deviation 
analysis may be performed. The equations for the three sections are Equation 8 (amplitude 
800 µm pk–pk), Equation 9 (amplitude 400 µm pk–pk) and Equation 10 (amplitude 200 µm 
pk–pk). This artefact is designed to give a visual indication of resolution limit and the build-
layer edge effect using optical, SEM and deviation analysis when compared to the CAD model. 
 
        
2
sin 4
2.5
X
Y mm     Equation 8 
 
        
2
sin 2
5
X
Y mm     Equation 9 
  
   
   
2sin
10
X
Y mm     Equation 10 
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7.4.7.1 Results 
    
 
    
 
      
Figure 7-36: Horizontally and vertically built EBM AMSA4 artefacts. 
Horizontal build (a) photograph, (b) local SEM image, (c) deviation analysis. 
Vertical build (d) photograph, (e) local SEM image, (f) deviation analysis. 
 
(c) 
(d) 
(f) 
(a) 
(b) (e) 
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Figure 7-36: shows the horizontally built and vertically built EBM AMSA4 artefact together 
with the deviation analysis for this artefact. The deviation analysis of the horizontally built 
artefact shows raised edges and depressed centre sections of all three sine wave features, 
similar to the ASMA1 features. SEM micrographs of the areas of both builds where the 
decreasing wavelength sine wave becomes un-resolvable are shown. This demarcation is 
clearer in the horizontally built surface because of the generally smoother surface present in 
the horizontal surface. 
 
    
Figure 7-37: Photographs of the horizontally built AMSA4 artefact. 
(a) SLM, (b) EBM. 
 
Figure 7-37: shows the SLM and EMB AMSA4 surface artefacts. The resolution of the SLM 
artefact is clearly superior to the EBM artefact. The finest sine-section of the artefact was 
resolved on the SLM artefact. 
 
 
 
 
(b) (a) 
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7.4.8 Artefact base deviation 
 
 
Figure 7-38: Deviation analyses showing the underside of the EBM artefacts. 
(a) AMSA3 coarse artefact, horizontal build (b) ASMA4 artefact, horizontal build. 
 
The bottom surface of the horizontally positioned artefacts show significant deviation due to 
the support structure that constitutes extra material (blue) on the part surface, see Figure 
7-38:. Some of the artefacts also display an area of deviation where there is missing material 
on the sides of the artefacts (red). These areas are located at the intersection between the 
bottom surface and the lateral sides of the artefacts. 
 
7.4.9 AMSA series artefact discussion and conclusions 
There is a clear difference between the vertically built and the horizontally built EBM surfaces. 
The absolute resolution is higher for the vertical surface as observed on the Siemens star. As 
expected, the characteristic surface is different, with the vertical surface similar to weld tracks 
with embedded partially-melted raw material particles. The vertically built surface has a 
higher proportion of partially-melted particles and smaller-scale surface ridges. Unsupported 
vertical surfaces, such as the side of the bosses of the vertically-built surface have greater 
than 0.5 mm missing material when compared to the model. This information will influence 
the amount and location of additional material required to be added prior to the build to 
assure complete clean-up of any post-processed surface, such as sealing and bearing 
(a) (b) 
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surfaces. The surface texture information may be used to configure the build orientation of 
the production components within the chamber. The SLM component had clearly superior 
resolution and surface texture but there were local build anomalies highlighted by the Siemens 
star surface. The configuration of the artefacts is flexible and may be modified based on the 
initial results obtained. For example, the SLM surface resolution was sufficiently fine that the 
smallest decreasing sine wave section of AMSA4 was resolved. The intention of these sections 
was to give a visual indication of the resolution limit. The artefact may simply be re-designed 
to reduce the wavelength of the section. The anomalies with the SLM Siemens star may be 
used to guide the modification of AM machine build parameters with further samples made to 
evaluate the corrective action. The EBM build process produced a raised edge around the flat 
surface section of the AMSA1 artefact. This raised edge reduced the area suitable for surface 
texture measurement. The reasons for the raised edge may be investigated and, additionally, 
if required, the artefact design may be modified to include a wider measurement section. 
Many machines, such as the laser-based Renishaw AM250, allow the selection of build 
parameters for each part made within one build. This allows experimentation to optimise build 
parameters quickly once a problem is discovered. 
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7.5 Build angle hemi-sphere artefact 
Currently, there is an AM measurement artefact suite being proposed by the ASTM F42/ISO 
TC 261 Joint Group (JG) for Standard Test Artefacts (STAR), see Figure 7-39:. This 
measurement artefact suite includes angled surface measurement plates. Hemi-spherical 
artefacts, including angled planar surfaces, were included in the EBM build in the current 
research. These are similar to a faceted sphere used by Grimm [112]. The angled surfaces 
are designed to aid analysis of the effect of build angle on surface texture. The size of each 
panel in the hemi-sphere was chosen to allow the measurement of an area of 8 mm x 8 mm 
on each plate, as per the requirements of ISO 25178-3. 
 
  
Figure 7-39: Proposed ASTM F42 AM measurement artefact suite, including NPL 
modified z-axis artefact. 
 
Two multi-faceted hemi-spheres were printed in each of the four builds, see Figure 7-40: and 
Figure 7-41:. Table 39 shows the build angle and number of sample sections for each build 
angle. The sections were measured on the Alicona G4, cropped, levelled and filtered per 
ISO 25178-3 using an L-filter nesting index of 8 mm and an S-filter nesting index of 0.008 
mm. 
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Figure 7-40: CAD rendering of the two hemi-spheres, in blue. 
Shown as part of the complete artefact set. 
 
 
Figure 7-41: Hemi-sphere artefact. 
(a) CAD rendering, (b) a hemi-sphere mounted on a fixture for Alicona G4 
measurement. 
(a) (a) 
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Table 39: Hemi-sphere surface angles to the horizontal and number of samples. 
Angle to the horizontal (degrees)  Number of samples  
90  12 
60  4 
52.24  4 
30  4 
0  1 
  
Charts of surface roughness, Sa, at each of the measured build angles for builds one to four 
are shown in Figure 7-42: to Figure 7-45:. Each chart includes the 95% confidence intervals 
for the mean error bars. The mean surface roughness for all four builds vs build angle is 
shown in Figure 7-46:. The mean surface roughness for all builds is greatest for the surfaces 
built at 60° to the horizontal. The mean roughness decreases consistently as the gradient 
reduces for all four builds. These results are consistent with results obtained for profile 
roughness measurement, Ra, by Triantaphyllou et al [62]. 
 
 
Figure 7-42: Build 1 surface roughness (Sa) at each build angle. 
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Figure 7-43: Build 2 surface roughness (Sa) at each build angle. 
 
 
Figure 7-44: Build 3 surface roughness (Sa) at each build angle. 
 
 
Figure 7-45: Build 4 surface roughness (Sa) at each build angle. 
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Figure 7-46: Mean roughness (Sa) of the hemi-sphere vs build angle for four 
builds. 
 
7.6 Surface measurement artefacts conclusions 
A suite of surface-specific AM measurement artefacts has been proposed. These artefacts are 
small, economical to build and suitable for inclusion in every AM build. They include built-in 
traceability, including part number, serial number, build layer thickness and raw material type 
and have been designed for easy measurement on standard metrology equipment. The 
artefact design may be tailored to the specific application to produce the greatest sensitivity 
to process changes. The artefacts may be used for process verification and to investigate 
optimum production component build orientation. Deviation analysis between the artefacts 
and the CAD model have highlighted significant differences in dimensional build errors for 
artefacts built vertically and horizontally. The data may be used to modify build models to 
ensure complete clean-up of critical surfaces during post-processing on as-built surfaces. 
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A bullet-point summary of the measurement suite results for the exemplar builds is given 
here: 
 
• No significant difference in mean Sa at different build heights. 
• No significant difference in mean Sa between surfaces aligned radial or tangentially to 
the electron beam axis. 
• Significant difference in surface texture between builds with different powder re-use 
cycles and material batch change (further work required to differentiate between the 
individual effects). 
• Significant variation in vertical surface texture, which was dependent upon the surface 
direction. 
• Remarkably similar local defects at the same location on all builds at specific positions 
within the build chamber. These asymmetrical surface texture anomalies indicate there 
are systematic problems with the build system itself, and, because there are surfaces 
that do not have these issues, there is significant potential to correct the underlying 
cause and hence produce surfaces that are more consistent across the entire build 
volume. 
• Significant difference in surface texture depending upon the surface build angle to the 
horizontal. There is an approximately linear increase in mean roughness, Sa, from 
approximately 20 μm to 32 μm as the build angle from horizontal increases from 
0° to 60°, respectively, and then a reduction to approximately 29 μm Sa at 90° to the 
horizontal. 
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Chapter 8 Discussion and conclusions 
“This is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the 
end of the beginning. ” 
Winston Churchill (1874‐1965)  
 
Computer defined AM and computed tomography are both historically recent inventions; 
Chuck Hull’s AM patents in 1986 and Hounsfield and Cormack’s CT Nobel prize in 1979 
signalling the start of revolutions in manufacturing and imaging, respectively. CT has seen 
widespread adoption, initially in the medical field, but now the potential is being realised for 
industrial applications. CT system accuracy is improving greatly and the CT industry has great 
interest in partnering with AM research institutions, system manufacturers and end users. 
The interlaboratory comparison reported here included the participation of one of the field 
leaders, Nikon Metrology. Interest in Stage 2 of the interlaboratory comparison from others 
in the CT industry has been strong. The CT manufacturers are aware of the potential of AM 
for high-value fields such as aerospace, medical and automotive. Witness the attendance of 
CT manufacturers at AM-specific conferences worldwide. These manufacturers are aware of 
the excellent match between AM and CT. 
AM allows the manufacture of complex components with geometries and internal features 
that cannot be manufactured with subtractive processes, such as milling, turning and 
grinding. This ability of AM is, of course, the prime advantage of AM processes. Conventional 
metrology techniques, including stylus and optical surface texture measurement methods 
with their line-of-sight restrictions cannot be used to measure these features. CT is the prime 
method for non-destructive testing of these components. CT development is on-going with 
resolution and accuracy improving constantly, partly driven by the requirements of the AM 
industry. 
The work reported here takes the first steps in using industrial CT for the measurement and 
areal characterisation of as-built AM surfaces. This is important as the as-built surface is being 
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used in functional applications such as the medical applications reported here. Measurement 
of the AM surface is important for determining how much material stock should be added to 
permit complete clean-up of surfaces that require post-processing such as O-ring grooves or 
cylinder bores. As awareness of the potential of AM increases, applications of the technology 
will also grow and the measurement technologies and methods need to be in place to allow 
accept/reject evaluations to be made successfully using recognised standards.  
Chapter 3 reported on the development of a novel technique to extract quantitative areal 
surface texture information (per ISO 25178-2) from CT scans of AM components. The 
technique included comparison to measurements of the same surface area using a focus 
variation instrument. The extraction and characterisation technique itself was shown to be 
robust and sensitive to measurement changes such as those produced when the system 
filament is changed. The values of measurements for the Nikon XT H 225 were remarkably 
similar to those for the focus variation instrument; for example, the values of Sa obtained 
from the CT data were within 2.5% of the focus variation measurements. Repeatability of the 
CT measurement was shown to be good, including the measurements taken when the artefact 
was removed and replaced back into the fixture (similar to potential industrial lot testing) for 
which the standard deviation was 0.013 µm for a mean Sa value of 29.6 µm. These tests 
were performed on one CT machine with one artefact. For industrial applications it was 
considered important to verify other machines would produce acceptable results and that the 
process itself should be shown to be shown to be applicable to other industrial materials and 
AM processes. 
Chapter 4 reported on the CT-STARR Stage 1 interlaboratory comparison. An EBM artefact 
was measured using four CT machines, three Nikon MCT225 metrology CTs and the XT H 225 
industrial CT used in the development of the extraction method. The results confirmed the 
robustness of using CT for the extraction of surface texture data from AM parts. As an 
example, the value of mean surface roughness, Sa, for all the metrology CTs was within a 
remarkable 0.5% of the results obtained using the focus variation instrument, with good 
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repeatability and reproducibility of all measurement results. These baseline results would 
indicate the artefact measurement and analysis process is robust and will guide the 
development of the Stage 2 CT-STARR interlaboratory comparison, which will include a 
greater variety of CT machine configurations. Mathematical surface determination and scaling 
correction (as required) of the dimensional artefact included in every scan resulted in 
dimensional numbers very similar to reference CMM measurements. Using a dimensional 
artefact during the CT measurement of AM surfaces provides good process validation and 
should be invaluable during CT-STARR Stage 2. The three metrology CTs had a different voxel 
size (8 µm) to the industrial CT (17 µm). The influence of voxel size and surface determination 
on measurement accuracy were discussed. These influences, together with the measured 
influence of changing the filament reported in Chapter 3 (approximately -0.75% change in 
dimensions and -0.8% change in Sa value pre-to-post filament change) highlighted the 
importance of generating an understanding of individual factors that may affect the accuracy 
of measured results. This understanding is important as it allows the creation of a 
recommended measurement and analysis envelope within which to work. 
The influence of three measurement and processing factors that were considered to have the 
potential to affect the accuracy of results were investigated in Chapter 5. These parameters 
were chosen to be, as far as possible, applicable to most CT systems and AM surfaces. The 
intention was to choose factors that were important but not machine-specific. The analysis of 
scanned Rubert comparator plates showed that using local iterative surface determination 
during CT reconstruction will provide the most accurate results for surface texture parameter 
generation. This is important as the selection of surface determination method is not intuitive. 
The inclusion of a known artefact within the user’s scans will aid in verification of surface 
determination verification. 
The voxel size effects the extracted parameter data. At larger voxel sizes the resolution may 
not be sufficient to allow full characterisation of the surface at the required scale of interest. 
If the voxel size is too large to characterise the surface, further increases in voxel size will 
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reduce the surface roughness value. Initial results suggest that, for an AM surface, a voxel 
size of one half or less than the surface Sa may be sufficient for full characterisation. This 
basic result is easily implemented as the resultant voxel size of a reconstruction is displayed 
for the CT operator prior to beginning a scan.  
A comparison of areal parameters computed on the same surface section of a Ti6Al4V SLM 
part as an internal and external feature has been performed. The initial results indicated that 
there was no significant difference between the mean values of the generated surface texture 
parameters for the internal and external measurements. This is important as there needs to 
be confidence that the internal (hence less verifiable) surfaces are equivalent to the external 
(and more easily verifiable) surfaces. These results should provide valuable information to aid 
in the optimisation of the CT surface texture measurement and extraction process for research 
and industrial applications. 
AM processes have the capability to produce surfaces and re-entrant features that enhance 
component functionality in appliocations such as bio-attachment, battery design, heat-
transfer systems, paint and coating adhesion. There are existing applications using as-built 
AM surfaces that include re-entrant features. The ability to measure and characterise designed 
and as-built re-entrant surfaces accurately will be the key to performance optimisation for 
some applications. These surfaces present measurement and data analysis challenges that 
require the ability to image and extract meaningful data from complex point clouds or meshes 
rather than a uniform grid typically generated by line-of-sight instrumentation processes. A 
method for extraction of surface texture parameters from re-entrant AM surfaces was 
demonstrated in Chapter 6. Actual surface area and volume data were extracted and 
compared to projected (grid) areas and volumes for these data. Two example generated 
structured surfaces were also discussed and given as an illustration of the process. A new 
parameter, Sdrprime, has been suggested. This parameter is the percentage of additional 
surface (including re-entrant surfaces) contributed by the texture as compared to a plane the 
size of the measurement area. This new parameter was developed to provide a direct relation 
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to functional performance in applications where the actual surface area is important. There 
are significant errors in area (up to 11% for Sdrprime) when re-entrant features of as-built SLM 
and EBM AM components are not measured and included in analyses. Including re-entrant 
features, using the techniques presented here, will provide more-accurate data required for 
analysis and optimisation of the functional performance of AM components. Collaborations 
have shown that AM components, for example percutaneous medical implants, with functional 
as-built surfaces are now being produced. In addition to the requirement to measure any re-
entrant surfaces correctly, as discussed in Chapter 6, these critical applications require 
consistent production quality across the build chamber and between successive builds. 
Chapter 7 reported on the measurement and characterisation of an EBM build chamber used 
for manufacturing medical implants. A Ti6Al4V ELI measurement artefact set was included in 
four builds. Included in the artefact sets were a novel set of surface-specific measurement 
artefacts. These small artefacts highlighted the importance of build orientation within the 
chamber as the artefact features were significantly different depending upon their orientation. 
Deviation analysis showed there were areas built with missing material, vital for 
understanding the material allowance to be added prior to the build to ensure complete clean-
up of post-AM machined surfaces. The surface-specific artefacts will provide cost-effective 
process monitoring and machine capability analysis. Only those required for the application 
need be used. Designs may be tailored to the particular build application. All the artefacts are 
small, with low material usage and short build times and will fit standard inspection machines, 
including SEM. Nine square bars were included in each of the four builds. A total of 
16 measurements were taken on each bar each of the four builds for a total of 
576 measurements. An ANOVA was performed on the data. The surface measurements were 
sensitive to the differences in build orientation, to both the angle to the horizontal and to the 
facing-direction of vertical surfaces. The difference between raw material batches and 
material re-use was also detected. There were significant local defects on several bars with 
these defects appearing at the same locations on bars in all four builds. There were many 
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bars with no visible surface defects. These repeating asymmetric and non-uniform results for 
the bar measurements suggest that there are system anomalies that may be addressed and 
corrected to create a more-uniform build chamber. This correction may benefit not just the 
surface texture but perhaps also the internal structure of components. 
 
The novel aspects of the present work are outlined in the following section. The work 
performed in this research includes novel extraction of areal surface texture from CT. A multi-
step process was developed and the accuracy of the measurement and characterisation 
technique were reported. An interlaboratory comparison was performed using machines at 
four laboratories. The repeatability and reproduceability of the results using the developed 
measurement and extraction technique were excellent, with all five measurements performed 
on all of the three metrology CTs producing surface roughness (Sa) values within 0.5% of the 
mean reference focus variation measurements. Information and lessons learned will be 
incorporated into an expanded stage 2 interlaboratory comparison. Factors affecting the 
accuracy of the extraction process have been investigated, including the effect of changing 
the CT filament, the effects of CT surface determination methods and the measurement and 
characerisation of internal, compared to external, AM surfaces. Re-entrant as-built surfaces 
are now being used in engineering applications and structured AM surfaces are being designed 
for industrial applications. A new surface texture parameter, Sdrprime, has been proposed. This 
novel parameter will include information from re-entrant surfaces and is designed to be 
functionally relevant and applicable to as-built re-entrant surfaces and structured AM 
surfaces.  Surface consistency throughout the AM build platform and between builds is critical 
for these applications and for components that may require post-processing. A newly designed 
set of small surface-specific artefacts were included that can be used for design and build 
orientation optimisation and can be included in successive builds for process verification. An 
investigation of AM build chamber consistency was performed using an exemplar EBM AM 
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build. The results highlighted significant variation in surface texture within each build and 
between builds.  
This initial work will provide a foundation for further research into the use of CT for the 
measurement and characterisation of AM surfaces. AM machines and CT machines are 
constantly improving and the techniques introduced here will still be applicable as these 
processes improve. There is potential for a range of future work to expand the AM surface 
texture, and particularly surface-from-CT, knowledge base.  
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Chapter 9 Future work 
“The man who has no more problems to solve is out of the game.” 
Elbert Hubbard (1856‐1915) 
 
9.1 Automated surface-from-CT 
At this stage, if the AM surface can be measured using conventional metrology techniques, 
such as focus variation used here, then generally the surface should be measured using these 
techniques because of their greater resolution and accuracy. However, there are distinct 
advantages of CT measurements, other than just the ability to image internal features. CT 
imaging creates a 3D point cloud of the entire component and this data can be used for 
comparison to the CAD design. The deviation analysis work reported here was performed 
using this technique. This alignment, using component features, can be used to locate 
surfaces-of-interest within (or on the outside) of the component. The extraction techniques 
reported here involved manually selecting the area of interest from the scanned component. 
This was then followed by a multi-stage process of alignment and conversion to allow 
comparison to a master surface and the generation of areal parameters per ISO 25178-2. 
The technology is in place to be able to create a software system to automate the surface 
measurement, analysis and verification process:  
Once the CAD model is entered into the proposed software system, including location and 
required surface texture parameter and value, for example Sa 25 µm for a 20 mm x 20 mm 
section of an internal surface, then it is envisaged that the following may be automated 
(“one click”), after performing the CT scan: 
  
 Adjust the surface determination and scaling based on an artefact included in the scan 
 Select the ROI in the scan 
 Convert the ROI to a mesh 
 Align the mesh to the component model using defined datums 
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 Locate the exact section (or any number of sections) with the surface requirement 
 Extract the surface region of interest 
 Convert to a height map 
            (or analyse mesh directly, which allows inclusion of re-entrant features) 
 Crop to the correct size, either pre-determined or calculated based on ISO Standards 
 Level and filter per ISO 25178-3 
 Generate the required parameter set 
 Compare the parameter data value to the required value 
 Generate report / SPC etc. 
 
This whole process may be automated for all the surfaces with required specific and general 
(default drawing) texture values. This process, as with the manual process, requires that the 
measurement resolution and surface texture requirement are compatible. If the resolution is 
not sufficient to resolve the surface at the scale-of-interest required then the data will not be 
valid. 
 
9.2 Scaling and surface determination correction 
Corrections to the extracted surface texture data, based on the surface determination and 
global scaling errors extracted from the dimensional artefacts will be investigated. The 
dimensional artefacts included in the scans reported here were able to differentiate between 
these two types of errors and mathematical compensation based on these errors produced 
significant increases in dimensional accuracy. Adjustment of the extracted surface based on 
the dimensional compensation values has potential to reduce measurement errors. On 
completion of the development of manual compensation techniques, further work will be 
performed on automating the compensation process. 
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9.3 Further CT chamber analysis 
Further characterisation of the Nikon XT H 225 CT chamber will be performed. This will include 
the use of different AM surfaces to refine the ratio between the maximum acceptable voxel 
size and component surface roughness. A similar evaluation will be performed using additional 
types of CT system, including CT microscopes, such as the Zeiss Xradia series. ROI scanning 
will be investigated, whereby a local section of a large component may be scanned at high 
resolution. Guidelines for component suitability for each machine type will be generated. 
 
9.4 CT-STARR Stage 2 
The results from Stage 1 RR reported here will guide modification of the methodology for the 
expanded Stage 2 RR.  Changes to the methodolgy will include a fixture modification to rotate 
the dimensional artefact to avoid horizontal edges and reduce cone-beam artefacts. A change 
to the surface texture artefact will be investigated, based on the minimum Sa to voxel size 
ratio required to fully characterise the AM surface. Work will be performed with potential 
Stage 2 participants to verify the resolution requirements for a variety of CT systems prior to 
the start of Stage 2.  
 
9.5 Re-entrant features and functional analysis 
Functional validation of re-entrant surface measurements will be performed to verify the 
practicality of the parameter Sdrprime. Functional applications will include bio-attachment, 
chemical bonding, fluid flow, heat transfer and electrical conduction. Additional parameters 
will be created as necessary, based on their sensitivity to the variation in specific functional 
performance and a parameter toolbox applicable to CT surface analysis will be generated.  
  
9.6 Surface-specific measurement artefacts 
The design of the surface-specific artefacts will be revised, based on the initial batches and 
the results of long-term build programs. Modifications will performed to optimise the 
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sensitivity of specific artefact features to build variation. The artefact set provided significant 
information about the build process, however refining the artefacts to taylor the design to 
functional performance, together with build platform and powder configuration will eliminate 
the manufacture of unnecessary artefacts or those insensitive to functionally relevant build 
perfomance.   
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Appendix 11 Referenced areal surface texture parameters 
ISO 25178-2 definitions and calculation methods for the areal parameters used in the current 
research are given here. 
 
Height parameters 
Sq 
Root mean square height of the scale-limited surface 
Root mean square value of the ordinate values within a definition area (A) 
 
 
Ssk 
Skewness of the scale-limited surface 
Quotient of the mean cube value of the ordinate values and the cube of Sq within a definition 
area (A) 
 
 
Sku 
Kurtosis of the scale-limited surface 
Quotient of the mean quartic value of the ordinate values and the fourth power of Sq within 
a definition area (A) 
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Sz 
Maximum height of the scale-limited surface 
Sum of the maximum peak height value and the maximum pit height value within a definition 
area. 
Sa 
Arithmetical mean height of the scale limited surface 
Arithmetic mean of the absolute of the ordinate values within a definition area (A) 
 
 
Spatial parameters 
Sal 
Autocorrelation length 
Horizontal distance of the fACF(tx,ty) which has the fastest decay to a specified value s, with 0 
≤  s < 1 
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Hybrid parameters 
Sdr 
Developed interfacial area ratio of the scale-limited surface 
Ratio of the increment of the interfacial area of the scale-limited surface within the definition 
area (A) over the definition area 
 
V-parameters 
 
Figure 11-1: Areal material ratio curve and calculation of Sk and Smr2 
 
Key 
X areal material ratio 
Y intersection line position 
1 secant 
2 secant with smallest gradient 
3 equivalent straight line 
Sk core height 
Smr1, Smr2 material ratios 
This figure shows a profile instead of a surface area for ease of illustration. The principle is the same for a surface area. 
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Sk 
Core height 
Distance between the highest and lowest level of the core surface, see Figure 11-1:. 
 
Smr2 
Material ratio (dales) 
ratio of the area of the material at the intersection line which separates the protruding dales 
from the core surface to the evaluation area (expresses as a percentage). 
